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Abstract
Curated ontologies and semantic annotations are increasingly being used in e-science to reflect the current terminology and conceptualization of various scientific domains. Such curated
Knowledge Bases (KB) are usually backended by relational databases using adequate schemas.
Schemas may be generic or application/domain specific and in many cases are required to satisfy
a wide range of integrity constraints. As curated KBs continuously evolve, such constraints are
often violated and thus KBs need to be frequently repaired.
Motivated by the fact that consistency is nowdays mostly enforced manually by the scientists
acting as curators, we propose a generic and personalized repairing framework for assisting them
in this arduous task. Modeling integrity constraints using the class of Disjunctive Embedded
Dependencies (DEDs), we are capable of supporting a variety of useful integrity constraints presented in the literature. Moreover, we rely on coplex curator preferences over various interesting
features of the resulting repairs that can capture diverse notions of minimality in repairs. As a
result, other repair policies presented in the literature can be emulated within our framework.
Moreover, we propose a novel exhaustive repair finding algorithm which, unlike existing
greedy frameworks, is not sensitive to the resolution order and syntax of violated constraints and
can correctly compute globally optimal repairs for different kinds of constraints and preferences.
Despite its exponential nature, the performance and memory requirements of the exhaustive
algorithm are experimentally demonstrated to be satisfactory for real world curation cases,
thanks to a series of optimizations. Finally, we propose the corresponding “greedy” algorithm
wich computes locally optimal repairs by considering each violation individualy keeping only the
preffered-per-violation repairs.
Last but not least, we propose possible extensions of our framework to describe policies where
the inconsistencies are resolved during their introduction (e.g., belief revision, belief merging).
This can be achieved by carefuly designing operations which modify the KB’s status in order to
prevent the inconsistencies from creeping into the system.
Supervisor: Vassilis Christophides
Professor

PROSWPOPOIWNTAS DHLWTIKES POLITIKES DIORJWSHS
GIA EPIMELHMENES BASEIS GNWSHS
Iwnnhc Rousskhc
Metaptuqiak

ErgasÐa

Tm ma Epist mhc Upologist¸n, Panepist mio Kr thc

PerÐlhyh
Oi epimelhmènec ontologÐec kai shmasiologikèc uposhmei¸seic qrhsimopoioÔntai oloèna kai perissìtero sthn yhfiak

epist mh gia na antikatoptrÐzoun thn trèqousa orologÐa kai thn sÔllhyh

twn diafìrwn episthmonik¸n pedÐwn. Tètoiec epimelhmènec Bseic Gn¸shc sun jwc uposthrÐzontai apì sqesiakèc bseic dedomènwn qrhsimopoi¸ntac katllhla sq mata.
na eÐnai genikoÔ skopoÔ

sugkekrimèna an efarmog

Ta sq mata mporeÐ

kai se pollèc peript¸seic apaiteÐtai na

ikanopoioÔn èna eurÔ fsma periorism¸n akeraiìthtac. Lìgw tou ìti oi epimelhmènec Bseic Gn¸shc exelÐssontai suneq¸c, tètoioi periorismoÐ suqn parabizontai ra oi bseic prèpei suqn na
epidiorj¸nontai.
Parakinhmènoi apì to gegonìc ìti h akeraiìthta s mera epiblletai wc epÐ to pleÐston qeirokÐnhta apì touc Ðdiouc touc epist monec oi opoÐoi droun san epimelhtèc, proteÐnoume èna

exatomikeumèno

genikì

kai

plaÐsio diìrjwshc ¸ste na touc parèqoume bo jeia se autì to epÐpono èrgo.

Montelopoi¸ntac touc periorismoÔc akeraiìthtac qrhsimopoi¸ntac thn klsh twn Diazeuktik¸n
Enswmatwmènwn Exart sewn (DEE), eÐmaste se jèsh na uposthrÐxoume mia poikilÐa apì periorismoÔc akeraiìthtac pou emfanÐzontai sth bibliografÐa. Epiplèon, basizìmaste se sÔnjetec ekfrseic protÐmhshc twn epimelht¸n gia endiafèronta qarakthristik twn diorj¸sewn pou prokÔptoun
me skopì na sullboume diaforetikèc ènnoiec

elaqistopoÐhshc

stic diorj¸seic. San apotèlesma,

llec politikèc diìrjwshc pou parousizontai sth bibliografÐa mporoÔn na prosomoiwjoÔn sto
plaÐsio mac.
EpÐ plèon, proteÐnoume èna nèo exantlhtikì algìrijmo diìrjwshc o opoÐoc, en antijèsei me uprqonta plhsta plaÐsia, den exarttai apì th seir diìrjwshc kai th sÔntaxh twn parabiasmènwn

upologÐsei swst kajolik bèltistec epidiorj¸seic gia diaforetikoÔc
tÔpouc kanìnwn kai protim sewn. Par thn ekjetik fÔsh tou, h apìdosh kai oi apait seic se m-

periorism¸n kai mporeÐ na

n mh tou apodeiknÔetai peiramatik ìti eÐnai ikanopoihtikèc gia pragmatikèc peript¸seic epimèleiac
qrh se mÐa seir apì beltistopoi seic.

Tèloc, proteÐnoume ton antÐstoiqo plhsto algìrij-

mo o opoÐoc upologÐzei topikèc bèltistec diorj¸seic jewr¸ntac kje parabÐash xeqwrist kai
diathr¸ntac mìno tic protim¸menes-an-kanìna diorj¸seic.
Tèloc,

proteÐnoume pijanèc epektseic tou plaisÐou mac me skopì na perigryoume poli-

tikèc ìpou oi asunèpeiec epilÔontai kat thn eisagwg
q¸neush gn¸shc).

touc (p.q.

anaje¸rhsh gn¸shc, sug-

Autì mporeÐ na epiteuqjeÐ me to na sqedisoume prosektik tic leitourgÐec

pou tropopoioÔn thn katstash thc Bshc Gn¸shc me skopì na empodÐsoume tic asunèpeiec na
eisqwr soun sto sÔsthma.

Epìpthc Kajhght c:

BasÐlhc QristofÐdhc
Kajhght c

EuqaristÐec
Sto shmeÐo autì ja

jela na euqarist sw jerm ton epìpth kajhght

mou k. BasÐlh QristofÐdh

gia thn yogh sunergasÐa mac kai thn polÔtimh kajog ghsh tou kat thc dirkeia twn akadhmaðk¸n
mou qrìnwn.

H empistosÔnh pou mou èdeixe

tan kajoristik

gia thn olokl rwsh thc ergasÐac

mou kai ta efìdia pou apokìmisa kont tou ja apotelèsoun tic bseic gia th metèpeita karièra
mou.

Ja

sumbol

tan meglh parleiyh mou an den euqaristoÔsa to Gi¸rgo Flour

gia thn ousiastik

sthn pertwsh aut c thc ergasÐac. Ton euqarist¸ gia tic eÔstoqec kai epoikodomhtikèc

tou parathr seic kaj¸c kai gia ton mejodikì trìpo pou mou èmaje na ergzomai.
De ja mporoÔsa na mhn anafèrw se autì to shmeÐo to IstintoÔto Plhroforik c tou IdrÔmatoc
TeqnologÐac kai 'Ereunac tìso gia thn ulik

all kai thn oikonomik

gia na katafèrw na oloklhr¸sw thn ergasÐa aut .

EpÐshc ja

st rixh pou mou prosèfere

jela na euqarist sw ìla ta

mèlh thc omdac twn Plhroforiak¸n Susthmtwn tou IstintoÔtou Plhroforik c - ITE gia thn
euqristh sunergasÐa mac ìla aut ta qrìnia kaj¸c kai gia to gegonìc ìti up rxan ìqi mìno
exaÐretoi sunergtec, all kai polÔ kaloÐ fÐloi.

Ja

jela epÐshc na euqarist sw ta mèlh thc

eishghtik c epitrop c k. Grhgìrh AntwnÐou kai k. Dhm trh Plexouskh gia tic epoikodomohtikèc
touc parathr seic. Akìmh, euqarist¸ touc kaloÔc mou fÐlouc gia th sumparstash touc kai gia
tic ìmorfec stigmèc pou persame sto Hrkleio oi opoÐec ja meÐnoun gia pnta qaragmènec sto
mualì mou.
To megalÔtero ìmwc euqarist¸ to ofeÐlw stouc goneÐc mou, Man¸lh kai 'Anna kai sta adèrfia
mou Miqlh kai MarÐa gia touc kìpouc touc, tic 8usÐec kai thn empistosÔnh touc, qwrÐc thn opoÐa
de ja

tan dunatì na oloklhr¸sw thn ergasÐa aut

kai touc stìqouc mou.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Curated Knowledge Bases

An increasing number of scientific communities (e.g., Bioinformatics, Medicine and Health, Environmental and Earth Sciences, Astronomy, Cultural Informatics and Humanities1 ) rely on
common terminologies and reference models related to their research field in order to facilitate annotation and inter-relation of scientific and scholarly data of interest. Such knowledge
representation artifacts form a kind of curated Knowledge Bases (KBs) which are developed
with a great deal of human effort by communities of scientists [8] and are usually backended
by relational database support using adequate schemas [37]. To enforce sharing and reusability,
these knowledge representation artifacts are published nowadays using Semantic Web languages
such as RDF/S or OWL and essentially form a special kind of curated databases. The above
observations are highlighted in Figure 1.1, where a cyclical process for maintaining a curated
KB is depicted as new knowledge is accumulated and existing knowledge is modified. As we
can see, existing curated data annotations and curated ontologies are used as input sources by
other curated ontologies along with online resources. Moreover, once produced and published,
curated ontologies may lead to modifications to, linked to them, annotations and ontologies.

Figure 1.1: Overview of curation process
1

www.geneontology.org,
www.biopax.org,
www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls,
sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/ontology, archive.astro.umd.edu/ont, cidoc.ics.forth.gr.

1

www.co-ode.org/galen,

1.2

Motivation

Curated KBs often have to satisfy various domain or application specific constraints [36, 32, 26]
which are mostly enforced nowdays manually. Inconsistencies may arise as scientists, acting
as curators, have to constantly agree on the common knowledge to represent and share in
their research field. Curated KBs may change as new experimental evidence and observations
are acquired worldwide, due to revisions in their intended usage, or even to correct erroneous
conceptualizations. Given that in most cases curated KBs are interconnected [17] and different
groups of curators may adopt different constraints, inconsistencies may arise when changes get
propagated from related (through copying or referencing) remote KBs, even when inconsistencies
could be locally prevented. Furthermore, inconsistencies may be caused by changes in the
constraints themselves. The problem of inconsistency can be addressed either by providing
the ability to query inconsistent data (consistent query answering [5]) or by actually repairing
KBs [15]. Clearly, the value of curated KBs lies in the quality of the encoded knowledge and
thus they need to be frequently repaired. For example, one may want to impose acyclicity of
subsumption relations between classes or properties [36], primary and foreign key constraints [10,
12], or cardinality constraints [32] of instances. In this thesis, we are interested in declarative
repairing frameworks for assisting curators in the arduous task of repairing inconsistent KBs.
The purpose of a repairing framework is the automatic identification of a consistent KB that
would preserve as much knowledge as possible from the original, inconsistent KB [15]. The latter
requirement is important, because several inconsistencies may exist and each of them may be
resolved in different ways, so several potential repairs may exist; the repairing process should
return the one that causes minimal effects (updates) upon the curated KB [1, 10]. However,
the notion of minimality in curated KBs depends on a number of underlying assumptions made
by different groups of curators; e.g., under a complete knowledge assumption, curators may
favor repairs performing removals [1], whereas in the opposite case, they may prefer repairs
performing additions [27]. In existing algorithms (e.g., [6, 7, 13]) such preferences are embedded
in the repair finding algorithms and curators cannot intervene. Furthermore, in their majority,
they consider the resolution of each constraint violation in isolation from the others; as we will
show in Section 1.3, this makes the result of repairing sensitive to the evaluation order of the
constraints, as well as their syntactic form.

1.3

Problem Statement

To explain the intuition behind our approach and the related challenges, we consider an example
of a curated ontology. Ontologies are usually backended by relational databases; an efficient representation [25, 37] of both schema and data of curated ontologies consists of tuples like CS(B),
denoting that B is a class, C IsA(B, A), denoting a (direct or transitive) subsumption relationship between B, A, P S(P ), denoting that P is a property, and Domain(P, B), Range(P, B),
denoting that the domain and range (respectively) of P is B. So, let us assume that the original
KB is K = {CS(B), C IsA(B, A), P S(P ), Range(P, B)}.
Various constraints related to the ontology schema and data that have been reported in the
literature can be expressed using DEDs [14]. For example, the following DEDs represent schema
constraints stating that all subsumption relationships should be between defined classes (c1 ),
that properties should have a defined domain and range (c2 ), which in turn should be a defined
class (c3 , c4 ); for more constraints on the ontology schema and data, see Section 4.
c1 : ∀u1 , u2 C IsA(u1 , u2 ) → CS(u1 ) ∧ CS(u2 )
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Figure 1.2: An inconsistent KB
c2 : ∀uP S(u) → ∃v1 , v2 Domain(u, v1 ) ∧ Range(u, v2 )
c3 : ∀u1 , u2 Range(u1 , u2 ) → P S(u1 ) ∧ CS(u2 )
c4 : ∀u1 , u2 Domain(u1 , u2 ) → P S(u1 ) ∧ CS(u2 )
Note that the KB of Figure 1.2 violates the constraint c1 as we have the subsumption
relation C IsA(B, A) but the class A is not declared (i.e., CS(A) ∈
/ K). Moreover, it violates
the constraint c2 , because KB contains a property with no domain. Having an inconsistent
KB which must be repaired, the widely-used repairing strategy [7, 13] consists in selecting one
violated constraint, repairing it, then finding the next violated constraint etc, until no more
violations exist. The resolution options for a constraint can be deduced from its syntax: for
example, to resolve c1 we must either remove C IsA(B, A) or add CS(A). Similarly, to resolve
c2 , we can remove P S(P ), or add Domain(P, x) for any x. This process can be modeled in a
resolution tree, at each node of which one constraint violation is resolved.
Note that our repairing choices are not independent, but may have unforeseenconsequences.
For example, if we choose to remove P S(P ) to resolve c2 , then c3 is subsequently violated,
and this violation is caused by our choice to remove P S(P ). Similarly, if we choose to add
Domain(P, A) to resolve c2 , then c4 is subsequently violated. The latter violation is prevented
if we choose to resolve c1 by adding CS(A); in this case, the addition of CS(A) resolves two
constraint violations at the same time.

1.3.1

Repair Strategies

In most repair finding frameworks (e.g., [7, 6, 13]), the constraint resolution tree is created by
selecting the optimal resolution option(s) locally, i.e., for each violation according to the adopted
policy and discarding all the non-optimal branches; this way, all the leaves of the resolution tree
correspond to preferred repairs. We will call this strategy violation-based (VB), because the
selection of the preferred resolutions is done individually for each violation. Figure 1.3 shows
one application of this strategy, in which the adopted policy is: “we want a minimum number
of updates during repair; in case of a tie, prefer those repairs that perform most deletions”. The
dotted circles in Figure 1.3 indicate rejected resolution options. Under the above policy, the
algorithm would first choose to remove C IsA(B, A) (to restore c1 ); this option is preferable than
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Figure 1.3: A VB Resolution Tree
the addition of CS(A). The new KB (K1 ) violates c2 , so we continue the process by removing
P S(P ) (to resolve c2 ) and finally remove Range(P, B) (for c3 ); thus the (only) returned repair
would be K111 = {CS(B)}. The resolutions under this strategy are selected in a greedy manner,
in the sense that only the current constraint is considered, and the potential consequences of
a selected/rejected option are neglected. Thus, we may miss more preferred repairs, as in the
repair K 0 = {P S(P ), CS(B), Range(P, B), Domain(P, B)}, which differs from the original KB
K in only two atoms, so it is more preferable than K111 under our policy and should have been
returned instead.
An additional shortcoming of the VB strategy is that it is sensitive to the constraint evaluation order and syntactic form. To see this, consider again our running example and the repairing
policy: “we prefer deletion of class-related information (CS, C IsA) over additions; but we prefer both over the addition of property-related information (P S, Range, Domain), which, in turn,
is preferable than deletion of property-related information”. Let us consider first the evaluation
order: c2
c1
c3
c4 . First, c2 is resolved using two alternative options: add Domain(P, A)
or add Domain(P, B). Let us concentrate on the first option, i.e., add Domain(P, A). Then, the
resolution of c1 would delete C IsA(B, A), and the resolution of c4 would add CS(A). The end
result is the repair: Korder = {P S(P ), CS(B), CS(A), Range(P, B), Domain(P, A)} (note that
this is not the only repair that will be returned). The reader can verify that, for the evaluation
order c2
c3
c4
c1 , Korder will not be returned. The reason is that the branch that adds
Domain(P, A), would then resolve c4 through the addition of CS(A), which in turn resolves c1
implicitly and C IsA(B, A) will not be removed.
To see the effect of the constraint syntax, let us slightly change our example and consider
the KB Ksyntax = { P S(P ), CS(B)}). Also, change the repairing policy into: “we want a
minimum number of updates during repair; in case of a tie, prefer those repairs that perform
most additions”. Then, the resolution of c2 (the only violated rule) would only accept the branch
where P S(P ) is removed. If we replace c2 with the equivalent set of constraints c2a : ∀uP S(u) →
∃v1 Domain(u, v1 ) c2b : ∀uP S(u) → ∃v2 Range (u, v2 ), then the removal of P S(P ) is no longer a
selected resolution; instead, the algorithm would add Domain(P, x) and Range(P, y) for some
constants x, y. Thus, the returned repair depends on the constraints’ syntax, rather than the
constraints’ semantics.
To address these shortcomings of the VB strategy, we propose an alternative resolution
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Figure 1.4: An IB Resolution Tree
strategy, which we will call information-based (IB). Under IB, none of the resolution options of
a violation is rejected; instead, all resolution branches are considered (see Figure 1.4). Hence,
each leaf of the resolution tree is a potential repair, but not necessarily a preferred one according
to the adopted policy. For this reason, IB needs to compare all potential repairs in order to
select only the preferred ones. Figure 1.4 shows one application of this strategy: no branches are
rejected, but most of the leaves (e.g., K111 , K131 etc) are rejected as non-preferred. Going back
to our example, adopting the policy “we want a minimum number of updates during repair;
in case of a tie, prefer those repairs that perform most deletions”, the KB K12 = {P S(P ),
CS(B), Range(P, B), Domain(P, B)} would be returned (see also Figure 1.4). Note that this is
a different repair from the one returned by the VB strategy for the same KB and policy. Given
that complete resolutions are considered, the returned repairs of an IB strategy are always the
most preferred ones (unlike VB); in addition, as we will show later (Proposition 1), IB strategies
are immune to changes in the constraints’ evaluation order or syntax. However, IB strategies
have to compute a larger resolution tree, so they are, on average, less efficient than VB strategies;
note however that the worst-case complexity is the same in both cases (Section 3). In addition,
several optimization opportunities can be considered to reduce the size of the resolution tree in
the average case (e.g., by considering a more compact form of resolutions or by finding safe ways
to prune the resolution tree without losing preferred solutions).

1.3.2

Repair Preferences

Given the heterogeneity of curated KBs, different groups of curators should be able to apply
(and experiment with) different repair policies. Aiming at being able to to declaratively state
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repairing policies, there is need for a formal preference model over interesting features of repairs.
We rely on qualitative preference models proposed for relational databases supporting atomic
and composite preference expressions over relational attributes [23, 9, 18]. For example, under
a complete knowledge assumption, curators may need to obtain minimum additions, so the
interesting feature is the number of additions, whereas the atomic preference is the minimization
function (M in). The application of this preference, under an IB strategy, over the possible
repairs of KB presented in Figure 1.2, would give the repair K111 = {CS(B)} as preferred (cf.
Figure 1.4). To express composite preferences spanning several attributes, curators may employ
constructors between atomic preferences, such as ⊗ (pareto) and & (prioritized). For example,
a declarative repairing policy could be to equally prefer (i.e., pareto) repairs featuring both a
minimum number of updates and a minimum number of additions.
To our knowledge, the repairing frameworks proposed in the literature (e.g., [7, 6, 13]) adopt
a specific policy for resolving violations, which is determined at design-time and may be useful
for a particular curation setting but not to others (e.g., complete vs incomplete knowledge assumption). Our framework relies on qualitative preference expressions to declaratively specify
a repairing policy, thereby enabling curators to adapt their policies at run-time (using an intuitive preference elicitation interface [31]). Last but not least, most of the policies adopted in the
literature can be modeled as special cases of our repairing framework (see Propositions 2, 3 and
Section 6).

1.3.3

Wildcards

One problem with the policies following the IB or VB strategy is that the number of resolution
options or preferred resolution options for a given constraint may in some cases be comparable
to the number of available KB constants. In our motivating example, c2 can be resolved by
removing P S(P ), or by adding Domain(P, x) for any constant x. To avoid the need to explore
a potentially large number of alternative branches, we introduce wildcards (denoted by εi ),
which are used to represent in a compact manner several alternative constants, and essentially
constitute existential variables ranging over the set of constants. In our example, the resolution
options for c2 using wildcards would be just two, namely the removal of P S(P ) and the addition
of Domain(P, ε1 ); the latter should be read as “Domain(P, x) for any constant x”. Hence, a
wildcard is used to reduce the size of the resolution tree by combining several branches into
one. In addition, wildcards are useful because they compact the repairs returned to the curator,
allowing him to easier evaluate his options. Note that a single wildcard is not enough. For
example, if two different properties violated constraint c2 (i.e., they had no domains), then
it should be possible to set the domains of the properties independently, by using different
wildcards for each (say ε1 , ε2 ).
The detection and resolution of inconsistencies when wildcards are considered is more tricky.
In our previous example, suppose that we resolve c2 by adding Domain(P, ε1 ). Then, we note
that c4 may, or may not be violated, depending on the value of ε1 ; e.g., if we replace ε1 with B,
then c4 is not violated, but if we replace it with A then c4 is violated (because CS(A) ∈
/ K).
This problem raises the need to constrain the values that a wildcard could potentially take.
Continuing our example, we would like to follow different resolution paths depending on whether
c4 needs to be resolved (i.e., is violated) or not. Thus, we introduce the wildcard mapping, µ,
which is a set containing the values that the wildcards can take. In our example, if µ = {B},
then c4 is not violated.
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1.4

This Thesis

The main contribution of this work is a generic and personalized framework for assisting curators
in repairing inconsistent KBs, which supports a variety of useful integrity constraints using
Disjunctive Embedded Dependencies (DEDs) [14], as well as complex curators’ preferences over
interesting features of the resulting repairs (e.g., the number and type of repairing updates).
To formalize the desired repairing policies we rely on qualitative preference models that have
been proposed for relational databases [9, 18, 23]. Then, we demonstrate that the proposed
framework is able to express very diverse repairing preferences, as well as different notions of
minimality that have been proposed so far in the literature (e.g., [1, 15]).
We propose a novel, algorithm, which we call information-based (IB), which successfully
addresses the aforementioned issues by considering all possible resolutions in order to identify
globally optimal repairs (per the minimality preference). In contrast, existing algorithms (e.g., [6,
13, 7]), which we call violation-based (VB), are greedy and consider minimality only locally
during the resolution of each inconsistency (by ignoring non-optimal resolution options). We
prove that the two algorithms do not give, in general, the same resulting KB repairs, because
the IB algorithm computes repairs which are globally optimal w.r.t. to curators’ preferences,
whereas VB computes locally optimal repairs. Finally, we provide the complexity bounds for
both IB and VB algorithms along with some experimental results for typical synthetic curated
KBs.
The structure of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 we describe our repairing framework. In Section 2.1 we present some preliminary notions such as the considered representation
language and integrity constraints and in Section 2.2 we present its declarative nature.
In Chapter 3 we present the two main repair finding algorithms we implemented; an IB
and a V B algorithm. Next, in Section 3.1, we show some proposed optimizations which can
be applied over IB and V B algorithms and the chapter ends with the complexity bounds for
both IB and V B algorithms for various constraint categories which are found in the literature
(Section 3.2).
The experimental findings of our repairing algorithms are presented in Chapter 4. Firstly, in
Section 4.1 we describe the experimental setting which was used and next we show the results
from the evaluation of IB, V B algorithms. Finally, in Section 4.4 we show the quality of
the repairs produced by V B algorithm comparing them with the respective produced by IB
algorithm.
Apart from repairing, in Chapter 5, we introduce an alternative way to deal with invalidities
by preventing them from creeping into the KB. Next in Chapter 6 we show existing repair approaches which are found in the literature and how they can be integrated within our framework.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we present our main conclusions and some ideas for future work.
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Chapter 2

Framework
2.1
2.1.1

Preliminaries
Knowledge Bases

In this work, we consider the standard relational semantics, whereas we do not commit ourselves
to any particular schema. Our only restriction is that we will always assume some arbitrary, but
predetermined finite set of relations R and infinite set of constants (U). Thus, A KB K is any
~ Obviously, for any relational atom R(A)
~ or tuple and
set of relational atoms of the form R(A).
~
~
~
~
~ ∈
KB K it holds that K  R(A) iff R(A) ∈ K, and K  ¬R(A) iff K 2 R(A) (i.e., iff R(A)
/ K).
We consider that changes performed during repairs are represented from a special tuple which
forms a delta. A delta δ = hδa , δd i essentially contains the sets of relational atoms to be added
(δa ) or removed (δd ) from the KB. We denote by K the set of all KBs and by ∆ the set of all
deltas. Next we define the application of a delta δ = hδa , δd i upon a KB K.
Definition 1 Consider a KB K and a delta δ = hδa , δd i. The application of a δ upon K is an
operation • s.t. K • δ = (K ∪ δa ) \ δd .
Deltas can be composed as well to produce a delta with a cumulative effect.
Definition 2 Consider two deltas δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i, δ2 = hδa2 , δd2 i. The composition of deltas is
an operation ] s.t. δ1 ] δ2 = hδa1 ∪ δa2 , δd1 ∪ δd2 i.
We equip our framework with wildcards (ε1 , ε2 , . . .), taken from an infinite set E, which is
disjoint from U to avoid confusion. A wildcard provides a compact representation of several
constants and essentially introduces an existential variable. A wildcard mapping µ is a set that
determines the constants that each wildcard can be mapped to. For example, if µ1 = {A, B},
then ε can be replaced by either A or B, but not, e.g., by C. Thus, R(ε) denotes a set of
different relational atoms, which depend on the mapping; in the above example, R(ε) represents
{R(A), R(B)}. The latter set is denoted by [[R(ε)]]µ1 which in fact contains all the assigned
~ does not contain wildcards, then [[R(A)]]
~ µ = {R(A)}
~
values from µ1 to ε. Obviously, if R(A)
for all µ. Note that if we had more than one wildcard to deal with, the mapping would contain
tuples of constants (each element of the tuple representing one wildcard). For example consider
the tuple R(ε1 , ε2 ) and the mapping µ1 = {hA, Ci, hA, Bi, hB, Ci, hB, Bi}. The corresponding
[[R(ε1 , ε2 )]]µ1 is equal to {R(A, C), R(A, B), R(B, C), R(B, B)}. We assume that a wildcard
can range only over the constants that appear in the KB K, i.e., wildcards cannot be used to
introduce new constants in the KB.
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As explained in Section 1.3, KBs and deltas may feature wildcards. A KB K or a delta δ
with wildcards corresponds to a set of KBs or deltas as determined by some mapping µ. These
sets will be denoted by [[K]]µ , [[δ]]µ , or simply [[K]], [[δ]] when the corresponding mapping can
be easily deduced from the context. Note that a mapping µ in [[δ]]µ is used to restrict the values
that wildcards can take when they appear in KBs/deltas. Therefore, the application operation
for KBs/deltas with wildcards is defined as follows:
Definition 3 Consider a set of KBs [[K]]µK and a set of deltas [[δ]]µδ determined by the corresponding mappings µK , mapδ respectively. The application of such deltas over KBs when they
feature wildcards is defined as [[K]]µK • [[δ]]µδ = [[(K ∪ δa ) \ δd ]]µK ∩µδ .
The only subtle issue that needs to be clarified is related to the wildcards’ (in)dependence.
In particular, given a KB K and a delta δ, featuring the same wildcard, the application K •δ will
force this wildcard to be mapped to the same constant(s) in all its appearances in K • δ. In some
cases, this may not be the desired behavior. A similar case appears when different wildcards,
which should have been the same, appear in K, δ. However, this is a non-issue in our framework,
because wildcards are introduced during the repair finding algorithm (see Subsection 2.1.2), so
we can control which wildcards are used, and the application semantics given previously is
sufficient. Similarly, the composition operator ] for two deltas δ1 , δ2 with wildcards is defined
as follows:
Definition 4 Given two deltas which may feature wildcards, [[δ1 ]]µ1 , [[δ2 ]]µ2 , their composition
is defined as [[δ1 ]]µ1 ] [[δ2 ]]µ2 = [[δ]]µ∩ µ2 where δ = hδa1 ∪ δa2 , δd1 ∪ δd2 i.

2.1.2

Integrity Constraints

We assume that, in general, not every Knowledge Base K is a valid representation of our knowledge. To discriminate between “valid” and “non valid” representations, we allow the introduction
of Integrity Constraints which are FOL formulas over relational atoms without wildcards. For
technical reasons, we assume that all rules can be encoded in the form of DEDs (disjunctive
embedded dependencies), which have the following general form:
V
~
~
~ ~
~
∀A
i=1,...,n Pi (A) → ∨j=1,...,m ∃Bj Qj (A, Bj )
where:
~B
~ i are tuples of variables.
• A,
• Q is a (maybe empty) conjunction of relational atoms of the form R(w1 , . . . , wn ), where
w1 , . . . , wn , are variables or constants.
We say that a KB K satisfies a constraint c when K  c. Obviously, for any given set C of
integrity constraints, we will call a KB K to be consistent iff it satisfies C (K  C). Note that
K  C iff K satisfies c, for all c ∈ C. To guarantee the existence of at least one valid KB, the set
of integrity constraints must be consistent in the standard logical sense. For a given DED c, we
~ the constraint instance that occurs by replacing ~u in c with a tuple of constants
denote by c(A)
~ For example consider the constraint c : ∀x, yP (x, y) → Q(y). A constraint instance of c is
A.
c(a, b) = P (a, b) → Q(b). As before, we assume that some arbitrary, but predetermined set of
constraints C is given.
The DED form of constraints allows both the easy detection of an invalidity, as well as the
determination of all possible options for repairing such an inconsistency, using just syntactical
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manipulations over the violated constraint. This form is general and expressive enough, such
that it can be used to express consistency in several contexts [14]. For instance, in the field of
relational databases, DEDs be used to express the traditional functional and inclusion dependencies [12] along with more complex constraints as tuple generating dependencies(i.e., tgds),
LAV tgds and full tgds [1]. Inclusion and functional dependencies can be extended with conditions to increase the quality of data on which they are applied [15] and DEDs are capable
of capturing this extention as well. However, DEDs can be used to capture constraints over
ontological data as well. Among others, we can capture subsumption transitivity, acyclicity and
symmetric relations [25].
The form of DED constraints allows both the easy detection of a violation as well as the
determination of all possible repairing options for this violation. The underlying idea is very simple: a DED constraint can be written as a universally quantified disjunction(DNF) of (possibly
negated) ground facts, existentially quantified conjunctions of positive ground facts and equality
axioms. For example, the DNF form of c : ∀x, yP (x, y) → Q(y) is writen as ¬P (x, y) ∨ Q(y).
~ iff Q(A)
~ ∈ K. Thus, for a
For KBs without wildcards, this is based on the fact that K  Q(A)
~
DED constraint c, all we have to do to find its violated instances is to search for those tuples A
for which:
~ ∈K
1. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Pi (A)
~ s.t. Qij (A,
~ B)
~ ∈ K for all j ∈
2. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, there is no tuple of constants B
{1, . . . , ki }
A KB K satisfies a constraint c(~x) iff at least one such conjunction is implied by K; by our
definitions, the latter check is reduced to checking whether all the positive and none of the
negative ground facts of the conjunction appear in K. Similarly, given a KB K and a violated
constraint instance c(~x), we can change K to satisfy c(~x) by simply adding all the positive, and
removing all the negative, ground facts of one of the conjunctions c(~x) to/from K. Considering
the motivating example of Section 1.3, the DNF form of constraint c3 (P, B) is ¬Range(P, B) ∨
(P S(u1 ) ∧ CS(u2 )) and we can see that K satisfies c3 (P , B) because P S(P ), CS(B) ∈ K; it
also satisfies c2 (P 0 ) because P S(P 0 ) ∈
/ K, but violates c2 (P ) because both the above clauses are
false. The resolution options for a violation can be similarly determined: if none of the above
conditions are true, we simply need to add or remove some fact from the KB in order to make
one of them true. For example, the violation of c2 (P ) by K can be resolved either by removing
P S(P ) or by adding Domain(P, x) for some x (note that adding Range(P, y) for some y is
unnecessary here, as Range(P, B) ∈ K). Thus, the resolution of this violation can be made with
one of the following deltas: δ0 = h∅, {P S(P )}i, δx = h{Domain(P, x), ∅}i for all x. As explained
in Section 1.3, wildcards can be used to compact the above set of deltas {δx | for all x}, by using
[[δ]]µ = [[h{Domain(P, ε)}, ∅i]]µ for an unused wildcard εand µε = E. To formalize these ideas,
for a constraint instance c(~x), we define the resolution set of c(~x) with respect to a KB K:
Definition 5 Consider a constraint c and an instance of c, say c(~x) = P (~x) → ∨i=1,...,n
∃~
yi Qi (~x, y~i ), s.t. P (~x) = P1 (~x) ∧ P2 (~x) ∧ . . . ∧ Pk (~x) for some k ≥ 1 and Qi (~x, y~i ) = Qi1 (~x, y~i ) ∧
Qi2 (~x, y~i ) ∧ . . . ∧ Him (~xy~i ) for some m ≥ 0 depending on i. Without loss of generality, we assume that for each i there is some ki (0 ≤ ki ≤ mi ) such that Qij (~x, v~i ) is a relational atom for
0 < j ≤ ki and an equality atom for ki < j ≤ mi . Then the resolution set of c with respect to
~x, denoted by Res(c(~x), K), is a set of deltas defined as:
Res(c(~x), K) = {δ | δ = h∅, {Pj (~x)}i, 1 ≤ j ≤ k} ∪ {δ | δ = h{Qi1 (~x, ~y ), Qi2 (~x, ~y ), . . . ,
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~
Qiki (~x, yi)},
∅i, where ~y is a tuple of constants and for ~x, ~z the equality atoms Qi,j (~x, ~z) for
ki < j ≤ mi hold where 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. When ~x is obvious from the context, we will say Res(c, K).
Back in the motivating example, the corresponding resolution set for c2 is defined as Res(c2 (P ), K)
= {h∅, {P S(P )}i, [[h{Domain(P, ε)}, ∅i]]µ }.
When a KB features wildcards, the detection and resolution of violations becomes challenging. Formally, we define [[K]]  c iff K 0  c for all K 0 ∈ [[K]]; using this, the definition
of satisfaction and violation of constraints can be easily extended for the case with wildcards.
However, this definition is not useful from a practical point of view since [[K]] could be very
large. So, our first challenge is to determine whether [[K]]  c without actually computing
[[K]]. Then, once a violation has been detected we need to find a way to resolve it. The second
challenge is to restrict resolution only to some of the KBs that the original KB with wildcards
is mapped to, namely those that actually violate the constraint. Obviously, it does not worth
to resolve the violation for those KBs of [[K]] for which there is no constraint violation in the
first place. For this reason, before launching the resolution algorithm we need to discriminate
between violating and non-violating elements of [[K]] (equivalently: violating and non-violating
mappings). Then, only for the violating mappings, we need to add or remove KB facts for
resolving the violated constraints, as in the case of KBs without wildcards.
All three problems (i.e., detection of violations, identification of violating and non-violating
mappings and violation resolution) can be solved at the same time. In particular, we just need to
determine whether there is any allowed mapping for the wildcards in K, for which the conditions
1,2 above hold. This gives both the constraint instances that are being violated, and the mapping
that violates such instances. It also implicitly gives the KB facts that must be added or removed
for resolving the violation.
However, to check the above conditions #1, #2, a simple membership test is not anymore
sufficient, since we also need to consider the wildcards. So, suppose that, per condition #1, we
seek a tuple P (a1 , . . . , an ) in [[K]]µ . We need to find some P (a01 , . . . , a0n ) in K such that for
all i a0i = ai or a0i ∈ E and ai ∈ µ(a0i ), where µ(a0i ) are the allowed mappings for a0i (similarly
if we look for a tuple that should not be in [[K]]µ , per condition #2). If this test succeeds,
the corresponding constraint (say c) is violated, for the constraint instance c(a1 , . . . , an ). The
mapping that violates c(a1 , . . . , an ) is the one that was used in the or clause of the above
condition causing the searches to succeed/fail as necessary. Thus, the mapping restrictions will
be of the form a ∈ µ(ε), or a ∈
/ µ(ε); these restrictions can be used to determine the violating
~ or
(and non-violating) mappings. Violated KBs in [[K]] can be resolved by removing Pi (A)
~
~
adding Qij (A, B) as in the simple case.
An example will clarify the above process. Consider the constraint c4 and a KB K0 =
K ∪ {Domain(P, ε)} where where K is as defined in the motivating example. It holds that K0
= {CS(B), C IsA(B, A), P S(P ),Range(P, B), Domain(P, ε)} for µ = {A, B}, We are looking
for x, y such that Domain(x, y) ∈ K0 and P S(x) ∈
/ K0 or CS(y) ∈
/ K0 . We note that the
only tuple of the form Domain(x, y) that appears in K0 is Domain(P, ε) and that µ = {A, B};
thus, our first test (for Domain(x, y)) succeeds only for the pairs (P, A), (P, B). Our second
test (P S(x) ∈
/ K0 or CS(y) ∈
/ K0 ) succeeds only for the pair (P, A), because P S(P ) ∈ K0 ,
CS(A) ∈
/ K0 and CS(B) ∈ K0 . Thus, the only violated instance of c4 is c4 (P, A). Moreover,
c4 (P, A) is violated when Domain(P, ε) is mapped to Domain(P, A), i.e., for the map µV = {A}
(stemming from the restriction A ∈ µV ); the non-violating mapping is the complement of µV ,
i.e., µN V = µ \ µV = {B}. For the violating elements of [[K0 ]], the resolution options are, either
the removal of Domain(P, ε), or the addition of CS(ε) (under the mapping µV in both cases).
~ the resoTherefore, given a KB with wildcards and some violated constraint instance c(A),
lution can be made either by restricting ourselves to the non-violating mappings, or to take the
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violating ones and resolve the violation in the standard manner (adding / removing atoms). Per
the definition of application, the first option corresponds to applying the delta [[δN V ]]µNV , where
δN V = h∅, ∅i and µN V is the non-violating mapping; the second option corresponds to applying
the deltas [[δV i ]]µV , i = 1, 2, . . . where δV i are the deltas that would resolve the constraint, calculated as in the case of violations without wildcards, and µV is the violating mapping. In our
running example, the resolution options are [[δN V ]]µNV , [[δV 1 ]]µV , [[δV 2 ]]µV where: δN V = h∅, ∅i,
µN V = {B}, δV 1 = h∅, {Domain(P, ε)}i, δV 2 = h{CS(ε)}, ∅i, µV = {A}. These deltas can
~ w.r.t. KB K and belong in the resolube used to resolve the violation of the instance c(A)
~
~ [[K]]).
tion set Res(c(A), K). We will use the same symbol for KBs with wildcards: Res(c(A),
~ K) (or Res(c(A),
~ [[K]])) can be computed as above. For the given example,
The set Res(c(A),
µ
NV
, [[δV 1 ]]µV , [[δV 2 ]]µV }.
Res(c4 (P, A), [[K]]) = { [[δN V ]]

2.2

Declarative Repairing Policies

We have seen in Section 1.3 that repairing policies essentially reflect the notion of minimality [1],
a curator wants to impose to the constraint resolution choices. However, our objective is to define
a highly customizable method for restoring invalidities and the above modeling is inadequate for
this purpose. To achieve our goal, the curator should be able to provide a set of “specifications”
(e.g.,“I want repairs to differ as little as possible from the original KB; in case of ties, I prefer to
remove information”) to determine his repair policy. To formalize the idea of specifications and
declaratively specify such a policy, we consider a finite set of interesting features of a repair (e.g.,
number of updates) along with atomic and composite preferences upon these features. Recall
that depending on the employed strategy (VB/IB), curators’ preferences can be applied after
each individual resolution (in each node of the resolution tree) or at the end of the repairing
process (in each leaf of the resolution tree).
So, let’s take some K and a potential repair Kr , and set δr = hδa , δd i; it follows that
K • δr = Kr . To capture the idea of features, we will associate each repair with a certain value
(usually a number), which represents the value of the “significant property”; thus, a feature can
be encoded as a function. Features could be defined over the repairs themselves (like Kr ) or over
the repairing deltas (like δr ); given the 1-1 association between Kr and δr , both approaches are
equivalent from a formal point of view. This association results from the relation of Kr with δr
(Kr = K • δr ). Here, we chose the latter, because, intuitively, we tend to define specifications
over repairing deltas rather than repairs. More formally, a feature is a functional attribute of
the delta under question, whose value (usually a number) represents some interesting property
of the delta. As a result it can be modeled as a function over a set S such that fA : ∆ 7→ S.
For example, to specify the aforementioned repairing policy we need to define the “number of
updates” in a delta δ = hδa , δd i for a KB K as a feature: fsize (δ) = fadditions (δ) + fdeletions (δ)
where fadditions (δ) = |δa |, fdeletions (δ) = |δd |. We refer the reader in Appendix B where we have
defined a number of “interesting” features to us. Obviously, anyone can define his own features
over repairing deltas with respect to the above definit.
To formalize the notion of declarative repairing policies, we rely on qualitative preference
models proposed for relational databases [18, 9, 23]. An atomic preference (fA , >P ) over a
delta feature fA states essentially a binary relation among its possible values. Preference relations usually satisfy some intuitive properties like reflexivity and transitivity, i.e., they are
preorders [18]. Intuitively, x >P y means “x is more preferred than y”. For numerical values,
for which a natural order is defined, such preference relations can be stated in a compact way
using aggregate functions over feature values. For example, the expression M in(fA ) states that
“the lowest available values for fA are more preferred than others” and thus corresponds to the
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preference relation: x >P y iff fA (x) is minimal, but fA (y) is not; for more details, see [18].
As usual, for categorical values, the preference relation has to be explicitly enumerated by the
curators.
Atomic preferences can be further composed using operators such as & (prioritized) and ⊗
(pareto). For example, the composite preference P1 &P2 states that P1 is more important than
P2 , so P2 should be considered only for values which are equally preferred w.r.t. P1 . Similarly,
P1 ⊗ P2 states that P1 and P2 are of equal importance. We refer the reader to [18] for an
extended formal description of the semantics of these preference expressions. Note also that we
maintain the distinction between equally preferred and incomparable values [18]. Going back
to our example repairing policy, we need to define the atomic preferences P1 = M in(fsize ) and
P2 = M ax(fdeletions ) and compose them using lexicographic composition (P = P1 &P2 ), giving
priority to P1 , as the total delta size is more important. Given an atomic or composite preference
expression, we can trivially induce an order (∆, >) over deltas.
Features and preferences can be easily generalized to support deltas with wildcards. Specifically, for a feature fA , we set fA ([[δ]]) = {fA (δ0 )|δ0 ∈ [[δ]]} and [[δ1 ]] >P [[δ2 ]] iff δ10 >P δ20 for
all δ10 ∈ [[δ1 ]], δ20 ∈ [[δ2 ]].
Besides the order >P , a repairing policy must also specify the strategy (IB/VB) to follow
for the filtering of the non-preferred repairing options. In the following, we will use the symbol
>IP (>VP ) to denote the IB (VB) policy that this order defines. A KB K 0 is called a preferred
repair for a KB K iff it is consistent and optimal (per >P ) w.r.t. K. Note that the preferred
repairs are different depending on the employed strategy (IB/VB).
For the VB strategy, a KB K 0 is a preferred repair for K iff it is consistent and there is some
sequence of deltas, whose sequential application upon K leads to K 0 . Since the order of violation
resolutions in VB creates different repair sequences, we assume the existence of some arbitrary,
but fixed evaluation order for constraints, encoded as a violation selection function (N extV );
given an inconsistent KB, this function determines the next constraint violation to consider.
Note that VB requires each delta in the sequence of resolutions to be locally optimal, i.e., w.r.t.
the other resolution options in the resolution set for the considered violation. Formally:
Definition 6 Consider a VB repairing policy >VP , a set of integrity constraints C and some KB
K, and a violation selection function N extV . A sequence of KBs SEQ = hK1 , K2 , . . .i is called
a preferred repairing sequence of K for >V iff:
1. K1 = K.
2. If Ki  C then Ki+1 = Ki , else Ki+1 = Ki • δ, where δ ∈ Res(N extV (K), K) and there is
no δ0 ∈ Res(N extV (K), K) such that δ0 > δ.
We say that SEQ terminates after n steps iff Kn = Kn+1 and either n = 1 or Kn−1 6= Kn . A
KB K 0 is called a preferred repair of K for >VP iff there is some preferred repairing sequence
SEQ of K for >VP which terminates after n steps and K 0 = Kn .
Let us now consider the preference expression described earlier P = M in(fsize )&M ax(fdeletions ),
the KB K of our motivating example (see Section 1.3), and the corresponding order that defines
the repairing policy >VP . If we choose to repair c1 (B, A) first (i.e., N extV (K) = c1 (B, A)), we
would take K1 = K, K2 = K1 • h∅, {C IsA(B, A)}i as this is the only delta in Res(c1 (B, A), K)
with size 1 and 1 deletion (cf. Figure 1.3 and Table 2.2). Similarly, K3 = K2 • h∅, {P S(P )}i (to
resolve c2 (P ), where we assumed that N extV (K2 ) = c2 (P )), and K4 = K3 • h∅, {Range(P, B)}i
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Table 2.1: Selecting the Preferred Resolution Option for c1 (B, A)
Resolution option (delta) for c1 (B, A) size deletions
h∅, {C IsA(B, A)}i
1
1
h{CS(A)}, ∅i
1
0

(to resolve c3 (P, B)). Then, K4 is consistent so K4 = K5 = . . .. This creates a preferred repairing sequence terminating after 4 steps (which in this example is the only possible one), so
K4 = {CS(B)} = K111 is a unique preferred repair.
Definition 6 can be generalized to support KBs and deltas with wildcards in the standard
way, i.e., by replacing K (δ) with [[K]] ([[δ]]). Note also that N extV must be overloaded to be
applicable on sets of KBs (i.e., N extV ([[Ki ]])).
For the IB strategy, a KB K 0 is a preferred repair for K iff it is consistent and there is some
delta which is globally optimal per >IP , and whose application upon K leads to K 0 . Unlike VB
strategies, the individual resolution options are not considered to determine the preferred repairing deltas; instead, the cumulative effect of individual resolutions is considered and compared.
When considering policies adopting the IB strategy, there is a subtle issue deserving further
clarification. If we restrict ourselves only to optimality defined by the preference expression
(per >IP ) we may not always obtain useful repairs. For instance, consider the resolution tree of
Figure 1.4 and the preference M in(fdeletions ). Under this preference, the optimal repairs occur
from the branches K22 , K23 , each of which causes no deletions. Consider now the following
KB KI = K22 ∪ {CS(C)}. Compared to the original K, KI also contains no deletions, and
is consistent, so it should be equally preferred to K22 , K23 . However, KI contains one extra
fact (CS(C)), which did not exist in the original KB and is totally irrelevant to the resolution
process (i.e., it was arbitrarily added, without being dictated as a resolution of some constraint
violation). Therefore, it is not useful to return KI as a preferred repair along with K22 , K23 .
To avoid such cases, we put an additional requirement, namely that the delta leading to the
preferred repair should be minimal, w.r.t. the subset relation, i.e., there should be no other delta
δ0 leading to a consistent KB (K • δ0 : consistent) that contains a subset of the updates in δ.
Such deltas will be called useful. This requirement is in accordance to the minimality notion
established in [1, 10]. This issue does not arise in VB strategies, because the sequence of deltas
that leads to a preferred repair contains (by definition) only updates that are actually dictated
by the violation resolution.
Definition 7 Consider an IB repairing policy >IP , a set of integrity constraints C and some KB
K. A delta δ = hδa , δd i is a preferred repairing delta of K for >I iff:
1. K • δ  C.
2. The δ is useful, i.e., there is no δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i such that K • δ0  C, δa0 ⊆ δa , δd0 ⊆ δd and
δ 6= δ0 .
3. There is no δ0 satisfying the above two requirements for which δ0 >I δ.
A KB K 0 is called a preferred repair of K for >IP iff there is some preferred repairing delta δ
of K for >IP such that K 0 = K • δ.
Note. The second bullet states that we require repairing deltas to be minimal w.r.t. ⊆; this
is imposed in order to guarantee that we discard repairing deltas which violate the Principle of
Minimal Change [2].
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Table 2.2: Selecting the Preferred Repairing Delta of K
Potentially Preferred Repairing Delta
size deletions
δ111 = h∅, {C IsA(B,A), PS(P),Range(P,B)}i
3
3
δ12 = h{Domain(P,B)}, {C IsA(B,A)}i
2
1
δ131 = h{Domain(P,A), CS(A)}, {C IsA(B,A)}i
3
1
δ211 = h{CS(A)}, {PS(P), Range(P,B)}i
3
2
δ22 = h{CS(A),Domain(P,B)}, ∅i
2
0
δ23 = h{CS(A),Domain(P,A)}, ∅i
2
0

Consider again the KB K of Section 1.3, the preference P = M in(fsize ) & M ax(fdeletions ) and
the corresponding order that defines the repairing policy >IP . Then, δ12 is a preferred repairing
delta (cf. Figure 1.4 and Table 2.2). Note that δ131 also repairs the KB (i.e., K • δ131  C),
but is not useful (cf. δ23 ). Similarly, δ111 satisfies the first two requirements of Definition 7, but
not the third, because its size is 3, so for δ12 (whose size is 2) it holds that δ12 >P δ111 . (cf.
Table 2.2).
Again, Definition 7 can be easily generalized for KBs/deltas with wildcards by replacing
K with [[K]] (same for deltas). Note that requirement #2 in Definition 7, should hold for all
δs ∈ [[δ]], i.e., there should be no δ0 satisfying these relations for any δs ∈ [[δ]].

2.2.1

Formal Properties

In Section 1.3 it was shown that when the VB strategy is employed, the syntax of the constraints
affects the preferred repairs. This is not true when the IB strategy is employed:
Proposition 1 Consider two sets of integrity constraints C, C 0 such that C ≡ C 0 and a repairing
policy >I . Then K 0 is a preferred repair of K per >I for the constraints C iff it is a preferred
repair of K per >I for the constraints C 0 .
To compare existing repair approaches with our framework, we will model a repair finding
algorithm as a function R taking as input an inconsistent KB and returning a non-empty set of
consistent KBs: R : K 7→ 2K \ ∅, such that for all K and all K 0 ∈ R(K) it holds that K 0  C.
Our objective is to characterize exactly the properties that a repair finding algorithm must
satisfy in order to be expressible by some policy >I (or >V ); in other words, we are looking to
characterize exactly the repair finding algorithms that can be captured by our framework using
a policy under the IB (or VB) strategy. Formally, a repair finding algorithm R will be called
IB-expressible (VB-expressible) iff there is some repairing policy >I (>V ) such that for all KBs
K it holds that K 0 ∈ R(K) iff K 0 is a preferred repair for K per >I (>V ). We formally define
the corresponding sets of preffered deltas and repairs of a KB K with respect to a repair policy:
Definition 8 Consider a KB K, a set of integrity contraints C and a repairing policy >P where
P ∈ {I, V }. We define the set P RP (K) = {K 0 | K’ is a preffered repair of K per the repairing
policy >P }.
Definition 9 Consider a KB K, a set of integrity contraints C and an information based repairing policy >I . We define the set P RD I (K) = {δ|δ is a preferred repairing delta of K for
>I } .
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Note. Based on the above two definitions, for a given KB K, it holds P RI (K) = {K • δ|δ ∈
P RD I (K)}.
The following propositions describe the aforementioned characterization and prove the generality of our framework:
Proposition 2 A repair finding algorithm R is IB-expressible iff for all KBs K, Kr , Kr0 for
which Kr ∈ R(K), Kr0  C, Kr0 \ K ⊆ Kr \ K and K \ Kr0 ⊆ K \ Kr , it holds that Kr0 = Kr .
Proposition 3 A repair finding algorithm R is VB-expressible iff R(K) = {K} when K  C
~
c(A)
~ : constraint instance} such that
and there is a family of repair finding algorithms {R0 |c(A)
~
c(A)

R0
is an IB-expressible repair finding algorithm which considers only one integrity constraint,
S
~ = N extV (K), when K 2 C.
~
R(K0 ) where c(A)
namely {c(A)},
and R(K) =
~
c(A)
K0 ∈R0

(K)

The condition of Proposition 2 is quite general and implies that a repair finding algorithm
is IB-expressible iff it returns useful repairs. Similarly, the condition of Proposition 3 captures
~ =
the recursive and “memory-less” character of VB strategy: we select a violated rule (c(A)
~
c(A)

N extV (K)), repair it in an optimal manner (R0 (K)), then start over. The discrimination
between consistent and inconsistent KBs in Proposition 3 is necessary, because for a consistent
KB K, N extV (K) is not defined. Note that, in both cases, the requirements stem from the
intuition behind IB/VB strategies, not by the use of preferences. Therefore, preferences form
an extremely powerful tool for modeling repair approaches; in Section 6, we will review existing
repairing frameworks that are reducible to our framework.

2.3

The Issue of Modifications

Apart from additions and deletions, one could also imagine that modification of tuples could also
be useful to resolve certain violations. For instance, consider the DED cv1 = ∀x, y, z, x0 , y 0 , z 0
P (x, y, z) ∧ P (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ) → (x = x0 ) and the KB Kv = {P (a, b, c), P (a0 , b, c0 ), R(a, b, c)}. Obviously, Kv violates cv1 ; the available resolutions in our framework are the removal of P (a, b, c)
and the removal of P (a0 , b, c0 ) leading to the repairs Kv1 = {P (a0 , b, c0 ), R(a, b, c)}, Kv2 =
{P (a, b, c), R(a, b, c)} respectively. However, the equality in the rule’s head provides two more
options if we consider tuple modifications: namely, we could replace a with a0 (or vice-versa) and
thus modify the tuples P (a, b, c) (or P (a0 , b, c0 )) into P (a0 , b, c) (P (a, b, c0 )). These options would
give the repairs Kv3 = {P (a0 , b, c), P (a0 , b, c0 ), R(a, b, c)}, Kv4 = {P (a, b, c), P (a, b, c0 ), R(a, b, c)}
respectively.
However, special care should be taken in this respect for equality axioms, as it is not clear
whether the corresponding replacements should be made “locally”, i.e., affecting only the tuples
that participate in the violated rule, or “globally”, i.e., affecting all the tuples; depending on
the application, and the semantics associated with the constants, different options may be more
adequate. Note also that in other applications, we may want to overrule the replacements
altogether. To allow the application to determine the desired semantics, we consider three
different types of equality relations. All three have the same semantics, as far as diagnosis
(constraint checking) is concerned, but they differ on the resolution policy that they imply:
1. x = y, which means that the unique name assumption should be imposed for x, y, i.e., if
x, y are the same constant, then the equality is true, but if they are not the same constant,
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then the equality is false. Note that expressions of the form x = y cannot be resolved, i.e.,
the expression x = y in a DED means that the knowledge engineer does not want to allow
equating x, y as part of the repair process. This semantics for equality are useful in certain
contexts [1], [7], [10] e.g., for primary key constraints ∀x, y, zP (x, y) ∧ P (x, z) → y = z,
where one wants to either delete P (x, y) or P (x, z), but not equate x with y.
2. x ≡ y, which essentially allows the two constants to be equated as part of the repair
process. Again, the equality is true if and only if the two constants (x, y) are the same.
The difference from = is that the unique name assumption is not made. Therefore, one
could resolve the corresponding violated DED rule by replacing x with y (i.e., y c(~a) x)
or vice-versa (i.e., y c(~a) x); note that ≡ enforces a “local” replacement, i.e., only the
occurences of x (respectively y) that are related to the given constraint instance c(~a) (will
be defined next) will be replaced by y (respectively x). Note that ≡ is particularly useful in
the database context, where x,y are usually tuple values, which need to be locally replaced
only [6, 39]; it is also useful in the ontological context, whenever x, y represent literals,
rather than URIs.
3. x ≡u y, which is similar to ≡, but enforces a universal replacement. In particular, ≡u , like
≡, allows the two constants to be equated as part of the repair process; again, the equality
is true if and only if the two constants (x, y) are the same. As with ≡, the difference from
= is that the unique name assumption is not made, so one could resolve the corresponding
violated DED rule by replacing x with y (i.e., y u x) or vice-versa (i.e., x u y).
The difference from ≡ is hat ≡u enforces a universal replacement, i.e., all occurences of x
(respectively y) will be replaced by y (respectively x). Note that ≡u is particularly useful
in cases where x, y represent schema constants (e.g., URIs in ontologies); in such cases,
replacement should be done universally, essentially eliminating one of the costants in favor
of the other.
Discussion. The type of “data” on which we examine consistency, affects the expected semantics of equality atoms which appear in the head of the integrity constraints. We argue
that only the curator of the KB knows the semantics of the equality atoms he wants to enforce with respect to the context of his KB. For example, if the constraint ∀x, y, zP (x, y) ∧
P (x, z) → (z = y) refers to data (e.g., in context of relational databases), it could be restated
as: ∀x, y, zP (x, y) ∧ P (x, z) → z ≡ y, causing “local” replacements at the level of single constraint instances during repair. On the other hand, if it refers to schema information, where we
need global replacements, the constraint could be written as ∀x, y, zP (x, y) ∧ P (x, z) → z ≡u y.
Note that if the curator wants to try different resolution policies regarding equality, he could use
more than one “equalities” in his DEDs using disjunction and the rule could, e.g., be written
as ∀x, y, zP (x, y) ∧ P (x, z) → (z ≡ y) ∨ (z ≡u y). We should mention here that this kind of
transformation, does not change the expressiveness of DED rules for capturing various types
of constraints as all these equality relations have the same semantics as far as diagnosis is
concerned.

2.3.1

Modifications In Our Framework

The option of tuple modifications has been already proposed in the literature, e.g., in [13] and
the field of relational databases. It could be easily incorporated as additional options in the
resolution set of constraints for both the IB and the VB strategy, without affecting the rest of
our formal model.
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First of all, we should extend the form of the DED rules in order to express which type
of the above equality semantincs we would like to impose. For example, the above rule cv1 =
∀x, y, z, x0 , y 0 , z 0 P (x, y, z) ∧ P (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ) → (x = x0 ) can be rewriten as next w.r.t. the previously
defined categories:
cv11 : ∀x, y, z, x0 , y 0 , z 0 P (x, y, z) ∧ P (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ) → (x = x0 ).
cv12 : ∀x, y, z, x0 , y 0 , z 0 P (x, y, z) ∧ P (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ) → (x ≡ x0 ).
cv12 : ∀x, y, z, x0 , y 0 , z 0 P (x, y, z) ∧ P (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ) → (x ≡u x0 ).
It is clear that again, the syntactic form of the constraint denotes the way it will be resolved.
As a result, taking into account the above possible semantics of the equality, the corresponding
repairing deltas would be:
• δ11 = h∅, {P (a, b, c)}i, δ12 = h∅, {P (a0 , b, c0 )}i.
• δ21 = h∅, {P (a, b, c)}i, δ22 = h∅, {P (a0 , b, c0 )}i, δ23 = h{P (a0 , b, c)}, {P (a, b, c)}i (i.e., replace a with a0 locally), δ24 = h{P (a, b, c0 )}, {P (a0 , b, c0 )}i (i.e., replace a0 with a locally).
• δ31 = h∅, {P (a, b, c)}i, δ32 = h∅, {P (a0 , b, c0 )}i δ33 = h{P (a0 , b, c), Q(a0 , b)}, {P (a, b, c), Q(a, b)}i
(i.e., replace a with a0 universally), δ34 = h{P (a, b, c0 )}, {P (a0 , b, c0 )}i (i.e., replace a0 with
a universally).
Nevertheless, tuple modifications have not been incorporated in our framework because they
cause the IB strategy to lose some of its nice properties(see Appendix A, corollary 3); in particular, unlike the case where no tuple modifications are considered, the leaves of the IB resolution
tree may be different depending on the constraint evaluation order when tuple modifications are
involved.
To illustrate this, consider the KB Kv and cv1 as above, and the constraint cv2 = ∀x, y, zP (x, y, z)
→ Q(x, y, z). Let us suppose that cv2 is considered first, and let us consider a very specific branch,
namely the one that resolves cv2 by subsequently adding Q(a, b, c) and Q(a0 , b, c0 ). Then, cv1
must be also resolved; let us consider the branch that replaces P (a, b, c) with P (a0 , b, c) (i.e., we
decided to replace a with a0 locally). Then cv2 is violated again, due to the addition of P (a0 , b, c);
suppose that this is resolved by adding Q(a0 , b, c). This will lead to one of the leaves of the resolution tree, which corresponds to the potentially preferred KB Ka = {P (a0 , b, c), P (a0 , b, c0 ),
Q(a, b, c), Q(a0 , b, c), Q(a0 , b, c0 )}. If we had chosen the opposite evaluation order, then cv1 would
be considered first. Regardless of the resolution option chosen, one of P (a, b, c) or P (a0 , b, c0 )
would be removed (possibly to be replaced with another tuple). Thus, when cv2 is subsequently
violated, at least one of P (a, b, c), P (a0 , b, c0 ) will not exist, so the corresponding constraint instance will not be violated; as a result, one of Q(a, b, c), Q(a0 , b, c0 ) will not appear in any of
the potentially preferred repairing KBs, so Ka will not be returned as one of the potentially
preferred KBs. Depending on the preference, Ka could have been the preferred repairing KB.
Thus, the inclusion of tuple modifications in our framework jeopardizes the correctness of our
creation process for the IB resolution tree.
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Chapter 3

Repair Finding Algorithms
In this chapter we provide the two algorithms implementing IB and VB strategies using the formal framework presented previously. As usual, when wildcards are considered, the output of the
~ Kc ),
algorithms is repairs with wildcards as well and the employed symbols (K, δ, , Res(c(A),
], • >, etc) should be read under their extended semantics. Next we suggest some two general
purpose optimizations for IB, V B algorithms (i.e., IBopt , V Bopt ) and some specific optimizations
for IB algorithm (i.e., IBprun ) and finally we give the complexity bound for these algorithms.
We use a simple Repair function (Algorithm 1), which takes as input the preferred repairing
policy >P (i.e., >V or >I ) a KB K, and, depending on the policy, calls either IB or V B (Algorithms 2, 3), which calculates the preferred repairs using either an information based or a
violation based strategy respectively. Note that although K does not initialy contain ground
facts with wildcards, no one can guarantee that they will not be inserted during the repair process (i.e., when constraints with existential quantifiers are violated). For generality purposes, in
our algorithms we consider that we deal with KBs and deltas which contain wildcards.
Algorithm 1: repair(>P , [[K]])
1: if P = I then
2:
RD = ∅
3:
IB([[K]], h∅, ∅i)
4:
P R = {[[K]] • [[δ]] | [[δ]]: preferred (per >I ) deltas in RD}
5: else
6:
PR = ∅
7:
V B([[K]])
8: end if
9: return P R
Let’s consider the information-based algorithm first (Algorithm 2), IB. The input to IB is
the current KB Kc and the delta that has been computed so far δtot (initially δtot = h∅, ∅i), which
is necessary to perform the final filtering using >. If Kc is invalid, then we find the next violated
constraint (if any), say c(~x), and compute Res(c(~x), Kc ). In this approach, it is not necessary to
use a violation selection function (like N extV ), because the order we chose to resolve invalidities
does not affect the result. Note that in line 5, we use the composition operator (]) to guarantee
that δtot always corresponds to a delta which, if applied to the original KB K, would give Kc .
We should mention here that the composition of deltas may create deltas which are “problematic”. I.e., consider a δs = hδas , δds i.t. δas ∩ δds 6= ∅. This means that delta contains conflicting
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Algorithm 2: IB([[Kc ]], [[δtot ]])
1: if [[Kc ]] 2 C then
~ [[Kc ]]) for a violated constraint instance c(~x)
2:
Find Res(c(A),
~ [[Kc ]]) do
3:
for all [[δ]] ∈ Res(c(A),
4:
[[δtmp ]] = [[δtot ]]
5:
[[δtot ]] = [[δtot ]] ] [[δ]]
6:
clean([[δtot ]])
7:
if isConf licting([[δtot ]]) = f alse then
8:
IB([[Kc ]] • [[δ]], [[δtot ]])
9:
else
10:
[[δtot ]] = [[δtmp ]]
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: else
14:
RD = RD ∪ {[[δtot ]]}
15:
RD = RD \ {[[δ]] | [[δ]] is a non useful repairing delta}
16: end if

changes and such changes in fact introduce violations over constraint instances which was repaired in previous states in the same repairing sequence (i.e., branch in the resolution tree). In
IB algorithm, such branches are pruned in the repair process this is succeeded by the use of two
assisting algorithms, namely clean and isConf licting. Algorithm isConf licting(Algorithm 4)
takes as input a repairing delta, possibly with wildcards, and checks if its sets δa , δd have any
common element. The same idea is followed in algorithm clean((Algorithm 5)), but this time we
are interested on the mapping which is related with the δ given as input. More specificaly, each
delta which can be constructed by replacing the wildcards of the initial with the appropriate
values denoted by µ, is passed into isConf licting function. If it contains conflicting changes
(line 3 of clean function), we remove the corresponding delta from [[δtot ]]µ . The corresponding
algorithms for the functions clean and isConf licitng can be found in Appendix C. If we will
not prune such branches which bring the KB into a previous state we have two main problems:
a) there will exist branches which will not lead to repairs (i.e., non terminating) b) for the rest
branches which will terminate, they will lead to non useful deltas. Let’s illustrate this with a
simple example taken from propositional logic. Consider the constraints c1 : C → A, c2 : C → B,
c2 : A → E and a KB K = {C} which violates constraints c1 , c2 . Considering also the resolution
order c1
c2
c3 the user can verify that we have the resolution tree depicted in Figure 3.1.
Let us consider the repairing option which inserts A into K to repair c1 . KB K2 violates c2
and the repairing options are either the removal of C or the addition of B. Let us consider the
removal of C which leads to KB K21 which in turn violates c3 . At this point we clearly see the
two problems we discussed before. If we choose the repairing option which enforces the removal
of A we have the delta of the form h{A}, {C, A}i which does not lead to a repairing delta (it
violates constraint c1 ) and we have a delta of the form h{A, E}, {C}i which is not useful due to
delta h∅, {C}i. Back in state K2 , the repairing option to which enforces the insertion of B leads
into the KB K22 which in turn violates c3 . Next, the choosing to remove A creates the delta of
the form h{A, B}, {A}i which is not a repairing delta as it violates c2 and choosing the insertion
of E creates the delta of the form h{A, B, E}, ∅i which is a repairing delta.
Back in IB algorithm, if the composed delta [[δtot ]] does not contain conflicting changes (line
7), then the possible repairing delta (δ ∈ Res(c(~x), Kc )) is applied upon Kc and the result is
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Figure 3.1: Dealing with Conflicting Changes
used to spawn a new recursive branch (IB(Kc • δ, δtot ] δ)). Otherwise, we bring the delta to
its previous state [[δtot ]] (line 9) and we examine the next repairing delta from Res(c(~x), Kc ), if
any. If Kc is valid, then one potential solution has been found. A potential solution is a repair
of K but as the preference based repair ordering is applied upon repairing deltas we must firstly
compute and store the respective repairing deltas (line 13 in IB algorithm) in a global set of
repairing deltas RD (initialy empty). Next we remove the non useful repairing deltas from set
RD because as mentioned in def. 7, the preferred repairing deltas must be also useful. Note
that not all remaining deltas preferred deltas; they are just potential solutions. Upon return,
the Repair function, compares the elements of RD, keeping only the “optimal” (preferred) ones
per the >I . Also, in Repair function those preferred deltas are applied to K, and the result of
each application is put in P R and returned.
The violation-based strategy, V B (Algorithm 3), is very similar. There are three main
differences: first, we don’t arbitrarily select the next rule to consider (line 2), but function
N extV is used instead for this purpose; second, not all deltas in Res(r(~x), K) are used to spawn
a new recursive branch, only the preferred ones (per >); thirdly, when reaching a leaf node (i.e.,
when Kc  C), the current KB, Kc , is definitely a preferred repair, so it is simply added to
a global variable, P R (initially empty). In this case, the Repair function need not make any
additional steps; the contents of P R are returned. As described in def. 6 we can model the
process described in V B function as a repairing sequence which terminates when a preferred
repair is found. To avoid the case where a repairing delta, creates a KB instance Ki which is the
same with an instance Kj , j < i (i.e., a circular sequence) we use a stack KB (initialy empty)
to store the intermediate KB instances (line 7). Next, in line 6, we check whether we revisit a
KB’s instance and rejecting this sequence(i.e., apperance of a circular sequence) or not.
As implied by Definition 6, the preferred repairs returned by the VB Algorithm 3 are sensitive to the constraint resolution order (N extV ). For IB Algorithm 2, no matter which evaluation
order is considered, the computed preferred repairs will be the correct ones, which, per Definition 7 are irrelevant to the evaluation order of constraints. The described repair algorithm
(repair) can be shown to return the correct result per the selected repairing policy >I or >V
(see also the discussion on complexities below). Formally:
Proposition 4 Consider a KB K, a constraint selection function N extV and an information
based repairing policy >I . Then, function repair returns exactly the preferred repairs of K with
respect to >I .
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Algorithm 3: V B([[Kc ]])
1: if [[Kc ]] 2 C then
~ [[Kc ]]), where c(A)
~ = N extV ([[Kc ]])
2:
Find Res(c(A),
~ [[Kc ]])}
3:
RD = {preferred (per >) deltas in Res(c(A),
4:
for all [[δ]] in RD do
5:
[[Kc ]] = [[Kc ]] • [[δ]]
6:
if Kc ∈
/ KB then
7:
push(KB, [[Kc ]])
8:
V B([[Kc ]])
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: else
12:
P R = P R ∪ {[[Kc ]]}
13:
pop(KB)
14: end if

Proposition 5 Consider a KB K, a constraint selection function N extV and a violation based
repairing policy >V . Then, function repair returns exactly the preferred repairs of K with respect
to >V .

3.1

Optimizations

In this section we illustrate a series of optimizations which aim at reducing the execution time
and the memory requirements of our repair finding algorithms. These optimizations can be
separated into two categories; a) those wich can be applied in both IB and VB algorithm and
b) those which can be applied in IB algorithm exclusively.

3.1.1

Optimizations for IB Algorithm

Despite the exhaustive nature of the IB algorithm, there are cases where we know, a priori,
that a certain branch will not lead to a preferred repair, so it can be pruned. As an example,
consider that the preference is M in(fsize ); if we have already found a potential repairing delta
with a certain size (e.g., n), then we can prune all branches whose delta δtot has size larger
than n, because none of the deltas eventually produced by this branch can be a preferred one.
Unfortunately, such optimizations are preference-dependent and cannot be applied in the general
case.
On the other hand, we can exploit requirement for useful repairs in Definition 7 (which
does not depend on the employed preference) in order to prune branches that cannot lead to
a preferred delta. To grasp the intuition, consider the motivating example of Section 1.3 and
the corresponding Figure 1.4. Consider the branch that led to K131 : in the last step, we resolve
c4 (P, A), by adding CS(A). The same operation (adding CS(A)) would have resolved the first
violated constraint in the resolution tree, c1 (B, A), but the branch under consideration chose an
alternative resolution, namely the removal of C IsA(B, A). Since this branch (K131 ) eventually
forced us to add CS(A), we conclude that if we had chosen the addition of CS(A) to resolve
c1 (B, A) in the first place, we would have got a “smaller” delta, so the current delta (δ131 ) is not
useful (δ23 in figure). Thus, K131 could not have been a preferred repair, regardless of preference.
This observation can be generalized:
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Proposition 6 Consider a KB K and a violation selection function N extV . Suppose that there
are two nodes, D, L, and a delta δrej for which:
• L is a leaf node, i.e., desc(L) = ∅.
• D is an ancestor of L, i.e., D ∈ anc(L).
• δrej is a possible resolution for cD , i.e., δrej ∈ Res(cD , K).
• δrej was not selected in the branch that led to L, i.e., for the only node D 0 ∈ anc(L) ∩
0
desc0 (D) it holds that δD * δrej .
• K • δL∗  δrej
0

Then, there is a second leaf node, say L0 6= L, for which δL ∗ ⊆ δL∗ .
Section A.3 in Appendix A explains the terminology used in the above proposition which
can be used in several ways to optimize Algorithm 2. Firstly, assume that the four conditions of
0
Proposition 6 hold and consider a delta δL∗ such that K • δL∗ = L (equivalently K • δL ∗ = L0 ).
Then, based on the proposition, there is some node L0 and if δL∗ 6= δL∗0 , it follows that δL is not
useful and must be rejected per Definition 7; if δL∗ = δL∗0 , then there is no need to keep both of
δL∗ , δL∗0 . Thus, in either case, δL∗ need not be considered. The catch here is that, in the latter
case (i.e., when δL∗ = δL∗0 ), we should be careful enough to not ignore δL∗0 as well.
A more drastic optimization occurs if we incorporate the above checks inthe internal nodes.
If, for some node, it holds that the current delta (δtot ) contains two deltas (δ1 , δ2 ) that would
resolve a constraint that was previously resolved, then we have the option to prune entire
branches of the resolution tree. Formally:
Proposition 7 Consider a KB K and a violation selection function N extV . Suppose that there
are two nodes, D, L, and a delta δrej for which:
• L is a leaf node, i.e., desc(L) = ∅.
• D is an ancestor of L, i.e., D ∈ anc(L).
• δrej is a possible resolution for cD , i.e., δrej ∈ Res(cD , D).
• δrej was not selected in the branch that led to L, i.e., for the only node D 0 ∈ anc(L) ∩
0
desc0 (D) it holds that δD * δrej .
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• δL∗ ⊇ δrej
0

Then, there is a second leaf node, say L0 6= L, for which δL ∗ ⊆ δL∗ .
As depicted in Figure 3.2, for the case 1, we follow the resolution option δ1 in the first step
of the resolution process; then, in the second step, we follow δ2 . Both δ1 , δ2 are now included in
δtot , and both are resolution options for a previously considered constraint. Thus, this branch
must be rejected. In case 2, the same situation is shown, but then, in another branch, the
same pair (δ1 , δ2 ) appears in a different order. As shown in Figure 3.2, the second branch is
processed normally, because it may correspond to the case where δL = δL0 that we explained in
the previous paragraph.
A last optimization stems from the fact that, if we incorporate the above checks, we can
reduce significantly the checks for useful deltas (per requirement #2 of Definition 7) when
considering potentially preferred deltas (leafs). Namely, if the fifth bullet of Proposition 6 does
not hold, then the delta is certainly useful, so we can avoid this check.
The above optimizations can be easily incorporated in the initial IB algorithm leading to
the optimized IBprun algorithm(Algorithm 13) which is presented in Appendix C. Again, for
generality purposes, in our algorithms we consider that we deal with KBs and deltas which
contain wildcards.

3.1.2

Optimization for IB and VB algorithms

As we described in IB, IBprun and V B algorithms, in every state of the repair process, we have to
check if the KB is valid with respect to the considered set of constraints (line 1) by implementing
a full diagnosis. Since this repeated process over individual repairs incurs a significant overhead
especially in the case of constraints with interdependencies. This cost can be avoided in both
IB and VB strategies when constraints do not feature interdependencies. In this case we can
consider a bulk constraint satisfaction check (i.e., diagnosis) over a set of nodes (vs. individual
nodes) of the resolution tree. In other terms, when we have to perform diagnosis over a KB,
we can restrict the search space only to constraint instances which may be violated by the
changes a repairing delta has enforced. After diagnosing the constraints which are violated,
their corresponding instances are stored into a global tuple, which is essentially an ordered set,
called Errors. As a result, the repair function (Algorithm 1) is replaced with function repairopt
(Algorithm 9) and this step is applied in line 1 of function repairopt . The detailed description
of the algorithms mentioned in this Subsection, can be found in Appendix C under Section C.2.
Let’s see the above idea with the ontology example highlighted in Figure 1.2. Consider the
IB resolution tree for this KB depicted in Figure 1.4. Based on Algorithm 2, in each node of the
resolution tree, we have to find a constraint which is not satisfied (line 1) before continuing to
the steps presented in the algorithm. Thus, for this resolution tree we have to apply 12 diagnosis
checks (i.e., the number of nodes). In each diagnosis process, we have to examine the verification
of all the constraints c1 − c4 .
On the other hand, if we follow the idea of the aforementioned optimization we firstly diagnose
the KB, which in turn returns the two violated constraints initializing tuple Errors = hc1 (B, A),
c2 (P )i. Next, we start repairing these constraints until we have no more constraint to repair.
The latter depends on the returned value from function f etchN extError (see Algorithm 10
in Appendix C). Next, we apply diagnosis (line 15) taking into account the followed branch.
Repeat that we examine only the constraint instances which may be violated by the enforced
changes in said branch. For example, following the branch K
K1
K11 , we notice that we
removed P S(P ). We also notice that there is a constraint (i.e., c3 ) which may be violated by this
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change as it requires a property in its head. Additionally, the removal of a C IsA tuple cannot
create any violations as a side effect because it is not related with any other constraint. Based
on the above, the diagnosis which has to be applied is restricted to verifying the satisfaction of
constraint c3 only for property P instead of verifying all the constraints c1 − c4 and for all the
tuples in the KB. Obviously, re-diagnosing the KB can be much faster with this optimization.
Continuing our example, the applied diagnosis will return the constraint instance c3 (P, B), which
in turn will update the tuple with the violated constraint instances (i.e., Errors). Last when
c3 (P, B) is repaired we notice that this change will not create any inconsistency, thus the branch
terminates and we have a potential repairing delta. This process is repeated in each branch of
the resolution tree and we notice that the number of diagnosis check is reduced to 6 and for the
nodes K11 , K12 , K13 , K21 , K22 , K23 . Notice that for the nodes K111 K131 , K211 we don’t have to
apply diagnosis because the corresponding changes which led to those nodes (i.e., -Range(P, B),
+CS(A), -Range(P, B)) cannot introduce any inconsistencies as side effects. This outcome
derives from the syntactic form of the considered integrity constraints as these specific changes
cannot violate them.
Concluding, this optimization in most cases will reduce the execution time significantly as it
a) reduces the number of diagnosis applications and b)reduces the search space where diagnosis
is applied. The first is succeeded as we do not apply diagnosis in every node of the resolution
tree, but only in the biginning and on every leaf node. The second is succeeded by considering
the corresponding branch (i.e., delta) when reaching a leaf node and the constraint instances
which may be violated by its enforced changes. Obviously this optimization can be applied “as
is” in the V B algorithm taking into account preferred repairing deltas. Moreover, it can be
coupled with the proposed optimizations of Subsection 3.1.1 for the case of IB algorithm.

3.2

Complexity Analysis

The complexity of Repair algorithm is basically determined by the size of the corresponding
resolution trees (say N OD) that need to be constructed. and the cost of each individual call
to IB or V B. In our subsequent analysis we assume a fixed number of constraints in C, the
largest of which has size Nr ; the number of universally (resp. existentially) quantified variables
in a rule are at most Nx (resp. Ny ); the original KB has size NK and contains c constants. In
this work, we also examined other constraint categories found in [1] which are special cases of
DED constraints and are shown in table 3.1. Analyzing the constraint categories, in the case of
Denial Constraints, φ is a (possibly) empty conjunction of comparison atoms (e.g., ui = uj ) using
variables from ~u. Atom B(~u) denotes a non-empty conjunction of predicates except the case of
LAV tgds where B0 (~u) is a single predicate. Also, predicate H(~u) (or H(~u, ~v ) denotes a nonempty conjunction of predicates as well. Readers are referred to [1, 14] for a detailed description
of these rules and a more extended classification of DEDs expressivity. It was interesting to
notice that the syntactic form of the rule, does not affect the cost to determine whether Kc  C
Nr
). However, it affects the cost of the
(step 1 in algorithms 2, 3) or not, which is equal to O(NK
rest repair process as we will see next.
Table 3.2 illustrates the complexity bounds for the height (H) and width (W ) of the resolution tree for various forms of DEDs in C (see Figure 6.1). The results on W are computed
by finding the maximum size of the resolution set for each type of constraint; for constraints
with existential quantifiers, the incorporation of wildcards significantly reduces the width, as
expected. H is calculated by finding the maximum number of violated constraint instances in
a branch, and the analysis includes violations that could be caused by the resolution of another
violated instance. We noticed that the form of the rules’ set (cyclic or not) combined with the
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Table 3.1: Integrity Constraints’ Types
Rule
Form
~ (A)
~ →φ
Denial Constraints ∀AP
~ (A)
~ → Q(A)
~
Full tgds
∀AP
~
~
~
~ B)
~
LAV tgds
∀AP0 (A) → ∃BQ(A,
~ (A)
~ → ∃BQ(
~ A,
~ B)
~
Tgds
∀AP
~ (A)
~ → ∨i=1,...,nQi (A)
~
Full DEDs
∀AP
V
~
~ → ∨j=1,...,m ∃B
~j Qj (A,
~ B
~j )
DEDs
∀A
Pi (A)
i=1,...,n

set of constants (finite or not) determines the number of violations. For example, if we have
a cyclic set of rules, a rule correction, may cause a violation of a rule which has been already
corrected and if we have rules with existential quantifiers (LAV tgds, tgds DEDs), the termination of this process depends on the number of contants. On the other hand, having an acyclic
set of rules, we are sure that a rule correction will not violate a rule which has been already
corrected. Also, as we have a consistent finite set of rules, the height of the tree will be finite
as well. Our analysis for the height relies on the existence of a loop detection procedure. For
the IB algorithm, this is embedded in the check for useful deltas (Propositions 6, 7), because
deltas produced by loops are always non-useful (see also algorithm 5); for the VB algorithm,
loop detection need to identify that the same Kc is produced twice in the tree and thus reject
the looping branch (recall that VB is recursive, so if the same Kc appears twice, the branch will
not terminate).
In this context the size of the resolution tree N OD in the worst case will be O(W H ) (see
Table 3.3). Obviously, since the total number of tree nodes is finite, the algorithm will always
terminates. It should be stressed that the same results hold, in the worst-case, for both IB and
VB strategies; however, for certain combinations of constraints and preference, there is only one
~ K) (i.e., W = 1), therefore the tree (in V B) is reduced to a
preferred delta in each Res(c(A),
chain, possibly with a polynomial number of nodes. More specifically, the above holds in the
next cases:
• incorporating a set of Full tgds and the preference M in(Deletions) (resp. Highest(Additions))
• incorporating a set of LAV tgds and the preference M in(Deletions) (resp. Highest(Additions))
or Lowest(Additions) (resp. Highest(Deletions))
Now let’s compute the cost of comparing δi , i = 1, . . . , n. If > is defined by a composite
preference, we need to compute the feature of each delta (costing, say, Tf ), so the total cost is
O(n · Tf ). We assume that the atomic preferences induce a total order (e.g., M in, M ax etc),
as these are sufficient for capturing widely used repair policies. For such preferences, a simple
scan over the feature values, costing O(n), is enough, so the total cost of computing an atomic
preference is O(n · Tf ). Now let us combine k such atomic preferences (Pi , i = 1, . . . , k) via the
same constructor (⊗ or &). Table 3.3 contains the complexity results for T& and the result found
in [19] for T⊗ . Note that, in all cases, the cost of computing k features for n deltas (O(k · n · Tf ))
has been included. Since T⊗ is larger than T& , we will use T⊗ as the final comparison cost.
In both IB and V B algorithms, the maximum size of Kc is O(NK + H), and appears in the
leafs when each node in the branch adds facts in Kc . In both algorithms, we check whether Kc
is consistent, costing O((NK + H)Nr ). The selection of the next constraint instance to consider
can be done along with the consistency check, so it doesn’t have any extra cost. For the V B
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Table 3.2: Maximum Height and Width of the Resolution Tree
Height (H)
Width (W)
Constraint
Acyclic
Cyclic
Without
With
Constraints Constraints W/cards
W/cards
FD/CFD
O(NK )
−
O(1)
O(1)
EGD/Denial O(NK )
−
O(Nr )
O(Nr )
Nr
N
x
Full TGD / O(NK )
O(c )
O(Nr )
O(Nr )
Full DED
IND/CIND
O(NK )
O(cNx )
O(cNy )
O(Nr )
N
LAV TGD
O(NK )
O(c x )
O(cNy )
O(Nr )
Nr
N
N
x
y
TGD/DED
O(NK )
O(c )
O(c )
O(Nr )

T⊗ (n, k)
T& (n, k)
TIB
TV B
N OD
TRepair

Table 3.3: Complexities
O(k · n · Tf ) + O(min{n · log(k−2) n, k · n2 })
O(k · n · Tf )
O((NK + H)Nr ) + O(W · (NK + H))
O((NK + H)Nr ) + O(W · (NK + H)) + T⊗ (W, k)
O(W H )
max{N OD · TIB + T⊗ (W H , k), N OD · TV B }

function, we need to compare W deltas, which costs T⊗ (W, k). The F OR loop in both functions
will be executed W times at most, with a total cost of O(W · (NK + H)). The accumulated costs
for the two functions are shown in Table 3.3 (TIB , TV B ). The total cost (TRepair ) is computed
by multiplying N OD with TIB or TV B costs. Note that for the IB case we have an additional
cost T⊗ (W H , k) to compare all the possible repairing deltas (which are O(W H ) in total).
Last but not least the above worst-case complexity bounds are identical with or without
the use of wildcards. This holds in resolution trees where, for a given node, the violating
branches are equal to the number of constant values a given wildcard can be mapped to. For
example consider the constraints c : ∀x P (x) → ∃y Q(x, y), c0 : ∀x Q(x) → R(x). Consider
also a KB K = {P (a)} and a finite set of constants C = {a, b}. The user can verify that the
produced repairing repairing deltas without the use of wildcards are: δ1 = h∅, {P (a)}h, δ2 =
h{Q(a, a), R(a)}, ∅h, δ3 = h{Q(a, b), R(b)}, ∅h. On the other hand, using wildcards, the violated
instance of constraint c is resolved by deltas δ10 = h∅, {P (a)}h, δ20 = h{Q(a, ε)}, ∅h where [[δ20 ]]µ =
{h{Q(a, a)}, ∅h, h{Q(a, b)}, ∅h}. However all the mapping of ε violate constraint c0 , thus we have
to replace wildcard any with its corresponding values and then continue the repair process by
adding the appropriate tuples to resolve contstraint c0 . As a result the resolution turns out to
be the same as if we did not use wildcards from the first place. Eventually, starting from [[δ20 ]]µ ,
0 = h{Q(a, a), R(a)}, ∅h, δ 0 = h{Q(a, b), R(b)}, ∅h.
we will create the repairing deltas: δ21
31
Wildcards will essentially reduce the average size of the resolution tree (N OD) when constraints with existential quantifiers exist, as expected by Table 3.2. Note also that the optimizations related to Propositions 6, 7 similarly do not affect the reported worst-case complexity,
but reduce the average tree size, by pruning it in several cases. This holds because the main
for loop contained in functions nodeCheck, leaf Check is executed at most H times. In each
iteration constant operations are executed, thus the main complexity of both functions is O(H).
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This complexity is already included in TIB depicted in Table 3.3, thus it can be ommited.
The optimizations presented in Subsection 3.1.2 essentially reduce the execution time for
both IB and V B algorithms as the number of Diagnosis applications are reduced. However, in a
worst-case scenario, the above complexity bounds are identical with or without this optimization.
For example consider a repairing sequence (using either IB or V B), where each repairing option
introduces a single inconsistency. This means that after each application, we have to diagnose the
KB again to capture the introduced inconsistency, leading to the first version of the algorithm.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Evaluation
To experimentally evaluate the performance of our IB and VB repair finding algorithms, we
relied on synthetically generated RDF/S KBs with certain features such as the number of classes
and properties. As a next step, we created an errors generation algorithm to synthetically
insert errros into the created KBs. Next, we studied the impact of critical parameters over our
algorithms, such as the number and type of violated constraints the used preference expressions,
on the execution time and memory requirements. Last but not least, we compared the obtained
preferred repairs of the IB and VB algorithms and examined thir quality.
The chapter is organized as follows; in Section 4.1 we describe the experimental setting such
as the implementation language, the KBs which were used for repairing (Subsection 4.1.1, the
integrity constraints we used(Subsection 4.1.2) and the errors insertion algorithm we used to
violate these constraints(Subsection 4.1.3). Last, in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 we present our experiment findings for the evaluation of out algorithms along with the qualitative and quantitative
comparison of them.

4.1

Experimental Setting

We implemented both IB and VB algorithms as Java-based applications. We offer an API of
method calls which can be used for the production of the preferred repairing deltas for a given
(invalid) KB and a specific preference expression. All the experiments were contacted on a quad
core CPU machine at 2.40GHz with 3GB of memory running Ubuntu 10.04. In order to load
RDF/S KBs into main memory and manipulate them we used the Semantic Web Knowledge
Middleware (SWKM) 1 that provides both an Object-based Model and a Triple-based Model for
Main Memory RDF manipulation. In the triple based view a retrieval method for all triples of
the model, as well as one for all triples with some subject, predicate and/or object are offered. In
the object based view one can retrieve all the necessary information starting at any of the objects
without having to retrieve and process any triples in between. This provides, for example, easy
access to subsumption relationship information like subClassOf, superClassOf, subPropertyOf
and superPropertyOf (both direct and indirect descendants/ancestors).

4.1.1

Synthetic Data Sets

For our experiments, we created synthetic synthetic RDF/S KBs featuring different structural
characteristics using PowerGen [38] 2 . In particular, we created one KB privileging classes which
1
2

http://139.91.183.8:3026/hudson/job/swkmmodel2/
http://139.91.183.30:9090/RDF/PoweRGen
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will be called Class Centric (i.e., CC) and one KB privileging properties which will be called
Property Centric (i.e., PC). KB CC, features 80 classes and 40 properties, while KB PC features 40 classes and 120 properties. Moreover, we randomly inserted subsumption relationships
between classes creating subsumption hieratchies with max depth equal to 5. The number of
leaf nodes (i.e., classes with no descendants) is about 75% of the total number of classes in each
KB. Last but not least, none of the KBs contains subsumption relationships between properties
as PowerGen does not incorporate this function.
Additionaly, using PowerGen again, we enriched KBs CC and PCD with instances in order
to examine instance-based constraints. In particular, we inserted 15 instances per class and we
normally distributed 1-11 instances per property for both KBs PC, CC. As a result, we created
the corresponding KBs with instances namely, PCD, CCD.
Table 4.1: Table of Predicates
Predicate
isCl(C)
isP r(C)
isM C(C)
isM P (C)
isIn(c)
Domain(P, C)
Range(P, C)
Cl IsA(C1 , C2 )
Cl IsAinf (C1 , C2 )
T ype(x, C)
T ypeinf (x, C)
P Inst(x, y, P )

4.1.2

Meaning
Name C exists in RDF KB and
it is a Class
Name C exists in RDF KB and
it is a Property
Name C exists in RDF KB and
it is a MetaClass
Name C exists in RDF KB and
it is a MetaProperty
Name c exists in RDF KB and
it is an Individual
The domain of P is C
The range of P is C
Object C2 is a direct subclass
of object C1
Object C2 is a direct or indirect subclass of object C1
Object x is of type (instance
of) C
Object x has the inferred type
of C
The pair (x,y) is an instantiation of property P

Triple
hP rdf s : domain Ci
hP rdf s : range Ci
hC1 rdf s : subclassof C2 i
hx rdf : type Ci
hx P yi

Integrity Constraints

As we mentioned in Chapter 2 and Section 2.1.2, integrity constraints are encoded as FOL
statements. Because of the fact that we used RDF/S KBs we firstly had to describe RDF
statements in terms of FOL predicates in order to use them in the constraints. Table 4.1.1
presents all the predicates along with their meaning which appear in the integrity constraints.
At this point, we should mention that predicates which denote a specific object type (e.g.,
isCl(A), isP r(A)) do not require the presence of specific triples into the KB to characterize their
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corresponding object type. This holds because SWKM provides a typing mechanism which holds
the type of each object internally thus, it can be used as a predicate value. In SWKM, objects are
typed taking into account their correlatios with other objects (e.g., subclassof, domain relation).
In Appendix D under Section D.1, we present the constraints which denote the type of the
aforementioned objects. Any violation of these rules creates typing errors. However, in our
work we do not consider the violations over typing rules, because the repairing of such rules
would lead the change of object types which is not the case. However, we could enrich the
set of integrity constraints with typing constraints and repair them as well considering that the
objects may appear with different type into the repaired KB (e.g., a class was transformed into a
metaclass). In constrast, in our experiments we consider violations over the integrity constraints
which are defined in Table 4.1.2. Table 4.1.2 also shows how we create the resolution set per
violated constraint. Notice that constraints c3 , c4 introduce the use of wildcards and how they
significantly reduce the size of their resolution set.
We should mention here that for efficiency purposes, in our implementation the created resolutions sets had some differences compared to the corresponding sets shawn in Table 4.1.2. In
Appendix 4.1.2 under Section D.2 we show all the assumptions we made during our implementation and the respective resolution sets.

4.1.3

Synthetic Error Insertion

All the synthetic KBs we created using Powergen are consistent with respect to the constraints
we previously defined (see Table 4.1.2). In order to evaluate our repair finding algorithms,
we developed an errors insertion algorithm (EIA) to make the KBs inconsistent. One of the
required parameters is the number of errors we would like to introduce. This can be an absolute
number (e.g., 3 errors) or a percentage with respect to the number of triples of the KB (e.g.,
2% errors). The other parameter is a set of DED constraints which will be violated.
Given a set of constraints to be violated, we randomly violate as many instances as the
number of errors denotes. A violation of a constraint is done by randomly adding/removing
some tuple that would invalidate the selected constraint. Let’s illustrate this procedure with an
example. Consider that we want to insert 3 errors and the set of constraints consists of c1 to
c4 (see Table 4.1.2). Then we have to randomly pick 3 constraints of this set. Consider that we
pick c1 (equiv. c2 ). This constraint can be violated by adding one extra domain (resp. range)
for the same property. The extra domain can be any of the classes, metaclasses, metaproperties
contained in the KB. Now consider that we pick c3 (equiv. c4 ). This constraint can be violated
by removing the domain (resp. range) of the property. Note that this rule could also be violated
by adding a new property. However, based on assumption As. 5 (Appendix D, Section D.2) we
do not want to add new URIs(i.e., properties) during repairs. If we allow the violation of a rule
by adding a new URI, then one of the repaired KBs will contain this URI, thus it is forbidden
due to our assumptions. Back in our example we similarly randomly select and violate as many
rules as the number of violations we want to insert.
As we highlighted in Chapter 3 and Section 3.2, the repair process is affected by the width(W)
of the resolution tree. Obviously different constraints, have different resolution sets, thus a
different fan-out upon repairing. Focusing at this fact, that different constraint violations affect
the whole repair process, we considered violations over schema constraints (c1 -c5 ) when we
applied EIA over PC and CC KBs and violations over instance constraints (c6 , c7 ) when we
applied EIA over PCD and CCD KBs. Note that the resolution of c6 ,c7 could potentially
invalidate c1 -c7 , so our analysis below takes into account the actual errors produced and repaired,
not the initial errors introduced by the EIA. The actual number of errors cannot be predicted
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Table 4.2: Integrity Constraints
Constraint
c1 : ∀x, y, z Domain(x, y) ∧
Domain(x, z) →⊥

Intuition
Each property should have exactly one domain

c2 : ∀x, y, z Range(x, y) ∧
Range(x, z) →⊥

Each property should have exactly one range

c3
:
∀x isP r(x)
→
∃yDomain(x, y)
c4
:
∀x isP r(x)
→
∃yRange(x, y)
c5 : ∀x, y Cl IsAinf (x, y) ∧
Cl IsAinf (y, x) →⊥

Each property should have an
explicitly defined domain
Each property should have an
explicitly defined range
The subsumption relationship
must be acyclic

c6
:
∀x, y1 , z1 , y
∧
P Inst(y1 , z1 , x)
Domain(x, y)
→
T ypeinf (y1 , y)

If a property instance is defined between two elements,
then the subject of the corresponding triple should be correctly classified (directly, or
through inference) to the domain of the property. Note
that multiple classification is
also possible.
If a property instance is defined between two elements,
then the object of the corresponding triple should be
correctly classified (directly,
or through inference) to the
range of the property. Note
that multiple classification is
also possible.

c7
:
∀x, y1 , z1 , y
∧
P Inst(y1 , z1 , x)
Range(x, y)
→
T ypeinf (y1 , y)
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Resolution Set
Res(c1 (hx, y, zi), K )
=
{h∅, {Domain(x, y)}i,
h∅, {Domain(x, z)}i}
Res(c2 (hx, y, zi), K )
=
{h∅, {Range(x, y)}i,
h∅, {Range(x, z)}i}
Res(c3 (hxi), [[K]])
=
{h∅, {isP r(P )}i, [[δ]]µ }
Res(c4 (hxi), [[K]])
=
{h∅, {isP r(P )}i, [[δ]]µ }
Res(c5 (hx, yi), K)
=
{h∅, {Cl IsAinf (x, y)}i,
h∅, {Cl IsAinf (y, x)}i}
Res(c6 (hx, y1 , z1 , yi), K) =
{h∅, {P Inst(y1 , z1 , x)}i,
h∅, {Domain(x, y)}i,
h{T ypeinf (y1 , y)}, ∅i}

Res(c7 (hx, y1 , z1 , yi), K) =
{h∅, {P Inst(y1 , z1 , x)}i,
h∅, {Domain(x, y)}i,
h{T ypeinf (y1 , y)}, ∅i}

from the beginning and becomes known only at the end of the repair process.
In this chapter, we scaled the number of actual violations from 1 to 20, which represents
a maximum of approximately 8% of the total amount of facts for the CC KB, 6% for PC and
4%, 3% for CCD, PCD respectively. These error percentages are motivated by the fact that
only a small fraction of ontologies actually change from one version to another eg., [34] reports
that 97.9% of the RDF/S data in each version remains unchanged. In addition, small error
percentages are also considered when repairing databases (with of course a more important
total size than in the case of ontologies). For instance, [6, 13] reports in their experiments from
1% to 5% errors (over databases of size 45000 tuples) although the error generation procedure
is different. In addition, [6, 13] is interested in repairing only a fraction (e.g., up to 50%) of the
introduced inconsistencies.

4.2

IB Algorithm Evaluation

Per the complexity analysis of Table 3.3, the performance of the IB algorithm is expected to scale
linearly w.r.t. the size of the resolution tree. Thus, we first investigate experimentally how the
type and number of the introduced violations in each of the four KBs of our testbed affect the
size and form of the resolution tree under the IB strategy. Then, we study the time and memory
requirements of the IB algorithm and experimentally verify the linear correlation between the
tree size and the execution time. To stick on the essentials of our algorithm, the reported
performance figures do not consider any repairing preference, because the computational time
for determining the preferred deltas is negligible using efficient algorithms such as those proposed
in [18].

Figure 4.1: Size of the Resolution Tree for IB
As we can see in Figure 4.1 the size of the resolution tree grows exponentially as the number
of introduced errors increase. This is due to the fact that the height of the tree increases with the
number of constraint violations. On the other hand, the tree’s maximum fan-out is determined
by the type of the violated constraints, i.e., the size of their resolution set (note that the fanout is increased by 1 when wildcards are included in the KB). This explains why the four KBs
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of our testbed give resolution trees of different size for the same number of errors. For KBs
CC and PC schema constraints c1 − c5 are violated and the resolution sets for all the violated
constraints in these KBs has the same number of elements and in particular is equal to 2. One
could expect the corresponding curves to coincide which is not the case. This holds because in
PC KB, the EIA violates more constraints which refer on properties and have as a potential
resolution the removal of a specific property (i.e., c3 − c4 ). Based on As. 4 in Section D.2 of
Appendix D, the side effect of this choice, is the removal of the triples which use this property
leading to the increment of the nodes in the resolution tree.
On the other hand, in KBs CCD and PCD, the fan-out ranges from 2 to 3 (due to the constraints c6 , c7 and their resolution set). Given that PCD contains more properties and property
instances, it causes more violations of c6 , c7 (which have a fan-out of 3) thereby causing a larger
resolution tree than CCD. Someone would expect KBs CCD and PCD to create larger resolution trees than the corresponding CC and PC which is not the case. This holds because as the
number of inconsistencies increases, the optimizations based on Propositions 6, 7 are appliead
more and more intensively in PCD, CCD KBs(unlike PC, CC) by pruning their resolution tree.

Figure 4.2: IB Execution Time
As we can see in Figure 4.2, the execution time scales linearly with the size of the corresponding resolution trees in all cases, confirming our complexity results of Table 3.3. We notice
that the four lines have similar inclinations indicating a similar execution time per node of the
tree in the four KBs. Notice however that the CC line has a slight higher execution time per
node. This holds because in PC and CC KBs we have constraint violations which involve wildcards. Thus, the number of objects which can be assigned over wildcards(i.e., classes) affect the
execution time.
The memory requirements of our IB algorithm are mainly affected by the number of potentially preferred deltas stored in main memory before performing the filtering (per the given
policy). The introduction of wildcards has significantly reduced both the number of deltas to
return/store, but also the size of the resolution tree. For example, consider a single violation of
c3 in CC KB, i.e., a property with no domain. Without wildcards, we would have 81 resolution
options, namely one which removes the property and 80 which apply as a domain one of the
classes contained in CC KB. Using wildcards, only two resolution options must be considered,
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reducing the number of branches (and deltas) by about 98%. Furthermore, given that many
facts are often replicated in different deltas, we rely on a bitsets-based implementation3 to efficiently store and retrieve deltas. This representation could save up to an order of magnitude
of storage space. Thanks to the above optimizations none of our IB experiments required more
than 200MB of memory.

4.3

VB Algorithm Evaluation

For the evaluation of the VB algorithm we used the preference expression M in(fadditions ). Our
focus is again on the size of the resolution tree and the parameters it affects/is affected by,
as well as on the comparison of the VB results with the ones presented for IB in the previous
subsection.

Figure 4.3: Size of the Resolution Tree for VB
As we see in Figure 4.3, the size of the VB resolution tree grows exponentially with the
number violations despite VB algorithm’s greedy nature. However, the actual number of nodes
is significantly smaller than in the IB case, as many non-preferred branches are pruned. For the
considered preference, the algorithm would ignore all additions of facts, essentially reducing the
fan-out of several constraints (c3 , c4 , c6 , c7 ) by 1. As a result, the constructed resolution trees of
the IB algorithm is about 2 orders of magnitude larger than the corresponding ones created by
the VB (depending on the case). Comparing Figures 4.1, 4.3, we note that the relative order
of the curves for the different KBs is different than the IB case. This holds because the pruning
w.r.t. the given preference depends on the actual constraints violated, which is different per
KB. For example, the pruning over constraints violated in CC, PC KBs is more intense than in
KBs CCD, PCD leading to smaller resolution tree. Note that in the case of CC KB and for 19
errors the number of nodes is smaller than when we inserted 18 errors. This can be explained by
the random errors insertion process. When we inserted 19 errors, we inserted more errors over
constraints c3 , c4 (than in the case of 18 errors) where the used preference reduces the fan-out
from 2 to 1 for these constraints leading to an overall smaller resolution tree.
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit array
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Figure 4.4: VB Execution Time
As with the IB case, Figure 4.4 shows that the execution time scales linearly with the tree
size. The execution time for the VB algorithm, for the same KB and number of errors, is about 2
orders of magnitude smaller (depending on the case) than the time required for the IB algorithm.
This is partly explained by the smaller size of the resolution tree, but is also due to the fact that
the execution time per node is about 3-4 times smaller for the VB case. This is because the IB
algorithm includes the optimization checks presented in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.1 in order to
prune a-priori the branches which lead to non useful repairing deltas (see also Propositions 6, 7).
Note however that this extra cost in the IB algorithm is more than compensated by the reduction
in the number of nodes caused by these optimizations. Note also that the curves in the VB case
have different inclinations indicating a different execution time per node of the tree in the four
KBs. This is caused by the different (average) cost for determining whether the KB is consistent
(line 11 in Algorithm 12. In our testbed, we concluded that this cost is higher in CC, PC KBs
than in the corresponding CCD, PCD. This was an interesting result as we concluded that in
the case of IB algorithm, the type of constraint violations does not affect the average execution
time per node something which does not hold for the VB algorithm.
The VB algorithm required a maximum of 20MB in our experiments. This is quite large,
compared with the IB requirements, given the fact that the VB algorithm needs to store much
less deltas than the IB. This is explained by our use of the bitsets optimization: the fewer deltas
in the VB cause the bitsets to be sparse, thereby reducing the impact of this optimization.
Despite that, bitsets are still reducing the VB memory requirements compared to the simple
representation of deltas as sets of tuples.

4.4

Quality of VB Repairs

We consider that the preferred repairs returned by IB algorithm are optimal as the curator’s
preference is applied over all the possible repairing deltas. In this section, we judge the quality
of the repairs returned by the V B algorithm. To do so, we measure the number of globally
optimal repairs (returned by IB) which are not returned by the VB which will be called false
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Figure 4.5: VB vs IB Repairs in CC for M in(fadditions )
negatives, the number of preferred repairs returned by V B which are not globally optimal which
will be called false positives and the number of common preferred repairs returned by V B and
IB. Note that we count repairs with wildcards, i.e., a repair [[K]] is counted as a single repair.
As expected, the quality of results depends both on the types of the violated constraints and
the employed preferences.
Common Repairs are denoted by V B∩IB in said figures. Using the preferences M in(fadditions ),
M in(fdeletions ), M in(fsize ) over the KBs CC or PC, algorithms IB and V B return exactly the
same preferred repairs (see also Appendix B). The same preferred repairs are returned also
using preference M in(fdeletions ) of the KBs CCD or PCD (see also figure 4.5).

Figure 4.6: VB vs IB Repairs in CCD for M in(fadditions )
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Figure 4.7: VB vs IB Repairs in CCD for M ax(fadditions )
However, when CCD and PCD are considered and using the preference M in(fadditions ), VB
contains several false positive results which are denoted by V B \ IB in said figures. For the
CCD in particular (see Figure 4.6), we observe that IB always returns two repairs regardless the
number of errors we introduce. On the other hand, VB returns these repairs as well (i.e., no false
negatives), plus a number of locally optimal repairs (false positives), which grows exponentially
with the number of inserted errors. The reason is the following: all inserted violations are related
to c8 , c9 , and can be optimally resolved by deleting a property instance in each case; however,
VB will also consider the option to delete a domain or range in each case, which generates several
non-optimal repairs as side effects (i.e., false positives). We will get similar results if we use the
preference M in(fsize ) over the KBs CCD or PCD. Again, IB algorithm will always return two
repairs, while VB algorithm will return these repairs plus with a number of false positive repairs.
If we change the preference constructor into M ax favoring additions (i.e., M ax(fadditions ))
we found that repairing KBs CCD or PCD with this preference, a completely disjoint set of
deltas is returned (i.e., no common preferred deltas are returned). As depicted in Figure 4.7, we
see that VB always returns a single repair regardless of the number of introduced errors, which
is not returned by IB (i.e., one false positive). On the other hand, IB (unlike VB) returns several
more repairs which are not returned by VB (i.e., false negatives) whose number is not correlated
by the number of violations. I.e., the number of preferred repairing deltas is not ascending w.r.t.
the number of errors. The reason is similar as above: VB will only consider the addition of class
instantiations to resolve all violations of c8 , c9 , whereas some of the deletions could also lead to
globally optimal repairs.
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Chapter 5

Declarative Prevention Policies
In previous chapters, we presented a declarative framework which can be used for the repairing
of a KB. In that setting, the inconsistency is already there, and we have to repair it (e.g.,
ontology debugging [35, 20] database repairs [1, 7]). However, an alternative strategy to deal
with inconsistencies is to prevent them from creeping into the KB in the first place, by carefully
designing the operations that modify the KB. This repair strategy is followed in various settings
such as belief revision [16, 25], belief merging [24], ontology evolution [25]). The latter approach
can be easily seen as an extended case of the standard repair. To see this, consider the case of
updating a KB K with an update U . Figure 5.1 shows that the update process can be split in
two steps: (a) apply the update upon K in a straightforward way (using •); (b) use a repair
finding algorithm R on the result (K • U ) to get a consistent KB (K 0 ).
Under this viewpoint, there are two main differences between repair finding and prevention
algorithms. The first is that, in the former (repair), we have no clue on how the inconsistency
was originally introduced and have to repair an already inconsistent KB, whereas in the latter
(prevention), we are repairing the inconcistency the moment it is created, so we can use the
information on how it was created to perform better repairs (e.g., in belief revision, the update
often takes priority). The second difference is related to the input: in repair finding algorithms
the input is a KB, whereas in prevention algorithms the input can be any piece of data that
describes a change, depending on the context (e.g., a set of KBs to merge, a KB and an update
etc). In addition, prevention algorithms depend on the initial operation (e.g., union, for the case
of merging) that is performed upon the data. Another important observation here is that repair
finding algorithms can be viewed as special cases of prevention algorithms, where the initial data
is the KB itself and the “operation” performed is the identity function.
Extending the theory on repairs to include prevention algorithms is a simple exercise. First,
we need to assume that the original input for prevention strategies is an element of some domain,
say D, and there is some operation, say O : D 7→ K, that returns a KB based on the input
(e.g., for updates, the input is a KB and an update, which is a delta, so D = K × ∆, and
O(hK, U i) = K • U ). We overload the symbols P RI , P RV to describe the sets of preferred
repairs w.r.t. a prevention policy >I , >V respectively. Notice that theses symbols are now
defined over a domain D and not over the KB K as in repairing policies. Based on the above,
a prevention algorithm can be formalized as a function P , whose input belongs to a domain D
(e.g., a KB K and an update U ) and output is a non empty set of conistent KBs: P D 7→ 2K \ ∅
s.t. for all w ∈ D and all K 0 ∈ P (w) it holds that K 0  C. The definition of prevention policies
is identical to repair policies, except that prevention policies are not coupled with a KB K
as repairing policies but with a domain D which is affected by the operation O. Similarly, the
definitions of preferred repairs and preferred repairing deltas are the same. Note that, under this
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Figure 5.1: Prevention Strategies
formalization, repair finding algorithms (and repairing policies) are special cases of prevention
algorithms (and prevention policies), for D = K and O(K) = K, for K ∈ K.
Let us illustrate the above with the next example, setting K = {C IsA(B, A), CS(A), CS(B)}
and considering the update U = h{P S(P ), Range(P, B)}, {CS(A)}i. Update U requests the addition of P S(P ), Range(P, B) and the removal of CS(A). The updating operation is shown in
Figure 5.2 and the result of this operation (K • U ) is the KB of the motivating example shown
in Figure 1.2.
K' = {PS(P) ,CS(B), Domain(P,B),
Range(P,B)}

K= {C IsA(B,A), CS(A),
CS(B)}
A

P

P

B

B

U = < {PS(P), Range(P,B)},
{CS(A)} >

R
A

B

P

K U = { C_IsA(B,A), PS(P),
CS(B), Range(P,B)}

Figure 5.2: An Updating Operation
Then, D = K × ∆ and O(hK, U i) = K • U . Suppose that the curator’s preferences are:
“I want the update to be respected; secondarily, I prefer solutions with a minimal number of
additions”. We notice that the current definition of features is insufficient and cannot be used
in the context of prevention algorithms as is. Thus, we restate the definition of features into a
function over a set S such that fA : ∆ × D 7→ S. We remind that prevention algorithms relies on
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a domain D which is not fixed but it is affected by the operation O which led to the inconsistent
result. Thus, in order to have features which refer to this domain D(as in the running example)
we extended the domain of features with D. Back in the curator’s preference, we will use two
features which will be defined using this “extended” form. The first will count the number of
changes in δ that do not respect the update: U pd(hδa , δd , i, hUa , Ud i) = |δa ∩ Ud | + |δd ∩ Ua |.
The second counts the number of additions: Additions(hδa , δd i, hUa , Ud i) = |δa |. The final,
composite preference is M in(U pd)&M in(Additions), which defines an ordering, say >. If we
use the IB approach, table 2.2, shows the possible repairing deltas. We then calculate the
preferred repairs of K0 = O(hK, U i) = K • U , as in Definitions 7, and end up with only one
preferred repairing delta (δ = h{Domain(P, B)}, {C IsA(B, A)}i), which respects the update
and adds only one fact. This delta is applied upon K0 (not upon K), giving the preferred KB
K 0 = K0 • δ = {CS(B), P S(P ), Range(P, B), Domain(P, B)} (see also Figure 5.2) which is the
only KB in P (hK, U i).
Next we restate Proposition 2 for information based prevention policies with the obvious
changes. Proposition 8 below is the “prevention counterpart” of Proposition 2. Unfortunately
though, we cannot do the same with Proposition 3, because the recursion (inside the big union
in the theorem) would require prevention strategies to be defined over K, which is not the case.
Furthermore, VB prevention policies are not totally memory-less, as they always depend on the
original w ∈ D.
Proposition 8 A prevention algorithm P is IB-expressible iff for all w ∈ D, K = O(w) ∈ K,
0 , δ 0 , R0 i s.t. K 0 = K • δ 0 for
Kr ∈ P (w), δr = hδar , δar i s.t. Kr = K • δr , Kr0 ∈ K, δr0 = hδar
r
r
r
ar
0 ⊆ R , it holds that K 0 = K .
0 ⊆ δ , δ0 ⊆ δ
and
R
which Kr0  C, δar
r
r
ar
dr
r
r
dr
Prevention algorithms can be described using a repair finding algorithm as an intermediate
step (see Figure 5.1). Given that the result of a prevention algorithm depends on its input
(w ∈ D), rather than the input to the repair strategy (O(w) ∈ K), we could say that, in fact, a
prevention algorithm is described by a family of repair finding algorithms (one for each w ∈ D),
which also characterizes it. Formally:
Definition 10 Consider a prevention strategy P over some domain D. Consider also an operation, say O : D 7→ K, that returns a KB.The family of repair finding algorithms {Rw |w ∈ D}
implements P iff for all w ∈ D it holds that P (w) = Rw (O(w)).
Proposition 9 Consider an operation O : D 7→ K and a prevention algorithm P : D 7→ 2K \ ∅.
Then P is an IB prevention algorithm iff there exists a family {Rw |w ∈ D} of IB repair finding
algorithms that implements P .
We should mention here that under this formalization, V B prevention algorithms cannot
be modeled using an adequate family of V B repair finding algorithms. This holds based on
Proposition 3, V B repair finding algorithms are memoryless and in each state, they depend on
the current KB instance. However, as V B prevention policies depend on the original w ∈ D, we
should “carry” w in each step. The last is not supported by the current formalization of V B
repair finding algorithms.
As with repair finding algorithms, prevention algorithms from the literature can be mapped
to our framework. For example, the ontology evolution approach of [25] corresponds to a family
of IB prevention strategies, if we restrict ourselves to consistent updates. The formal proof
can be found in Appendix A and under Section A.5. Moreover, given that Rondo encodes the
necessary information for the repair inside the merged (inconsistent) KB (K0 = O(w)), we
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proved that we can can model it using a V B repair policy. We can also model its repair strategy
using a VB prevention algorithm by setting O to be the merging operator and w the sources
K1 , K2 which will be merged.

Figure 5.3: Correlating Strategies depending on the used Repair Approach
Discussion. Figure 5.3 shows how repair finding algorithms are related with prevention
algorithms and similarly IB with VB strategies. As we mentioned, setting the performed “operation” in prevention algorithms to be the identity function, we can view repair finding algorithms
as prevention algorithms (arrow ⇓). Moreover, taking into account Proposition 9, we conclude
that any prevention algorithm is an IB if and only if there exists a family of IB that implements
it (arrow ↑). Finally, we conclude from Proposition 3 that any V B strategy can be described as
a family of IB strategies when we have repair strategies.
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Chapter 6

Related Work
6.1

Introduction

As already mentioned, curated KBs are developed with a great deal of human effort by communities of scientists [8] and co- evolve along with the experimental evidence produced. In such a
dynamic setting, the introduction of various forms of inconsistencies is a common situation with
adverse effects on the operation of knowledge-intensive e-science applications. There are various
types of integrity constraints in the literature (see also Figure 6.1) used in order to express
consistency over the data. However as we noticed, their form varies with respect to the representation language of the KB. However, all the constraint forms we examined, can be considered
as disjunctive embedded dependencies [14] and are separated in the depicted subcategories of
Figure 6.1.
For instance, in ontological environments the curator may want to impose acyclicity of subsumption relations between classes or properties [36] which can be encoded using functional
dendencies(FDs) (e.g., P (~x) ∧ P (~y ) → xi = yj ). in the same context, cardinality constraints [32]
of instances could be expressed using inclusion dependencies (INDs) (e.g., P (~x) → ∃~yQ(~x, ~y )).
Functional dependencies can be also used to express primary key constraints in relations whereas
inclusion dependencies can be used to express foreign key constraints [10, 12]. In [15], they managed to extend the expressiveness of the previous constraints introducing the respective conditional functional(CFDs) and inclusion dependencies (CINDs) wich refer to specific fragments of
each corresponding relation. Using more expressive constraints(which are still special cases of
DEDs [14]) the quality of data increases [15], although the tasks of diagnosis and repair become
more challenging.
The problem of dealing with inconsistencies has motivated many works in various contexts.
However, they encounter them following different approaches and can be listed into:
1. Invalidity Tolerant strategies which do not repair the data, but allow working over invalid
data and try to retrieve meaningful information over it(e.g., consistent query answering [5]).
2. Prevention Strategies which try to prevent the introduction of invalidities (e.g., belief
revision [2])
3. Repair strategies which repair the inserted inconsistencies with a straightforward way(e.g.,
e.g., ontology debugging [35], database repairs [1])
We should mention here that in strategies of the last two categories, the resolution of inconsistencies should cause minimal changes upon the curated KB (per the Principle of Minimal
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Figure 6.1: Types of DED Constraints
Change [2]). However, the notion of minimality in curated KBs is context dependent, as it may
depend on the underlying assumptions over the data. In the following sections we will present
such strategies along with the notions which determine minimality in their context.

6.2

Invality Tolerant Strategies

This approach is followed in case the materialization of repair is not an option i.e. when the
repair is costly, non-deterministic, may lead to loss of potentially useful data or add potentially
unuseful data. Despite the fact that we have an inconsistent KB, we must be able to derive
meaningful information (via queries) about its contents; otherwise it is useless to keep such an
inconsistent KB. In this case, instead of repairing the KB (which in most cases produces more
than one possible repairs), we try to derive meaningful information via queries. In fact, the
considered query answers are those which are true in all repairs of the initial inconsistent KB,
i.e., consistent query answers [5, 10, 20, 3, 11, 4]. This can be achieved by rewriting the initial
queries into new which ideally fetch the same(or as close as possible) result we could get if we
applied the initial query to every possible repaired version of the KB. It is important to note
that this must be done hopefully avoiding as much as possible the explicit computation of the
repairs and checking candidate answers in them.
This strategy could be useful in virtual data integration [27] where there is no centralized
consistency maintenance mechanism that makes the data in the mediated system satisfy certain
global integrity constraints(ICs). Another case where consistency cannot be preserved at all, thus
such strategies would be useful, is when schema-level and instance-level of ontologies are evolved
separately without synchronizing the changes continuously. In such cases, inconsistencies cannot
be repaired, but still one may wants to derive meaningful answers when reasoning [22]. Last but
not least, consider a knowledge base which is updated and changes frequently and the queries
applied upon the KB are known in advance. In that case, it is very efficient to transform the
queries once at the beginning and use the transformed queries afterwards to obtain consistent
answers on the changing KB [39].
However, we argue that there are cases and scenarios where the materialization of the repair
will be more efficient and the provided query answers will be of higher quality. The efficiency
can be shown in a scenario where we have KBs which do not change constantly and many ad hoc
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queries are applied over the KB [39]. In such a case, the KB may have to be repaired only in cases
where it changes its state (i.e., seldom) and then consistent answers are produced to any query
without the overhead of the latter’s transformation. We are convinced that in most cases the
approach followed in consistent query answering returns low quality results. This holds because
this approach considers results which are implied by all possible valid repairs associated with the
(inconsistent) KB, so we cannot set any preferred repairs, or prevent certain repairs from being
considered. We should mention here that the considered repairs in all the aforementioned works
are minimal with respect to the subset relation (called useful repairs in our framework). Let’s
illustrate this with an example. Consider a scenario where the curator would prefer to add, rather
than delete in order to repair inconsistencies(i.e., data integration). Consider also a KB K =
{P1 (a), P2 (a)} and a single integrity constraint c : ∀xP1 (x) ∧ P2 (x) → Q(x) which is violated by
K. The possible repairs of K are K1 = {P1 (a)}, K2 = {P2 (a)}, K3 = {P1 (a), P2 (a), Q(a)}. As
we mentioned, under consistent query answer, we fetch the common tuples which are contained
in every possible repair which is minimal under set inclusion. However in this example there
are no common tuples, thus any query over K would return empty results. On the other hand,
taking into account the curator’s preference and choosing to repair K, we would obtain repair
K3 as preferred. At this point, it is clear that queries over K3 will return results of much higher
quality.
In this work, we do not focus in this category which contains strategies that do not perform
repairs. In our setting of curated databases, curators have complete control of the curated KB,
thus they can repair the created ivalidities.

6.3
6.3.1

Repair Strategies
Repair Checking

In the database setting, there has been a substantial amount of work related to the computational complexity of the problem of determining whether a given KB is a preferred repair for
an inconsistent KB (repair checking), under various notions of minimality and kinds of DED
constraints [14] (see also Figure 6.1). Note that determining whether a repair is preferred is
different than actually computing a preferred repair, which is the problem we deal with in this
thesis. Four variations of minimality have been proposed in [1], all of which can be captured
in our framework, and fit under the IB strategy, because they consider the final repairing delta
and not the individual resolutions performed at each intermediate step.
The first type is subset repairs, which require that the repaired KB should be a maximal
sub-instances of the initial KB. This means that it should contain the least possible (per the ⊆
relation) updates (i.e., deletions). This minimality notion can be captured using the preference
M in(fadditions ) over the feature fadditions defined in Appendix B.
The second is symmetric difference repairs, which require that the repaired KB should contain
the least possible (per the ⊆ relation) updates (additions and deletions). Note that symmetric
difference repairs are actually the useful repairs in our terminology, so this minimality notion is
captured by default if no preference is provided.
Cardinality Repairs require that the repairing KB should contain the least possible (in terms
of cardinality) updates (additions and deletions). This minimality notion can be captured using
the preference M in(fsize ) over the feature fsize defined in Section 2.2.
Finally, component cardinality repairs, require that the repairing KB should contain the least
possible (in terms of cardinality) updates (additions and deletions) per relation. This minimality
i
notion can be captured by using the feature fpr
appearance defined in Appendix B, each one
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counting the number of appearances of a certain relational atom Ri in the delta (i.e., Pi = {Ri }).
i
Each of those features defines a preference of the form Pi = M in(fpr
appearance ), which should
1
be combined using pareto to get the final composite preference (i.e., M in(fpr
appearance ) ⊗ . . . ⊗
n
M in(fpr appearance )).
In Appendix A and under Section A.4, we provide the formal proofs of how the above
variations can be emulated within our framework.

6.3.2

Repair Finding

Automatic Techniques
Works of this category repair inconsistencies automaticaly without any user intervention. They
are based on intuition and heuristics leading them to be often application-specific and their
techniques cannot be generalized in other contexts. Next we present several repair finding
techniques found in the literature and how they can be emulated within our framework. Formal
proofs of these emulations can be found in Appendix A and under Section A.4.
In [6], they deal with the actual problem of automatically finding the repairs. The framework
of [6] only considers Functional and Inclusion Dependencies (FD/IND); in [13], this work has
been extended to support Conditional Functional Dependencies (CFD) as well (see Figure 6.1).
Each violated constraint is resolved in a predetermined manner, depending on its kind. FD
and CFD constraints (e.g., ∀x, y, zP (z, x) ∧ P (z, y) ∧ φ → x = y) are resolved through tuple
modifications (in effect replacing x with y in the corresponding tuples or vice-versa). Note
that φ is a (maybe empty) conjunction of formulas of the form a = b, a 6= b, a b etc. and
denotes the partition of table’s rows which the CFD should be satisfied. IND constraints (e.g.,
∀xP (x) → ∃yQ(x, y)) are resolved by adding a tuple of the form Q(x, null). This repairing
option is generalized by replacing all the existential attributes with the special value null. This
option reduces the maybe infinite number of possible repairing options significantly and avoids
considering all possible assignments for the existential values (value y in our example). As resolution is made independently for each constraint, this framework implements a V B strategy. In
addition, the involved repairing policy is embedded in the algorithm and curators cannot intervene. Since tuple modifications are not supported in our framework (for the reasons explained
in Section 2.3), we cannot capture the repair policy used in [6, 13] for FDs and CFDs. We can
only capture the repair policy for INDs, by stating a preference that would prefer the additions
that use null for the existential quantifiers, over the rest of the additions and deletetions as well.
To do so we use the feature fconst additions (δ) defined in Appendix B which count the occurences
of some specific values of a set CV (here CV = {null} into the set δa of a possible repairing delta
δ = hδa , δd i for a given violation. The corresponding prefence is M ax(fconst additions ), where
CV = {null}.
The use of null in order to avoid producing a large number of repairs has also been employed
in the framework of [7] which is capable of resolving violations for all kinds of DED constraints.
The resolution is made by taking all possible resolution options, with one exception: when
existential quantifiers are involved (e.g., in INDs), only the null value is considered for the
existentially quantified variables, instead of all possible values. Since violations are resolved
independently, this framework also implements a V B strategy. We can express the employed
repair policy in our framework using the above preference with two exceptions: (a) we now don’t
want to filter out deletions, and (b) the rules considered are not just INDs, so a slightly more
complicated preference expression is necessary to consider other DED types as well. To capture
this repair policy we require the following preferences:
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• M ax(fdeletions ) prefers deltas which apply deletions.
• M in(fdeletions ) prefers deltas which apply additions.
• M ax(fconst additions ), where CV = {null} to prefer deltas which add ground facts with the
maximum number of null values.
1
n
• A composite preference of the form: P = M in(fpr
additions )⊗. . .⊗M in(fpr additions ), where
i
each feature fpr
additions (see Appendix B), counts the number of appearances of a certain
relational atom Ri in the δa set of a delta. (i.e., Pi = {Ri }).

The final composite preference is M ax(fdeletions ) ⊗ (M in(fdeletions ) & (P ⊗ M ax(fconst additions ))).
Another repair finding algorithm appears in Rondo [29], which is actually a generic framework
for relational and XML model management. Violation resolution takes place during schema
merging since Rondo systematically checks whether the resulting merged schema satisfies certain
FD constraints. Before merging the input schemata, Rondo requires a user-defined mapping to
be provided, which determines their identical elements. Using this mapping, each tuple of the
merged schema will be assigned a label, which determines its importance. There are 9 types of
labels, namely (in decreasing level of importance): 00,0+,0−,+0,−0,++,+−, −+, −−. Rondo’s
repair policy considers the tuples’ labels: in particular, when an FD constraint of the form
~
~
~
~
P1 (A)∧P
2 (A) → x = y is violated, we remove the least important of P1 (A), P2 (A) as determined
by their labels (we remove either if they have the same label). To capture Rondo’s repair policy
l
in our framework, we define 9 preferences of the form M ax(fconst
deletions )(or simply Pl ), where
l
fconst deletions is a feature which counts the number of appearance of a specific label l, from the
above in the tuple in the set δd pf a delta. We combine these preferences using & to form the
final preference asfollows: P−− &P−+ &P+− &P++ &P−0 &P+0 &P0− &P0+ &P00 .
An interesting example of a repair strategy which cannot be modeled as a preference based
repair policy >P within our framework appears in [30]. In that approach, they consider the
integration of KBs described in description logics. Each integrated KB is modeled as a stratum
which is integrated itself within the existing stratified knowledge. The arising inconsistencies
from the KBs integration are resolved by removing knowledge from the outermost stratum
until we reach a valid KB. However if the consistency is not reached, we move on to the next
stratum and so on. Therefore, if the invalidity is caused by an inner stratum, all strata that
have less priority will be removed completely, and unnecessarily. This causes the conditions of
Propositions 2, 3 to fail.
User Interactive Techniques
Works of this category consider that a fully automatic repair process without human intervention
is unrealistic (i.e., curated KBs) [35]. They are based on the underlying idea that only experts
or KB engineers (i.e, curators) have all the required knowledge to perform the most optimal
repair.
Several works have been also proposed for repairing ontologies (such as PROMPT [33] and
Chimaera [28]). These works only address violations of constraints which can be expressed in the
underlying knowledge representation formalism (such as OWL [21]) and essentially correspond to
a subset of the DEDs considered in our framework (e.g., functional and inclusion dependencies).
Furthermore, they provide automatic support only for detecting constraint violations while
curators have to manually find the correct resolution and perform the repair. The main difference
between PROMPT and Chimaera is that in case an inconsistency is found, PROMPT not only
present it to the user, but also suggests possible repairing solutions if possible, based on the
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syntactic form of the inconsistency found. This is exactly the ontology curation task that our
framework aims to facilitate.

6.4

Prevention Strategies

Prevention strategies use mechanisms which act as monitors over KBs. They are activated when
changes(eg., knowledge additions or removals) over the contained knowledge could potentialy
create invalidities and try to prevent their introduction. As a result, KB remains valid after
such modifications.
In the field of belief revision [2] and ontology evolution [25] we suppose that “new” knowledge (i.e., update) is more important and reliable compared to the existing knowledge in the
knowledge base. Such assumptions could prevent the creation of invalidities by applying the
changes which do not contradict to those imposed by updating changes, or if the previous is not
possible, the minimal changes which are in concflict with those imposed by the update. (eg., we
can not prevent an invalidity created by the “new” addition of a ground fact by removing it).
As we proved in Proposition 17, this notion of minimality can be captured within our framework
using a prevention algorithm and a violation based strategy
In the field of belief merging [24], one of the sources is often considered to be more reliable.
As a result, invalidities are prevented by respecting the preferred source, and changing the nonpreferred one. Also, we saw that Rondo [29] supports the merging operator as well. Given
that Rondo encodes the necessary information for the repair inside the merged (invalid) KB
(K0 = O(w)), in the previous section, we proved that we can can model it using a VB repair
policy. We can also model its repair strategy using a VB prevention by setting O to be the
merging operator and w the sources K1 , K2 which will be merged.
Some works in these fields automatically determine the result (based on certain assumptions) [25], whereas others do not commit to any particular approach, but introduce postulates [2, 24] that determine which approaches are “rational”, thereby allowing the exact approach
to be set by the application at hand. Our approach is closer to the second (general) category,
but puts more emphasis on allowing the curator to specify the exact policy in an intuitive and
declarative manner (i.e., using formal preferences).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
Scientific communities (e.g., in Bioinformatics) more and more rely on Curated Knowledge Bases
(KBs) like ontologies or annotations in their everyday scholarly and scientific work. These
KBs are developed with a great deal of human effort by scientists acting as curators, and coevolvealong with the experimental evidence produced. In such a dynamicsetting, the introduction of various forms of invalidities is acommon situation with adverse effects on the operation
ofknowledge-intensive e-science applications.
In this work we proposed a declarative and intuitive framework for assisting curators in one
of the most frequently performed tasks, i.e., the repairing of various forms of inconsistencies
arising in curated KBs. Our framework is generic enough as it captures a wide class of integrity constraints using disjunctive embedded dependencies (DEDS). Moreover, our framework
is highly customizable as is able to capture various curation settings and scenarios using qualitative preference expressions upon interesting features of the repairs. Such preferences are used
to filter out non-optimal repairs, either during the resolution of each individual inconsistency or
at the end, after having resolved all invalidities and acquired all potential repairs. The above
characterize the very flexible nature of our framework since it supports both greedy (V B) and
exhaustive (IB) repair finding strategies.
Our research over existing repair finding algorithms in the literature showed that they can be
integrated within our framework. We proved that using adequate repair policies, such algorithms
can be emulated and these facts make our framework very expressive. We believe that one of
the major contributions of our work is the distinction between locally optimal(V B) and globally
optimal(IB) repairs with respect to a preference, which opened the way to devise a repair finding
algorithm (IB) which is immune to changes in the constraints’ syntax and evaluation order.
We implemented the corresponding algorithms for the respective strategies which are supported by our framework. We proved that the two algorithms do not give, in general, the same
preferred KB repairs, because the IB algorithm computes repairs which are globally optimal
w.r.t. to curators’ preferences, whereas VB computes locally optimal repairs. Finally, we computed the complexity bounds for both IB and VB algorithms for various types of constraints
along with some experimental results for typical synthetic curated KBs.
Apart from the scenario where we are faced with an inconsistent KB with no hints on
the causes of the inconsistency, we investigated cases where inconsistencies are caused by an
operation upon the KB, so the information on the operation (e.g., an update, merging) can be
used to guide the resolution process. We showed that the problem of preventing invalidities
from arising during changes is in fact a different facet of the repair problem and we presented a
possible extention of our framework in order to describe prevention policies for curated KBs in
e- science.
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As a future work, will apply our repair finding algorithms over real KBs along with the
corresponding integrity constraints which must be satisfied. We plan to conduct experiments to
evaluate the quality of the contained data and highlight the constraints which are most likely
violated in practise. An additional topic of future work could be to devise an anytime repair
algorithm, i.e., an algorithm that would exhibit the performance that a curator requires, possibly
at a cost of lower-quality repairs. Low-quality repairs can be considered those which are not
fully consistent w.r.t. said integrity constraints. For example, one could consider stopping the
evaluation at a certain tree depth (assuming breadth-first search) thereby producing optimal,
but incomplete repairs, or at a certain tree size (assuming depth-first search) thereby producing
non-optimal, but complete repairs. Moreover, we will formally integrate the suggested extention,
to capture prevention policies, into our framework. Last but not least, we will implement and
experimentaly evaluate typical operations from the literature over KBs which may introduce
inconsistencies such as merging, updates etc. and use this knowledge to perform repairs.
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Appendix A

Proofs
A.1

Proofs of Theorems for Chapter 2

Lemma 1 Consider a delta δ = hδa , δd i = hK2 \ K1 , K1 \ K2 i; then K1 • δ = K2 . Moreover, for
any δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i ∈ ∆ such that K1 • δ0 = K2 , it holds that δa ⊆ δa0 , δd ⊆ δd0 .
Proof. Obvious by the definitions. 2
Lemma 2 Consider a >V repairing policy for some K ∈ K. Then for c(~x) = N extV (K), it
holds that there is some δ ∈ Res(c(~x), K) such that there is no δ0 ∈ Res(c(~x), K) for which
δ0 > δ.
Proof. Consider a KB K 0 to be a preferred repair for K per >V . Then, there is some preferred
repairing sequence SEQ = hK1 , K2 , . . .i, terminating after nSEQ steps, for which KnSEQ = K 0
and K1 = K. Set δ = hK2 \K1 , K1 \K2 i. By lemma 1, and the definition of a preferred repairing
sequence, it follows that δ has the properties required. 2
Lemma 3 Consider a KB K, a constraint instance c(~x) and some δ ∈ Res(c(~x), K). Set
K0 = K • δ. Then K0  c(~x). Moreover, if K 2 r(~x), then for all K 0  r(~x) it holds that
there is some δ0 ∈ Res(c(~x), K) such that for K0 = K • δ0 it holds that K0 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and
K \ K0 ⊆ K \ K 0 .
Proof. Obvious by the definitions. 2
Proposition 2 A repair finding algorithm R is IB-expressible iff for all KBs K, Kr , Kr0 for
which Kr ∈ R(K), Kr0  C, Kr0 \ K ⊆ Kr \ K and K \ Kr0 ⊆ K \ Kr , it holds that Kr0 = Kr .
Proof. (⇒) Suppose that R is an IB-epressible repair finding algorithm. Then, there is some
repairing policy >I such that for all KBs K it holds that K 0 ∈ R(K) iff K 0 is a preferred repair
for K per >I .
Take some Kr ∈ R(K), Kr0 ∈ K such that Kr0  C, Kr0 \ K ⊆ Kr \ K and K \ Kr0 ⊆ K \ Kr . Set
δr = hKr \ K, K \ Kr i, δr0 = hKr0 \ K, K \ Kr0 i. Then K • δr = Kr and K • δr0 = Kr0 . By the third
condition of definition 7, and our hypotheses, it follows that δr = δr0 , so Kr = Kr0 .
(⇐) Consider the set S = {0, 1} and a feature f such that f (δ) = 1 iff K • δ ∈ R(K), f (δ) = 0
iff K • δ ∈
/ R(K). We define preference P = (S, M ax(S)), and denote by > the order defined by
P . Then, δ > δ0 iff f (δ) = 1 and f (δ0 ) = 0, i.e., δ > δ0 iff K • δ ∈ R(K) and K • δ0 ∈
/ R(K). We
will show that for any preferred repair K 0 for K, per >I it holds that K 0 ∈ R(K) for all K ∈ K.
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Thus, we have to show that P RI (K) = R(K). So, take some K ∈ K.
Consider some K1 ∈ R(K). Set δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i = hK1 \ K, K \ K1 i, so K • δ1 = K1 . Then, the
following hold for δ1 :
1. K • δ1 = K1 ∈ R(K), so K • δ1  C.
2. Suppose that there is some δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i such that K • δ0  C, δa0 ⊆ δa1 , δd0 ⊆ δd1 . Set
K2 = K • δ0 and δ2 = hδa2 , δd2 i = hK2 \ K, K \ K2 i. Then, by Lemma 1 and our
hypotheses, K • δ2 = K2 and δa2 ⊆ δa0 ⊆ δa1 , δd2 ⊆ δd0 ⊆ δd1 . Therefore, K2 \ K ⊆ K1 \ K
and K \ K2 ⊆ K \ K1 , so by the hypotheses of the proposition, K1 = K2 , i.e., δ2 = δ1 ,
thus, δ0 = δ1 .
3. Given that K1 = K • δ1 and K1 ∈ R(K), it follows that f (δ1 ) = 1. So, there is no δ0 such
that δ0 > δ1 .
The above conditions show that δ1 is a preferred repairing delta for K per >I , so K1 ∈ P RI (K),
thus R(K) ⊆ P RI (K).
Consider now some K1 ∈ P RI (K). There is some preferred repairing delta δ = hδa , δd i for K
per >I such that K • δ = K1 . By definition 7, K1  C. Set δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i = hK1 \ K, K \ K1 i.
By lemma 1, K • δ1 = K1 , and δa1 ⊆ δa , δd1 ⊆ δd , so, by definition 7, δ1 = δ.
Let’s assume that K1 ∈
/ R(K). This means that f (δ) = 0.
As we mentioned, a repair finding algorithm returns a non-empty set of consistent KBs i.e.,
R : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ so there is some K 0 ∈ R(K). Setting δ0 = hK 0 \ K, K \ K 0 i, it follows that
K • δ0 = K 0 and f (δ0 ) = 1.
Given the above, it follows that δ0 > δ and K •δ0 = K 0  C, because K 0 ∈ R(K). By definition 7,
it follows that δa ⊆ δa0 , δd ⊆ δd0 . Given that δ1 = δ, we get the following: K1 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and
K \ K1 ⊆ K \ K 0 .
But then we have that K 0 ∈ R(K), K1 ∈ K, K1  C and K1 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and K \ K1 ⊆ K \ K 0 ,
so by our hypotheses, K 0 = K1 , i.e., K1 ∈ R(K), a contradiction.
This implies that P RI (K) ⊆ R(K), which completes the proof. 2
Proposition 3 A repair finding algorithm R is VB-expressible iff R(K) = {K} when K  C
~
c(A)
~ : constraint instance} such that
and there is a family of repair finding algorithms {R
|c(A)
0

~
c(A)
R0

is an IB-expressible repair finding algorithm which considers only one integrity constraint,
S
~ = N extV (K), when K 2 C.
~
R(K0 ) where c(A)
namely {c(A)},
and R(K) =
~
c(A)
K0 ∈R0

(K)

Proof. (⇒) Take any violation selection function N extV . Given that R is a VB-expressible
repair repair finding algorithm, there is some repairing policy >V such that for all KBs K it
holds that K 0 ∈ R(K) iff K 0 is a preferred repair for K per >V .
For any given constraint instance c(~x), define the function RSI c(~x) : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ as follows:
• RSI c(~x) (K) = {K} iff K  c(~x)
• RSI c(~x) (K) = {K • δ|δ ∈ Res(c(~x), K)} iff K 2 c(~x) and N extV (K) 6= c(~x).
• RSI c(~x) (K) = {K • δ|δ ∈ Res(c(~x), K) and there is no δ0 ∈ Res(c(~x), K) : δ0 > δ} iff
K 2 c(~x) and N extV (K) = c(~x).
We must first show that for all c(~x), RSI c(~x) is an IB-expressible repair finding algorithm. To
see this note that:
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• For all c(~x), Res(c(~x), K) 6= ∅; this result, combined with lemma 2 shows that RSI c(~x) (K) 6=
∅ for all c(~x) and K ∈ K.
• For all K ∈ K, K 0 ∈ RSI c(~x) (K), K 0  rc~x) (see also lemma 3). This bullet and the
previous one show that RSI c(~x) is a repair finding algorithm.
• Consider some K ∈ K, Kr ∈ RSI c(~x) (K), Kr0 ∈ K such that Kr0  C, Kr0 \ K ⊆ Kr \ K and
K \ Kr0 ⊆ K \ Kr . By lemma 3, it follows that Kr \ K ⊆ Kr0 \ K and K \ Kr ⊆ K \ Kr0 .
Thus, Kr = Kr0 , so by proposition 2, we get that RSI c(~x) is an IB-expressible repair finding
algorithm
Now take some K ∈ K. Let us initially suppose that K  C. Then, the only preferred repairing
sequence is hK, K, . . .i, which terminates after 1 step, so P RV (K) = {K}. Thus, R(K) = {K}.
Let us now suppose that K 0 C. Consider some Kr ∈ R(K) = P RV (K). There is a preferred
repairing sequence SEQ terminating, say, after nSEQ steps, for which K = K1 , Kr = KnSEQ .
Now set c(~x) = N extV (K) = N extV (K1 ). By definition 6 and the definition of RSI c(~x) , it follows that K2 ∈ RSI c(~x) (K1 ) = RSI c(~x) (K). Moreover, the sequence SEQ0 = hK2 , K3 , . . .i is a
preferred repairing sequence of K2 w.r.t. >V and N extV , which terminates after nSEQ −1 steps.
The element inSposition nSEQ − 1 is KnSEQ = Kr , so Kr ∈ R(K2 ) for some K2 ∈ RSI c(~x) (K).
Thus, R(K) ⊆ K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) R(K0 ).
S
Now consider some Kr ∈ K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) RS S (K0 ). Then, there is some K0 ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K)
such that Kr ∈ R(K0 ). Given that R(K0 ) = P RV (K0 ), we can find a preferred repairing
sequence SEQ = hK1 , K2 , . . . which terminates after nSEQ steps, for which K1 = K0 and
KnSEQ = Kr . By the definition of RSI c(~x) , it follows that the sequence SEQ = hK10 , K20 , . . .i for
which K10 = K, Ki0 = Ki−1 for i > 1, is a preferred repairing sequence of K for >V and N extV ,
which terminates after nSEQ + 1 steps. Therefore, Kr = KnSEQ = Kn0 SEQ +1 , so Kr ∈ R(K),
S
thus R(K) = K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) R(K0 ).
(⇐) Consider the set S = {0, 1} and and a feature f such that f (δ) = 1 iff K•δ ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K),
f (δ) = 0 iff K • δ ∈
/ RSI N extV (K) (K). We define preference P = (S, M ax(S)), and denote by > the order defined by P . Then, δ > δ0 iff f (δ) = 1 and f (δ0 ) = 0, i.e., δ > δ0 iff
K • δ ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K) and K • δ0 ∈
/ RSI N extV (K) (K). We will show that P RV (K) = R(K)
for all K ∈ K. So, take some K ∈ K.
Assume initially that K  C. Then, the sequence SEQ = hK, K, . . .i is the only preferred repairing sequence, and terminates after 1 step, so P RV (K) = {K} = R(K).
Let us now assume
that K 2 C. We will first show that:
S
P RV (K) = K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) P RV (K0 ).
So, take some Kr ∈ P RV (K).
Suppose that N extV (K) = c(~x). Given that RSI N extV (K) (K) 6= ∅, there is at least one
K 0 ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K). By lemma 3, it holds that there is some δ0 ∈ Res(c(~x), K) such that
for K0 = K • δ0 it holds that K0 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and K \ K0 ⊆ K \ K 0 . By proposition 2, this
implies that K0 = K 0 , so K • δ0 = K 0 ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K). Therefore, by definition, f (δ0 ) = 1,
i.e., there is at least one delta in Res(c(~x), K), namely δ0 , for which f (δ0 ) = 1.
Given that Kr ∈ P RV (K), it follows that there is a preferred repairing sequence SEQ =
hK1 , K2 , . . .i, terminating after nSEQ steps, for which K1 = K, KnSEQ = Kr . For SEQ, it
holds that K2 = K1 • δ = K • δ for some δ ∈ Res(c(~x), K). If we assume that f (δ) = 0, then
δ0 > δ for the above δ0 ∈ Res(c(~x), K), a contradiction by definition 6. So, f (δ) = 1, i.e.,
K2 = K • δ ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K).
Moreover, the sequence SEQ0 = hK10 , K20 , . . .i is a preferred repairing sequence, terminating at
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step nSEQ − 1, for which Ki0 = Ki+1 , so K10 = K2 ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K) and Kn0 SEQ −1 = KnSEQ =
S
Kr , so Kr ∈ P RV (K2 ) for some K2 ∈ RSI N extV (K) (K), i.e., Kr ∈ K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) P RV (K0 ).
S
Thus, P RV (K) ⊆ K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) P RV (K0 ).
S
Now take some Kr ∈ K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) P RV (K0 ). Then, Kr ∈ P RV (K0 ) for some K0 ∈
RSI N extV (K) (K), so there is some preferred repairing sequence SEQ = hK1 , K2 , . . .i, terminating after nSEQ steps for which K1 = K0 , KnSEQ = Kr .
By the fact that RSI N extV (K) is an IB repair strategy and lemma 3, it follows that K0 = K • δ
for some δ ∈ Res(c(~x), K), for which there is no δ0 ∈ Res(c(~x), K) such that δ0 > δ, where
c(~x) = N extV (K). Thus, the sequence SEQ0 = hK, K1 , K2 , . . .i is a preferred repairing
sequence for K, which terminates after nSEQ + 1 steps, so KnSEQ = Kr ∈ P RV (K), i.e.,
S
V
V
K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) P R (K0 ) ⊆ P R (K).
S
We conclude that, whenever K S
2 C, P RV (K) = K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) P RV (K0 ). By our hypotheses, it also holds that R(K) = K0 ∈RSI NextV (K) (K) R(K0 ), whenever K 2 C. Given this, and the
fact that P RV (K) = R(K) when K ` C, it follows that P RV (K) = R(K) for all K ∈ K and
the proof is complete. 2

A.2

Proofs of Theorems for Chapter 5

Proposition 8 A prevention algorithm P is IB-expressible iff for all w ∈ D, K = O(w) ∈ K,
0 , δ 0 , R0 i s.t. K 0 = K • δ 0 for
Kr ∈ P (w), δr = hδar , δar i s.t. Kr = K • δr , Kr0 ∈ K, δr0 = hδar
ar
r
r
r
0
0
0
0
which Kr  C, δar ⊆ δar , δdr ⊆ δdr and Rr ⊆ Rr , it holds that Kr0 = Kr .
Proof. (⇒) Suppose that P is an IB prevention strategy. Then, there is some IB prevention
policy >I such that for all w ∈ D it holds that P (w) = P RI (w).
Set K = O(w) and take some Kr ∈ P (w), Kr0 ∈ K such that Kr0  C, Kr0 \ K ⊆ Kr \ K and
K \ Kr0 ⊆ K \ Kr . Set δr = hKr \ K, K \ Kr i, δr0 = hKr0 \ K, K \ Kr0 i. Then K • δr = Kr and
K • δr0 = Kr0 . By the second condition of definition 7, and our hypotheses, it follows that δr = δr0 ,
so Kr = Kr0 .
(⇐) Consider the set S = {0, 1} and the feature: f : ∆ × D 7→ S such that f (δ, w) = 1 iff
O(w) • δ ∈ P (w), f (δ, w) = 0 iff O(w) • δ ∈
/ P (w). We define preference P1 = (S, Highest(S)),
and denote by > the order defined by P1 . Then, δ > δ0 iff f (δ, w) = 1 and f (δ0 , w) = 0, i.e.,
δ > δ0 iff O(w) • δ ∈ P (w) and O(w) • δ0 ∈
/ P (w). Considering a prevention policy >I , we will
I
show that P R (w) = P (w) for all w ∈ D. So, take some w ∈ D and set K = O(w) ∈ K.
Consider some K1 ∈ P (w). Set δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i = hK1 \ K, K \ K1 i, so K • δ1 = K1 . Then, the
following hold for δ1 :
1. K • δ1 = K1 ∈ P (w), so K • δ1  C.
2. Suppose that there is some δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i such that K • δ0  C, δa0 ⊆ δa1 , δd0 ⊆ δd1 . Set
K2 = K • δ0 and δ2 = hδa2 , δd2 i = hK2 \ K, K \ K2 i. Then, by Lemma 1 and our
hypotheses, K • δ2 = K2 and δa2 ⊆ δa0 ⊆ δa1 , δd2 ⊆ δd0 ⊆ δd1 . Therefore, K2 \ K ⊆ K1 \ K
and K \ K2 ⊆ K \ K1 , so by the hypotheses of the theorem, K1 = K2 , i.e., δ2 = δ1 , thus,
δ0 = δ1 .
3. Given that K1 = K • δ1 and K1 ∈ P (w), it follows that f (δ1 , w) = 1. So, there is no δ0
such that δ0 > δ1 .
The above conditions show that δ1 ∈ P RD I (w), so K1 ∈ P RI (w), thus P (w) ⊆ P RI (w).
Consider now some K1 ∈ P RI (w). There is some δ = hδa , δd i ∈ P RD I (w) such that K • δ = K1 .
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By definition 7, K1  C. Set δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i = hK1 \ K, K \ K1 i. By lemma 1, K • δ1 = K1 , and
δa1 ⊆ δa , δd1 ⊆ δd , so, by definition 7, δ1 = δ.
Let’s assume that K1 ∈
/ P (w). This means that f (δ, w) = 0.
By the definition of a prevention strategy, P (w) 6= ∅, so there is some K 0 ∈ P (w). Setting
δ0 = hK 0 \ K, K \ K 0 i, it follows that K • δ0 = K 0 and f (δ0 , w) = 1.
Given the above, it follows that δ0 > δ and K • δ0 = K 0  C, because K 0 ∈ P (w). By definition 7,
it follows that δa ⊆ δa0 , δd ⊆ δd0 . Given that δ1 = δ, we get the following: K1 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and
K \ K1 ⊆ K \ K 0 .
But then we have that K 0 ∈ P (w), K1 ∈ K, K1  C and K1 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and K \ K1 ⊆ K \ K 0 ,
so by our hypotheses, K 0 = K1 , i.e., K1 ∈ P (w), a contradiction.
This implies that P RI (w) ⊆ P (w), which completes the proof. 2
Proposition 9 Consider an operation O : D 7→ K and a prevention algorithm P : D 7→ 2K \ ∅.
Then P is an IB prevention algorithm iff there exists a family {Rw |w ∈ D} of IB repair finding
algorithms that implements P .
Proof. (⇒) P is an IB prevention strategy, so there is some prevention policy >I such that for
all w ∈ D P (w) = P RI (w).
Take any given IB repair finding algorithm R and set Rw (K) = P (w) whenever K = O(w) and
Rw (K) = R(K) whenever K 6= O(w).
We need to show that Rw is an IB repair finding algorithm for all w ∈ D. First of all, given that
R is a repair finding algorithm and P is a prevention algorithm, it follows that Rw is a repair
finding algorithm.
Now take any K ∈ K. If K 6= O(w) then the condition of proposition 2 holds, because
Rw (K) = R(K) and R is an IB repair finding algorithm. If K = O(w) then Rw (K) = P (w) and
P is an IB prevention algorithm, so, by proposition 2, it follows that the condition of proposition 2 holds again. Thus,Rw is an IB repair finding algorithm.
Finally, the family {Rw |w ∈ D} implements P , by the definition of Rw .
(⇐) Consider the set S = {0, 1} and the feature: f : ∆ × D 7→ S such that f (δ, w) = 1
iff O(w) • δ ∈ RSw (O(w)), f (δ, w) = 0 iff O(w) • δ ∈
/ Rw (O(w)). We define preference
P1 = (S, Highest(S)), and denote by > the order defined by P1 . Then, δ > δ0 iff f (δ, w) = 1
and f (δ0 , w) = 0, i.e., δ > δ0 iff O(w) • δ ∈ Rw (O(w)) and O(w) • δ0 ∈
/ Rw (O(w)). Considering
a prevention policy >I , we will show that P RI (w) = P (w) for all w ∈ D. So, take some w ∈ D
and set K = O(w).
Consider some K1 ∈ P (w) = Rw (O(w)). Set δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i = hK1 \ K, K \ K1 i, so K • δ1 = K1 .
Then, the following hold for δ1 :
1. K • δ1 = K1 ∈ P (w), so K • δ1  C.
2. Suppose that there is some δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i such that K • δ0  C, δa0 ⊆ δa1 , δd0 ⊆ δd1 . Set
K2 = K • δ0 and δ2 = hδa2 , δd2 i = hK2 \ K, K \ K2 i. Then, by Lemma 1 and our
hypotheses, K • δ2 = K2 and δa2 ⊆ δa0 ⊆ δa1 , δd2 ⊆ δd0 ⊆ δd1 . Therefore, K2 \ K ⊆ K1 \ K
and K \ K2 ⊆ K \ K1 , so by the fact that Rw is an IB repair finding algorithm and
proposition 2, K1 = K2 , i.e., δ2 = δ1 , thus, δ0 = δ1 .
3. Given that K1 = K • δ1 , P (w) = Rw (O(w)) and K1 ∈ P (w), it follows that K • δ1 ∈
Rw (O(w)), so f (δ1 , w) = 1. So, there is no δ0 such that δ0 > δ1 .
The above conditions show that δ1 ∈ P RD I (w), so K1 ∈ P RI (w), thus P (w) ⊆ P RI (w).
Consider now some K1 ∈ P RI (w). There is some δ = hδa , δd i ∈ P RD I (w) such that K • δ = K1 .
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By definition 7, K1  C. Set δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i = hK1 \ K, K \ K1 i. By lemma 1, K • δ1 = K1 , and
δa1 ⊆ δa , δd1 ⊆ δd , so, by definition 7, δ1 = δ.
Let’s assume that K1 = O(w) • δ ∈
/ P (w) = RSw (O(w)). This means that f (δ, w) = 0.
By the definition of a repair finding algorithm strategy, Rw (O(w)) 6= ∅, so there is some K 0 ∈
Rw (O(w)). Setting δ0 = hK 0 \ K, K \ K 0 i, it follows that K • δ0 = K 0 and f (δ0 , w) = 1.
Given the above, it follows that δ0 > δ and K • δ0 = K 0  C, because K 0 ∈ Rw (O(w)).
By definition 7, it follows that δa ⊆ δa0 , δd ⊆ δd0 . Given that δ1 = δ, we get the following:
K1 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and K \ K1 ⊆ K \ K 0 .
But then we have that K 0 ∈ Rw (O(w)), K1 ∈ K, K1  C and K1 \ K ⊆ K 0 \ K and K \ K1 ⊆
K \ K 0 , so, given that Rw is an IB repair finding algorithm and theorem 2, K 0 = K1 , i.e.,
K1 ∈ Rw (O(w)), a contradiction. Thus, K1 = O(w) • δ ∈ P (w) = Rw (O(w)).
This implies that P RI (w) ⊆ P (w), which completes the proof. 2

A.3

Proofs of Theorems for Chapter 3

Firstly, we will introduce some basic symbols and terminology which will be used in the following
proofs.

Figure A.1: Algorithms Terminology
For a node Kc of the tree, we denote by desc∗ (Kc ), anc∗ (Kc ) the set of all descendant
and ancestor nodes of Kc respectively. We use desc(Kc ), anc(Kc ) to denote the set of direct descendants/ancestors respectively. For example, in the resolution tree of Figure A.1 set
desc∗ (Kc ) = {L1 , L2 }, desc(Kc ) = {L1 , L2 }, anc∗ (Kc ) = {A1 , A2 } and anc(Kc ) = {A2 }. We
denote by cKc (see Figure A.1) the constraint instance being repaired at node Kc . In leaf nodes,
there does not exist any constraint to be violated thus we set cKc = ∅.
We denote by δtot the accumulated delta that has been produced so far (until this node),
and by δKc (or simply δ) the delta that was used in the (only) ancestor node of Kc (say Kc0 ∈
anc(Kc )) to repair the constraint cKc0 (and is “added” to the corresponding δtot to create δtot
for Kc (i.e., δtot = δtot ] δKc . In other words, δKc is the delta that repaired constraint instance
cKc0 and “led” to Kc . Moreover, given a node D, we denote δKc ∗ to be equivalent with delta
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δtot , and we will use this symbolism for the next proofs as it is more convenient in order to be
able to refer to the state of the KB (i.e., Kc ) and the accumulated delta which led to this state
(i.e., δKc ∗ ). Similarly, δL1 and δL2 are the deltas which repaired the constraint instance cKc and
created the KBs L1 , L2 respectively (see Figure A.1). For a leaf node, say Kc , δtot (or δKc ∗ )
corresponds to the delta reported as a repairing delta from this branch.
Overusing notation, for two deltas δ1 = hδa1 , δd1 i, δ2 = hδa2 , δd2 i, we will write δ1 ⊆ δ2 iff
δa1 ⊆ δa2 and δd1 ⊆ δd2 . Note also, that based on the second bullet of Definitinion 7, repairing
deltas which are minimal w.r.t. the subset relation are called useful. Similarly, δ1 ⊂ δ2 iff
δ1 ⊆ δ2 and δ1 6= δ2 . The above can be extended for the case of deltas with wildcards as well.
Given two deltas with wildcards [[δ1 ]]µ1 , [[δ2 ]]µ2 , we say that [[δ1 ]]µ1 ⊆ [[δ2 ]]µ2 (equivalently
[[δ1 ]]µ1 ⊂ [[δ2 ]]µ2 ) iff δ1 ⊆ δ2 (equivalently δ1 ⊂ δ2 ) for all δ1 ∈ [[δ1 ]]µ1 , δ2 ∈ [[δ1 ]]µ2 . Also, for a
delta δ = hδa , δd i and a KB K, we write K  δ iff δa ⊆ K, δd ∩ K = ∅. Equivalently, K  δ
iff K • δ = K. This can easily be extended for the case of KBs and deltas with wildcards. We
say that [[K]]µK  [[δ]]µδ iff K  δ for all K ∈ [[K]]µK and δ ∈ [[δ]]µδ . Next and for ease of
readability, we will write K, δ in the following proofs but we will imply KBs and deltas with
wildcards.
Lemma 4 Consider a KB K and a useful repairing delta δ = hδa , δd i. Then δa ∩K = ∅, δd ⊆ K,
δa ∩ δd = ∅.
Proof. Suppose that δa ∩ K 6= ∅ and take x ∈ δa ∩ K. Set δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i = hδa \ {x}, δd .
Obviously, K • δ0 = K • δ, so δ0 is a repairing delta and δ0 ⊂ δ, so δ is not a useful repairing
delta, a contradiction. So δa ∩ K = ∅.
For the second condition, similarly, suppose that δd * K and take x ∈ δd \ K. Set δ0 =
hδa0 , δd0 i = hδa , δd \ {x}. Obviously, K • δ0 = K • δ, so δ0 is a repairing delta and δ0 ⊂ δ, so δ is
not a useful repairing delta, a contradiction. So δd ⊆ K.
The third condition is an obvious consequence of the first two. 2
In all the following lemmas, we assume a run of the information-based algorithm, creating a
tree, consisting of nodes as explained in section 3.
Lemma 5 Consider a KB K, a violation selection function N extV and the corresponding repair
algorithm. For any leaf L it holds that δa ∩ K = ∅, δd ⊆ K, δa ∩ δd = ∅ (where δ = δL∗ ).
Proof. In every node D we check whether δaD∗ ∩ δdD∗ = ∅ (isConf liciting(δD∗ ) = true in line
15 of IBopt algorithm), and the entire branch is rejected if it is not so, the latter condition is
true.
Now suppose that δa ∩ K 6= ∅, so there is some x ∈ δa ∩ K. Suppose that x was added in some
node Dx . If Dx is the root node, then, given that x ∈ K, it would have been removed from δa
(line 6 in the IBopt algorithm). So Dx is not the root node. Set D the (only) direct ancestor
/ K • δD∗ (otherwise it would be removed from
of Dx . Since x ∈ δaDx , it follows (line 6) that x ∈
D∗
D
x
δa ). Given that x ∈ K, it follows that x ∈ δd , so x ∈ δaDx ∗ ∩ δdDx ∗ , a contradiction.
Using similar arguments, the second condition can be shown. 2
Proposition 6 Consider a KB K and a violation selection function N extV . Suppose that
there are two nodes, D, L, and a delta δrej for which:
• L is a leaf node, i.e., desc(L) = ∅.
• D is an ancestor of L, i.e., D ∈ anc(L).
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• δrej is a possible resolution for cD , i.e., δrej ∈ Res(cD , K).
• δrej was not selected in the branch that led to L, i.e., for the only node D 0 ∈ anc(L) ∩
0
desc0 (D) it holds that δD * δrej .
• K • δL∗  δrej
0

Then, there is a second leaf node, say L0 6= L, for which δL ∗ ⊆ δL∗ .
0

Proof. For ease of symbolism, set δ = δL∗ and δ0 = δL ∗ . By the algorithm and the fact
that L is a leaf node, it follows that δ is a repairing delta, so K0 = K • δ is valid.
Set D1 the (only) direct descendant of D for which δD1 = δrej . By our hypotheses, D1 ∈
/ anc(L).
Suppose that r D1 = c1 . Then, K0  r1 , so there is some δ1 ∈ Res(c1 , K0 ) such that K0  δ1 . So,
we select the resolution through δ1 and set D2 the node for which δD2 ⊆ δ1 . Note here that we
don’t write δD2 = δ1 , because δ1 may contain void changes. Also note that there is always at
least one δ1 with this property (if there are more than one, we arbitrarily select one) and there
is always exactly one node D2 for which δD2 ⊆ δ1 .
We repeat the same process for D2 , selecting the next violation, say c2 = cD2 and choosing some
δ2 and a path as above, leading to a node D3 for which δD3 ⊆ δ2 . Eventually, after, say, n steps,
we will reach a leaf node, say Dn , for which K • δDn ∗ is valid. We will show that by setting
0
L0 = Dn it holds that δ0 ⊆ δ, where δ0 = δL ∗ = δDn ∗ .
/ K. Suppose that x was added in δa0 at node Dx , i.e.,
Take some x ∈ δa0 . It follows that x ∈
D
x ∈ δa x . If Dx ∈ anc(D) or Dx = D, then Dx ∈ anc(L), so x ∈ δa . If Dx ∈ desc0 (D) then
Dx = D1 and δDx ⊆ δrej , so x ∈ δreja . Note also that K • δ  δrej by our hypotheses and x ∈
/ K,
so x ∈ δa . Finally, if Dx ∈ desc(D) and Dx 6= D1 , then, by the process of generating δ0 it follows
that x ∈ K0 = K • δ and x ∈
/ K. Thus, x ∈ δa .
0
Now take some x ∈ δd . It follows that x ∈ K. Suppose that x was added in δd0 at node Dx ,
i.e., x ∈ δdDx . If Dx ∈ anc(D) or Dx = D, then Dx ∈ anc(L), so x ∈ δd . If Dx ∈ desc0 (D)
then Dx = D1 and δDx ⊆ δrej , so x ∈ δrejd . Note also that K • δ  δrej by our hypotheses and
x ∈ K, so x ∈ δd . Finally, if Dx ∈ desc(D) and Dx 6= D1 , then, by the process of generating δ0
it follows that x ∈
/ K0 = K • δ and x ∈ K. Thus, x ∈ δd .
We conclude that δ0 ⊆ δ and the proof is complete. 2
Proposition 7 Consider a KB K and a violation selection function N extV . Suppose that
there are two nodes, D, L, and a delta δrej for which:
• L is a leaf node, i.e., desc(L) = ∅.
• D is an ancestor of L, i.e., D ∈ anc(L).
• δrej is a possible resolution for cD , i.e., δrej ∈ Res(cD , D).
• δrej was not selected in the branch that led to L, i.e., for the only node D 0 ∈ anc(L) ∩
0
desc0 (D) it holds that δD * δrej .
• δL∗ ⊇ δrej
0

Then, there is a second leaf node, say L0 6= L, for which δL ∗ ⊆ δL∗ .
Proof. Given that δL∗ ⊇ δrej , it follows that K • δL∗  δrej , so by proposition 6 the result
follows. 2
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Corollary 1 Consider a KB K and a violation selection function N extV . If a branch is pruned
per the conditions in line 15 in IBopt algorithm then this branch could not have led to any new
useful repairing delta.
Proof. If a branch is pruned under condition (isConf licting(δD∗ ) = true) then none of its
leaves will correspond to a useful repairing delta (because the deltas are only increased in size
and do not terminate – see also lemma 4). If a branch is pruned under the other condition
(nodeCheck(RepOpt, P airs) == true), then for every leaf and its corresponding delta δ, there
is always another delta δ0 for which δ0 ⊆ δ. If δ0 ⊂ δ, then δ is not useful; if δ0 = δ, then at
least one of the two should be kept, which is guaranteed by the mapping P airs which is used
for such cases and to avoid losing useful deltas. 2
Lemma 6 Consider a KB K, a useful repairing delta δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i, and a violation selection
function N extV . Then, there is some leaf node L in the recursive tree for which δL∗ = δ0 .
Proof. First of all, per corollary 1 it follows that none of the conditions checked in line 15
of IBopt algorithm will prune a branch leading to a useful repairing delta. Therefore, if the
algorithm without these conditions leads to a leaf node L as in the theorem, it will also lead
there with the conditions.
If K is valid, then the only useful repairing delta is δ0 = h∅, ∅i, and the proof is obvious. So,
suppose that K is not valid and set K0 = K • δ0 .
Set D1 the root node of the tree, and suppose that N extV (K) = r1 . Then r D1 = r1 . Also,
K0  r1 , so there is some δ1 ∈ Res(r1 (~x), K0 ) such that K0  δ1 . So, we select the resolution
through δ1 and set D2 the node for which δD2 ⊆ δ1 . Note here that we don’t write δD2 = δ1 ,
because δ1 may contain void changes. Also note that there is always at least one δ1 with this
property (if there are more than one, we arbitrarily select one) and there is always exactly one
node D2 for which δD2 ⊆ δ1 .
We repeat the same process for D2 , selecting the next violation, say r2 = r D2 and choosing some
δ2 and a path as above, leading to a node D3 for which δD3 ⊆ δ2 . Eventually, after, say, n steps,
we will reach a leaf node, say Dn , for which K • δDn ∗ is valid. Set δ = δDn ∗ . We will show that
δ = δ0 .
Take some x ∈ δa . By the definition of δ, no void changes are considered, so x ∈
/ K; also, by the
process of generating δ it follows that x ∈ K0 = K • δ0 . Thus, x ∈ δa0 .
Now take some x ∈ δd . By the definition of δ, no void changes are considered, so x ∈ K; also,
by the process of generating δ it follows that x ∈
/ K0 = K • δ0 . Thus, x ∈ δd0 .
We conclude that δ ⊆ δ0 . Suppose that δ ⊂ δ0 . Given that K • δ is valid by our construction,
this hypothesis implies that δ0 is not relevant, a contradiction. Thus, δ = δ0 .
Therefore, for L = Dn , it follows that δL∗ = δ = δ0 . 2
Lemma 7 Consider two leaf nodes L1 , L2 , returning deltas δ1 δ2 respectively. Suppose also that
for all constraint instances c and all deltas δ ∈ Res(r, K) it holds that K • δ1  δ iff K • δ2  δ.
Then K • δ1 = K • δ2 .
Proof. Take some x for which there is a constraint instance c and δ ∈ Res(c, K) such that
x ∈ δa . Then, obviously by our assumptions, x ∈ K • δ1 iff x ∈ K • δ2 ; same argumentation if
x ∈ δd . Now take some x for which there is no constraint instance c and δ ∈ Res(c, K) such
that x ∈ δa or x ∈ δd . Then, by the construction of the algorithm, x ∈
/ δ1a , x ∈
/ δ1d , x ∈
/ δ2a ,
x∈
/ δ2d . So, if x ∈ K then x ∈ K • δ1 and x ∈ K • δ2 , whereas if x ∈
/ K then x ∈
/ K • δ1 and
x∈
/ K • δ2 . We conclude that K • δ1 = K • δ2 . 2
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Lemma 8 Consider a KB K and a violation selection function N extV . Then, if a delta δ is
returned by the algorithm then it is a useful repairing delta.
Proof. By the construction of the algorithm, δ is repairing. Suppose that δ is non-useful and is
returned from a leaf node, say L. Then there is some relevant repairing delta, say δ0 , for which
δ0 ⊂ δ. Per lemma 6, δ0 is returned, via a (different) leaf node, say L0 (L0 6= L).
Let us initially suppose that for all constraint instances c and all δc ∈ Res(c, K1 ) it holds that
K1  δc iff K2  δc . Then, by lemma 7 it follows that K1 = K2 . Given that δ0 ⊂ δ, there is some
x such that x ∈ δa \ δa0 or x ∈ δd \ δd0 . If x ∈ δa \ δa0 , then x ∈ K2 = K1 , so, given that x ∈
/ δa ,
it follows that x ∈ K, a contradiction because x ∈ δa0 . Similarly, we reach a contradiction if
x ∈ δd \ δd0 . We conclude that there is some r and some δc ∈ Res(c, K1 ) for which K1  δc and
K2 2 δc or K1 2 δc and K2  δc .
If the former holds, then there is some δc0 ∈ Res(c0 , K2 ) such that K2  δc0 (because K2 is valid).
Similarly, if the latter holds, then there is some δc0 ∈ Res(c, K1 ) such that K1  δc0 . We conclude
that there are two deltas, δc , δc0 such that δc 6= δc0 , δc , δc0 ∈ Res(c0 , K2 ) and K1  δc , K2  δc0 (or
vice-versa – perform a renaming of δc , δc0 if necessary).
0 . If x ∈ δ 0 , then x ∈ δ , so x ∈ K . If x ∈
Take some x ∈ δra
/ δa0 , then, given that x ∈ K2 , it
a
1
a
0
0 . If x ∈ δ 0 then
follows that x ∈ K and x ∈
/ δd , so x ∈
/ δd , so x ∈ K1 . Now take some x ∈ δcd
d
0
x ∈ δd , so x ∈
/ K1 . If x ∈
/ δd , then, given that x ∈
/ K2 , it follows that x ∈
/ K and x ∈
/ δa0 , so
x∈
/ δa , so x ∈
/ K1 . We conclude that K1  δc0 , a contradiction. 2
Corollary 2 Consider a KB K and a violation selection function N extV . Then, a delta will
be returned by the algorithm iff it is a useful repairing delta.
Proof. Per lemma 6 all useful repairing deltas will be returned. Per the construction of the
algorithm, all deltas returned will be repairing and per lemma 8, if a delta is returned, then it
is useful. 2
Corollary 3 Consider a KB K and two different violation selection functions N extV1 , N extV2 .
Then, a delta δ, and the corresponding repair K1 = K • δ will be returned by the algorithm using
N extV1 iff it is returned by the algorithm using N extV2 .
Proof. By corollary 2, a delta δ will be returned by the algorithm using N extV1 iff it is a useful
repairing delta. Similarly, using the same corollary δ will be returned by the algorithm using
N extV2 iff it is a relevant repairing delta. We conclude that δ will be returned by the algorithm
using N extV1 iff δ will be returned by the algorithm using N extV2 . 2
Note. As a result, any repair finding algorithm which is affected the evaluation order i.e., a
different violation selection function returns different useful repairing deltas, will not produce
them correctly. We found cases of constraints and KBs where the evaluation order affects the
created repairing deltas when we incorporate replacements in our framework (see section 2.3).
As a result we couldn’t guarantee the correctness of our algorithm and this was the reason we
do not support them in our framework.
Lemma 9 Consider a KB K ∈ K, a constraint instance c(~x) s.t. K 2 (~x) and a δ∈ =
hδa∈ , δd∈ i∆. Delta δ is a useful repairing delta of K w.r.t. {c(~x)} iff δ ∈ Res(c(~x), K).
Proof. Let c(~x) = P (~x) → ∨i=1,...,n∃~
yi Qi (~x, y~i ) s.t. P (~x) = P1 (~x) ∧ P2 (~x) ∧ . . . ∧ Pk (~x) for some
k ≥ 1 and Qi (~x, y~i ) = Qi1 (~x, y~i ) ∧ Qi2 (~x, y~i ) ∧ . . . ∧ Qim (~x, y~i ) for some m ≥ 0 depending on i.
The DNF form of c(~x) is:
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¬P1 (~x) ∨ ¬P2 (~x) ∨ . . . ¬Pk (~x) ∨ ∃y~1 H1 (~x, y~1 ) ∨ ∃y~2 H2 (~x, y~2 ) ∨ . . . ∨ ∃y~n Hn (~x, y~n ).
As a result, any repairing delta of this rule must contain at least one of the elements of the
disjunction which appear in c(~x). So, a delta will be a relevant repairing delta iff it is of the
~
form: h∅, {Pj (~x)}i, 1 ≤ j ≤ k} or h{Qi1 (~x, ~y ), Qi2 (~x, ~y ), . . . , Qiki (~x, yi)},
∅i, where ~y is a tuple
of constants and for ~x, ~z the equality atoms Hi,j (~x, ~z) for ki < j ≤ mi hold where 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
The result follows from Definition 5. 2
Lemma 10 Consider a KB K ∈ K, and a set of constraint instances C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn } such
that K 2 c, for all c ∈ C. A delta δ = hδa , δd i will be a usefull repairing delta of K iff ∃δi ∈
Res(ci , K), ∀ci ∈ C such that :
1. ∀x ∈ δia , it exclusively holds (x ∈ K and x ∈
/ δd ) or x ∈ δa .
2. ∀x ∈ δid , it exclusively holds (x ∈
/ K and x ∈
/ δa ) or x ∈ δd .
Proof. (→) Given that δ is a useful repairing delta of K, it holds that K • δ  C. Moreover,
K • δ  ci , ∀ci ∈ C. From Lemma 9, there exists δi ∈ Res(ci , K) such that K • δi  ci . Thus, any
tuple x which belongs in δia , will also belongs in K • δ. We notice that condition #1 is satisfied.
On the other hand, any tuple x which belongs in δid , will not belong in K • δ. We also notice
that #2 is satisfied.
(←) Given that there exists a delta δi ∈ Res(ci , K), then from Lemma 9 it is a useful repairing
delta. We can easily induce that for any set of constraints C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn } such that K 2 c,
for all c ∈ C, if there exists a δi ∈ Res(ci , K), then there exists a delta δ = hδa , δd i such that
K • δ  C. 2
Proposition 4 Consider a KB K, a constraint selection function N extV and an information
based repairing policy >I . Then, function repair returns exactly the preferred repairs of K with
respect to >I .
Proof. When the employed policy is an information based, then function IB (or IBopt ) is
called. Based on Definition 7, a KB K 0 is a preferred reapir of K iff there is some preferred
repairing delta δ of K with respect to >I such that K 0 = K • δ. Based on the same definition,
there are three conditions such that if they are satisfied by a delta δ, then δ is a preferred repairing delta. The first two conditions must be satisfied by deltas produced from IB(or IBopt ).
Condition #3 of Definition 7 is enforced in line 4 of repair function. Based on the condition
in line 1 of both IB and IBopt algorithms, they create resolution trees whose leaves represent
repairs K 0 (i.e., K 0  C) of the initial K and the branches represent the corresponding repairing
deltas δ0 (i.e. K • δ0 = K 0 ). As a result, the condition #1 of Definition 7 holds. Based on
Corollary 2, we know that any delta will be returned by the algorithm iff it is a useful repairing
delta. Thus the condition #2 of Definition 7 holds as well. Back in repair function, we can
consider all the returned useful repairing deltas as tuples with the repsective feature values as
atributes. The problem of finding the most preferred repairing delta w.r.t. a complex preference
expression referring to specific attributes, has been addressed in the field of Preference Theory.
Thus, starting from preferences upon features, we move to preferences upon deltas, which are
the prefered deltas w.r.t. our preferences. As a result, in line 4, the Algorithm 1 will sort the
repairing deltas w.r.t. the defined preferences and the application of those preferred deltas over
the initial K will successfuly create the set of preferred repairs P R.
We also have to prove that there not exists any delta which satisfies these conditions(i.e.,
preferred repairing delta) and is not returned by IB and IBopt algorithms. Based on Lemma 10,
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we cannot construct any useful repairing delta of a set of constraints without considering the
resolution sets of these constraints. Moreover functions clean, isConf licting prune, a priori,
branches which would lead to non useful deltas or non repairing because they latter do not reach
to a consistent KB.
Generalizing the above, there are no preferred repairing deltas which are not returned by
algorithms IB and IBopt . 2
Proposition 5 Consider a KB K, a constraint selection function N extV and a violation based
repairing policy >V . Then, function repair returns exactly the preferred repairs of K with
respect to >V .
Proof. When the employed policy is a violation based, then function V B is called. Based
on Definition 6, a KB K 0 is a preferred repair of K for >V iff there is some preferred repairing
sequence SEQ of K for >V which terminates after n steps and K 0 = Kn . First of all, the check
in line 6 guarantees that we reject circular sequences because we guarantee that we will not
move to a KB’s state which has been revisited before resulting to a non finite sequence which is
definitely non preferred. Next we will show that all the sequences produced by our algorithm,
are preferred as well. Setting K1 = K, the algorithm begins from an initial KB K1 . If K1
is inconsistent (K1 2 C)), we find the next violated constraint instance using N extV . Again,
using preferences upon specific features, we keep only the preferred repairing deltas of this constraint w.r.t. >V and the ordering is applied among deltas which belong in the resolution set
of the constraint itself. Each preferred repairing delta is applied upon the current KB and we
recursively call V B until we have a valid KB (i.e., a preferred repair). Note that this process
describes the construction process of a preferred repairing sequence (i.e., condition #2 in Definition 6) and creates a resolution tree whose branches represent preferred repairing sequences
which terminate. Each node is a KB instance and the leaf node is the preferred repair and also
an element of P R. Moreover, by the definition of preferred repairing sequence, it is impossible
to find a preferred repairing sequence which is not returned by V B function. 2

A.4
A.4.1

Proofs for emulating other Repair Strategies
Strategies applicable in Relationals KBs

Relational KBs are described by a first-order logic predicate language. It is defined upon a
schema Σ = (U, R, B) s.t.:
• U is the possibly infinite database domain such that null ∈ U.
• R is a fixed set of database predicates (also called relations), where each relation R has
a finite, ordered set of attributes AR . The attribute in position i of predicate R ∈ R is
denoted by R[i]. For A ⊆ AR , R[A] denotes predicate R projected on the attributes in A.
• B is a fixed set of built-in predicates, like comparison predicates.
The general form of the integrity constraints is:
∀~u(∧i=0,...,nBi (~u) → ∨i=1,...,n∃~
vi Hi (~u, v~i ) ∨ φ
where:
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• Every Bi , Hj predicate belongs in R.
• Every constant value c which may appear in the constraint, must belong in U.
• Expressions contained in φ must use fixed constants from U or variables and the fixed build
in predicates contained in B without using universal (∀) and existential (∃) quantifiers.
We notice that the integrity contstraints used in relational databases are also DED constraints.
Subset Repairs
Subset repairs are presented in [1]. Given a potentialy inconsistent KB K, this strategy creates
repairs (i.e., repaired KBs) K 0 which are maximal consistent sub-instances of K. This means
that, given a set of constraints C, K 0 is a subset repair of K iff K 0  C and there is no instance
K 00 s.t.: K 00  C and K 0 ⊂ K 00 ⊆ K. Based on the form of constraints in C (i.e., DEDs), there
will always exist at least one subset repair, thus this strategy creates always at least one repair.
It is clear that we can define a repair finding algorithm upon this policy as:
Rss : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ and Rss (K) = {Ki |Ki is a subset repair of K}.
The fact that we prefer repairs which are sub instances of the initial KB, means that we prefer
to resolve violations by deleting, rather than adding tuples, so we want repairs with as few additions of tuples as possible. In fact, this strategy creates repairs by deleting tuples. Equivalently,
using repairing deltas to model the changes that lead from an inconsistent KB K to a consistent
KB K 0 , this algorithm creates repairing deltas which contain only deletions of tuples(δ = hδa , δd i
with δa = ∅).
Concluding, we call a repair K 0 a subset repair of K iff:
• K 0  C.
• K 0 ⊆ K. (sub-instance)
• @K 00 s.t. K 00  C and K 0 ⊂ K 00 ⊆ K or K 0 = K • δ0 and δ0 is minimal w.r.t. the deletions
it applies (maximal repair or minimal repairing delta).
The term minimal refers to the subset relation. I.e., a repairing delta δ = hδa , δd i will be minimal
against a repairing repairing delta δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i iff δa ⊆ δa0 and δd ⊆ δd0 .
We should mention that it is not clearly mentioned in [1] whether this kind of preference is
applied; a) upon repairing deltas per constraint, or b) upon repairing deltas which repair the
set of inconsistencies (i.e., information or violation based approach). It seems more intuitively
correct to follow an information based approach creating the entire resolution tree and finally
check whether the produced repairing deltas lead to subset repairs.
Proposition 10 Subset repair strategy [1] used in relational KBs defines an information based
repair policy >I .
Proof. We will prove that the the information based repair policy >I gives the same repairs as
preferred with Rss (i.e., P RI (K) = Rss (K)) for all K ∈ K, where > is a preference based repair
order, upon possible repairing deltas defined by the preference P = M in(fadditions ). Preference
P denotes that deltas which add the lowest number of tuples are preferred.
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0
I
0
0
Consider a repair K 0 ∈ P RI (K). Then
V there is some δ ∈ P RD (K) s.t. K = K • δ . Based on
~
~
~
~ ~
the form of the constraints in C: ∀A
i=1,...,n Pi (A) → ∨j=1,...,m ∃Bj Qj (A, Bj )and preference P ,
0
we prefer repairing deltas which do not add any tuples to K . As the body of the constraints in C
is not empty, we will always have the option to delete at least one tuple. Thus, there will always
exist some δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i s.t. δa0 = ∅ and K 0 will be a subset of K (i.e., K 0 ⊂ K). Also, for any
preferred repairing delta δ0 = h∅, δd0 i, δd0 is a minimal subset (condition 2 in definition 7) thus,
K 0 = K •δ0 will be maximal subset of K. We notice that K 0 is a subset repair thus, K 0 ∈ Rss (K).

Consider a subset repair K 0 ∈ Rss (K). Set δ0 = hK 0 \ K, K \ K 0 i. Setting δa0 = K 0 \ K, it
holds δa0 = ∅ as K 0 ⊆ K and fadditions (δ0 ) = 0. Moreover:
1. δ0 is a repairing delta as K 0  C.
2. @ δ00 : δ00 ¿ δ0 as fadditions (δ0 ) = 0 and fadditions (δ) ≥ 0 ∀δ ∈ ∆.
3. Due to Lemma 1, ∀δ00 = hδa00 , δd00 i ∈ ∆ such that K • δ00 = K 0 , it holds that δa0 ⊆ δa00 , δd0 ⊆ δd00 .
Based on the above and Definition 7 we conclude that δ0 ∈ P RD I (K) and K 0 ∈ P RI (K).
Eventualy, it holds P RI (K) = Rss (K) for any K ∈ K. 2
Symmetric Difference Repairs
Symmetric Difference (or ⊕) repairs are presented in [1]. Given a potentialy inconsistent KB
K, this strategy creates repairs K 0 (i.e., repaired KBs) such that the set of changes which lead
from K to K 0 is minimal. This means that, given a set of constraints C, K 0 is a ⊕-repair of K iff
K 0  C and there is no instance K 00 s.t.: K 00  C and K ⊕ K 00 ⊂ K ⊕ K 0 . Based on the form of
constraints in C, there will always exist at least one ⊕-repair thus, this strategy creates always
at least one repair. It is clear that we can define a repair finding algorithm upon this policy as:
Rsd : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ and Rsd (K) = {Ki |Ki is a ⊕-repair of K}.
Using repairing deltas to model the changes that lead from an inconsistent KB K to a consistent
KB K 0 , this strategy prefers repairing deltas which are minimal (per the subset relation). I.e.,
a repairing delta δ = hδa , δd i will be minimal against a repairing repairing delta δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i iff
δa ⊆ δa0 and δd ⊆ δd0 .
Concluding, we call a repair K 0 as a ⊕-repair of K iff:
• K 0  C.
• @K 00 s.t. K 00  C and K ⊕ K 00 ⊂ K ⊕ K 0 or K 0 = K • δ0 and δ0 is minimal
The basic idea behind this strategy is that we prefer repairing deltas which contain only the
changes needed to repair all the violated constraints starting from a potentialy inconsistent KB
K, to a consistent KB K 0 . As such repairing deltas do not contain changes which are “useless”
(i.e., they don’t repair any violation) we could say that these deltas are called useful in our
framework. Moreover, all such repairing deltas (and repairs) are equaly prefered. In simple
words, this strategy creates the entire resolution tree whose leaves will all be ⊕-repairs.
Proposition 11 Symmetric Difference repair strategy [1] used in relational KBs defines an
information based repair policy >I .
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Proof. We will prove that the the information based repair policy >I gives the same repairs as
preferred with Rsd (K) (i.e., P RI (K) = Rsd (K)) for all K ∈ K, where > is a preference based
repair order, upon possible repairing deltas defined by the preference P : −(i.e., the empty
preference). Preference P denotes that all possible repairing deltas are equaly prefered.
Consider a repair K 0 ∈ P RI (K). Then there is some δ0 ∈ P RD I (K) s.t. K 0 = K • δ0 .
Preference P denotes that set P RD I (K) will contain all possible repairing deltas of K. Any
preferred repairing delta δ0 , will be also also useful due to condition 2 in definition 7. As a result,
K 0 = K • δ0 is a ⊕-repair and K 0 ∈ Rsd (K).
Consider a ⊕-repair K 0 ∈ Rsd (K). It means that there not exists K 00  C and K ⊕ K 00 ⊂ K ⊕ K 0 .
Equivalently, setting δ0 = K ⊕ K 0 , there not exists δ00 = K ⊕ K 00 such that δ00 ⊂ δ0 . Thus, δ0 is a
useful repairing delta (without expressing any preference). So, by the definition 7 and definition
of symmetric difference repairs in [1], δ0 ∈ P RD I (K) and K 0 = K • δ0 ∈ P RI (K).
SDB (K) for any K ∈ K. 2
Eventualy, it holds P RPBRS (K) = RSss
Cardinality Repairs
Cardinality (or C) repairs are presented in [1]. Given a potentialy inconsistent KB K, this
strategy creates repairs K 0 by applying the minimum number of repairing changes(additions or
deletions) to K. This means that, given a set of constraints C, K 0 is a C-repair of K iff K 0  C
and there is no instance K 00 s.t.: K 00  C and |K ⊕ K 00 | < |K ⊕ K 0 |. Based on the form of
constraints in C(i.e. DEDs), there will always exist at least one C-repair thus, this strategy
creates always at least one repair. It is clear that we can define a repair finding algorithm upon
this policy as:
Rc : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ and Rc (K) = {Ki |Ki is a C-repair of K}.
Using repairing deltas to model the changes that lead from an inconsistent KB K to a consistent
KB K 0 or to show their symmetric difference K ⊕ K 0 , this strategy prefers repairing deltas which
contain the lowest number of additions and deltions of tuples.
Concluding, we call a repair K 0 as a C-repair of K iff:
• K 0  C.
• @K 00 s.t. K 00  C and |K ⊕ K 00 | < |K ⊕ K 0 | or K 0 = K • δ0 and δ0 contains the minimum
number of changes.
The basic idea behind this strategy is that we prefer repairing deltas with the lowest size. As a
result, this strategy must firstly create the entire resolution tree and then it prefers only those
with the minimum size (i.e., information based approach).
Proposition 12 Cardinality repair (C-repair) strategy [1] used in relational KBs defines an
information based repair policy >I .
Proof. We will prove that the the information based repair policy >I gives the same repairs as
preferred with Rc (K) (i.e., P RI (K) = Rc (K)) for all K ∈ K, where > is a preference based repair order, upon possible repairing deltas defined by the preference P = M in(fsize ). Preference
P denotes that deltas which contain the minimum number of tuples are preferred.
Consider a repair K 0 ∈ P RI (K). Then there is some δ0 ∈ P RD I (K) s.t. K 0 = K • δ0 . Based on
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the preference P , we prefer repairing deltas which apply the minimum number of changes to the
result. Formally, if δ0 = hδa0 , δd0 i, then @δ00 = hδa00 , δd00 i s.t. K • δ00  C and |δa00 | + |δd00 | < |δa0 | + |δd0 |.
Thus, K 0 = K • δ0 is a C-repair and K 0 ∈ Rc (K).
Consider a C-repair K 0 ∈ Rc (K). It means that there not exists K 00  C and |K ⊕K 00 | < |K ⊕K 0 |.
Setting δ00 = K ⊕ K 00 and δ0 = K ⊕ K 0 it holds that |δa00 | + |δd00 | > |δa0 | + |δd0 |, δ0 ∈ P RD I (K) and
K 0 = K • δ0 ∈ P RI (K).
Eventualy, it holds P RI (K) = RSs (K) for any K ∈ K. 2

Component Cardinality Repairs
Component Cardinality (or CC) repairs are presented in [1]. Given a potentialy inconsistent
KB K, this strategy creates repairs K 0 considering their characteristic sequence w.r.t. K. As
0
defined in [1], it is the sequence with coordinates the cardinalities |P K ⊕ P K |, as P varies over
the relation symbols of the database schema. Given a repair K 0 of K, this strategy examines
0
the characteristic sequence of |P K ⊕ P K | and prefers it to have as few elements as possible.
This means that, given a set of constraints C, K 0 is a CC-repair of K iff K 0  C and there is
0
00
no instance K 00 s.t. |P K ⊕ P K | < |P K ⊕ P K |. As a result, given two repairs K 0 , K 00 of K
00
0
(K 0  CDB , K 00  C), we say that |K ⊕ K 0 | <CC |K ⊕ K 00 | iff |P K ⊕ P K | < |P K ⊕ P K | (see [1]
for a more detailed description). Based on the form of constraints in C(i.e. DEDs), there will
always exist at least one CC-repair thus, this strategy creates always at least one repair. It is
clear that we can define a repair finding algorithm upon this policy as:
Rcc : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ and Rcc (K) = {Ki |Ki is a CC-repair of K}.
Concluding, we call a repair K 0 as a CC-repair of K iff:
• K 0  C.
• @K 00 s.t. K 00  C and |K ⊕ K 00 | <CC |K ⊕ K 0 |.
The basic idea behind this strategy is that for each repairing delta we keep how many times
each predicate appears either as an added, or as a deleted tuple. Considering all predicates to
have the same importance, we prefer deltas which contain the lowest appearance of at least one
predicate. If there are more than one repairing deltas where a predicate appears the same times,
then if one of them dominates them for another predicate, it is more preferable (i.e., pareto order
upon the occuarances of all predicate atoms). As a result, this strategy must firstly create the
entire resolution tree and then it prefers only those which have at least one minimal appearance
of predicates (i.e., information based approach).
Proposition 13 Component Cardinality repair (CC-repair) strategy [1] used in relational KBs
defines an information based repair policy >I .
Proof. We will prove that the the information based repair policy >I gives the same repairs as
preferred with Rcc (K) (i.e., P RI (K) = RScc (K)) for all K ∈ K, where > is a preference based
repair order, upon possible repairing deltas defined by the preference P which is defined as the
i
i
pareto accumulation of preferences Pi = M in(fpr
appearance ). Feature fpr appearance is defined
upon the set of predicates {Ri } and counts the number of appearances of a certain relational
Ri ∈ R in the delta (i.e., Pi = {Ri }). It denotes that deltas which have the least occurrences
for all the different predicate atoms of K are preferred.
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Consider a repair K 0 ∈ P RI (K). Then there is some δ0 ∈ P RD I (K) s.t. K 0 = K • δ0 . Based on
the preference P , we prefer repairing deltas which have the least occurrences for all the different
predicate atoms of K. Using pareto among the occurrences for each predicate, means that they
are all of the same importance for us. This is exactly the characteristic sequence of the repairing
delta. Thus, K 0 = K • δ0 will be a CC-repair and K 0 ∈ Rcc (K).
Consider a CC-repair K 0 ∈ Rcc (K). It means that there does not exist K 00 s.t. K 00  C and
|K ⊕ K 00 | <CC |K ⊕ K 0 |. Setting δ00 = K ⊕ K 00 and δ0 = K ⊕ K 0 it holds that |δ00 | >CC |δ0 |. Thus,
the characteristic sequence of K 0 will have less size than the characteristic sequence of K 00 . As a
result, at least one predicate atom, will appear in δ0 less times than in δ00 and it would be more
preferable w.r.t. preference P . So, by definition 7, δ0 ∈ P RD I (K) and K 0 = K • δ0 ∈ P RI (K).
Eventualy, it holds P RI (K) = Rcc (K) for any K ∈ K. 2

Repair using Null
This repair strategy is presented
V in [7]. Given a potentialy inconsistent KB K, and a set of
~
~
~ ~
~
constraints C (i.e., DEDs: ∀A
i=1,...,n Pi (A) → ∨j=1,...,m ∃Bj Qj (A, Bj )) this strategy repairs
each violated constraint by:
~
• removing one of the tuples which belong in the body of the constraint (i.e., Pi (A))
• adding one of the tuples which belong in the head of the constraint and do not have one
existentialy quantified attribute(i.e., Qi (~x))
• adding one of the tuples which belong in the head of the constraint and have at least
one existentialy quantified attribute, by using the constant value “null00 for the existential
attributes (i.e., Qi (~x, ~y ), where ~y = hnull, null, . . . , nulli)
We will call a KB K 0 which is created by this strategy process as RUnull repair of K. In order
to create repairs of a KB K using this strategy, we follow a recursive process s.t.:
1. find a violated constraint
2. apply upon the current instance of the KB one of the previously defined solutions (based
on the constraint’s syntactic form)
3. for each applied solution, if K inconsistent then repeat from step 1; else RUnull (K) = K
The process terminates when we have no more violated constraints (i.e., a consistent KB K 0 ).
Based on the form of constraints in C (i.e., DEDs), every constraint can be corrected with at
least one of the previous options, thus this strategy can produce at least one RUnull repair. It
is clear that we can define a repair finding algorithm upon this policy as:
Rnull : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ and Rnull (K) = {Ki |Ki ∈ RUnull (K)}.
Taking a closer look at the recursive process followed in this strategy, we notice that it examines each violation constraint separately from the others, repairs it using specific choices, and
continues. As a result, a violation based approach is followed, because the approach considers
only the preferable resolutions per constraint violation.
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Proposition 14 Given a violation selection function N extV , repairing using null strategy [7]
used in relational KBs defines a violation based repair policy >V .
Proof. We will prove that the violation based repair policy >V gives the same repairs as
preferred with Rnull (K) (i.e., P RV (K) = Rnull (K)) for all K ∈ K where > is a preference based repair order, upon possible repairing deltas, which is defined using the composite preference Pnull = M ax(fdeletions ) ⊗ (M in(fdeletions ) & (P ⊗ M ax(fconst additions ))), where
1
n
i
P = M in(fpr
additions )⊗. . .⊗M in(fpr additions ), where each feature fpr additions (see Appendix B),
counts the number of appearances of a certain relational atom Ri in the δa set of a delta. (i.e.,
Pi = {Ri }). Feature fconst additions is defined upon the set of constant values {null}. The composite preference Pnull denotes that we equaly prefer repairing deltas which remove the highest
number of tuples or remove the lowest number of tuples. We should mention that the preferences
(P ⊗ M ax(fconst additions )) which are composed via prioritized denote that for every relation Ri
which appears in the head of the violated constraint, we prefer those deltas which add tuples
in those relations with as many null values as possible. We will show that given a KB K, any
repair of K will belong in P RV (K) iff it belongs in Rnull (K). Thus, it holds P RV = Rnull (K).
Consider a repair K 0 ∈ P RV (K). Then there is some KnSEQ which belongs to a preferred repairing sequence of K w.r.t. the preferred repairing policy >V and terminates after nSEQ steps.
Based on definition 6 and using a violation selection function N extV (K) for each Ki+1 element
of the repairing sequence, it holds Ki+1 = Ki • δi V
where δi is a preferable repairing delta w.r.t.
~
~
~
~ ~
>. Based on the form of the constraints in C: ∀A
i=1,...,n Pi (A) → ∨j=1,...,m ∃Bj Qj (A, Bj )and
preference Pnull , we prefer repairing deltas δi which remove tuples from Ki (i.e., Ki+1 ⊂ Ki+1 ) or
add tuples which a) have no existential quantified attributes, or b) have null values in their existentialy quantified attributes. As the body of the constraints in C is not empty, we will always
have the option to delete at least one tuple. Thus, there will always exist some δi = hδai , δdi i s.t.
δai = ∅ and δdi = {Pi (~x)}. Also, if the head of the constraint, does not have predicate atom(s)
with existential variables then the repairing deltas δi = hδai , δdi i s.t. δdi = ∅, δai = {Pi (~x)}
are equally prefered. Last if the head of the constraint has predicate atom(s) with existential variables then the preferable repairing deltas, have the form δi = hδai , δdi i s.t δdi = ∅,
δai = {Qi (~x, ~y )} and ~y = hnull, null, . . . , nulli. We notice that we prefer the reparing deltas
which do exactly the same repairing changes with the repairing deltas greedily selected in step
2 of the process used in repairing using null strategy. Moreover, as this strategy uses the violation selection function N extV , then we can create a KnSEQ repair which will be a RUnull repair.
Consider a RUnull repair K 0 ∈ Rnull (K). As described, there exists a recursive process which
starts from an initial KB K, follows the steps 1-3 and leads to the creation of a K 0 . Based on
this strategy, for each violated constraint, the repairing option which removes tuples from the
head of the constraint, corresponds to a preference of highest deletions of tuples. Based on the
form of DEDs, the deltas which apply deletion will have the form: h∅, {Pi (~x)}i. The repairing
choice which add tuples with as many null values in the position of the existentialy quantified
values, for each relational Ri which appears in the head of the constraint must be expressed
using a preference which counts the appearance of each Ri along with the appearance of the
null values it can take. As a result, each call of the recursive process (which repairs a single
constraint instance) will prefer the same repairing deltas with the ordering > in violation based
repairing policy >V . Starting from the same initial KB K, using the violation selection function
N extV (K) in step 1 and preferring the same repairing deltas per constraint the RUnull repair
of K will belong in P RV (K), as we will be able to create a preferred repairing sequence of K.
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Eventualy, it holds P RV (K) = Rnull (K) for any K 0 ∈ K. 2

Repair Inclusion Dependencies using Null
This repair strategy is presented in [6]. They also use a repair strategy for the repair of Functional
Dependencies but as they use replacements, it is not emulated within our framework. Given
~ (A)
~ → ∃CQ(
~ B,
~ C),
~
a potentialy inconsistent KB K, and a set of constraints C (i.e., IND: ∀AP
~
~
B ⊆ A) this strategy repairs each violated constraint by inserting the tuple which belongs in the
head of the constraint. Moreover, the special value null is given to its existentialy quantified
attributes.
We will call a KB K 0 which is created by this strategy process as RIN Dnull repair of K. In
order to create repairs of a KB K using this strategy, we follow a recursive process s.t.:
1. find a violated constraint
2. apply upon the current instance of the KB the previously defined solution
3. for each applied solution, if K inconsistent then repeat from step 1; else RIN Dnull (K) = K
The process terminates when we have no more violated constraints (i.e., a consistent KB K 0 ).
Based on the form of constraints in C (i.e., INDs), every constraint can be corrected with at
least one of the previous options, thus this strategy can produce at least one RIN Dnull repair.
It is clear that we can define a repair finding algorithm upon this policy as:
RInull : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ and RInull (K) = {Ki |Ki ∈ RIN Dnull (K)}.
Taking a closer look at the recursive process followed in this strategy, we notice that it examines each violation constraint separately from the others, repairs it using a specific choice, and
continues. As a result, a violation based approach is followed, because the approach considers
only the preferable resolution per constraint violation.
Proposition 15 Given a violation selection function N extV , repairing IND using null strategy [6] used in relational KBs defines a violation based repair policy >V .
Proof. We will prove that the violation based repair policy >V gives the same repairs as
preferred with RInull (K) (i.e., P RV (K) = RInull (K)) for all K ∈ K where > is a preference based repair order, upon possible repairing deltas, which is defined using the preference
M ax(fconst additions ))), where fconst additions is defined upon the set of constant values {null}.
This preference denotes that we prefer the repairing deltas wich add tuples with as many null
values as possible. We will show that given a KB K, any repair of K will belong in P RV (K) iff
it belongs in RInull (K). Thus, it holds P RV = RInull (K).
Consider a repair K 0 ∈ P RV (K). Then there is some KnSEQ which belongs to a preferred
repairing sequence of K w.r.t. the preferred repairing policy >V and terminates after nSEQ
steps. Based on definition 6 and using a violation selection function N extV (K) for each Ki+1
element of the repairing sequence, it holds Ki+1 = Ki • δi where δi is a preferable repairing
~ (A)
~ → ∃CQ(
~ B,
~ C),
~ B
~ ⊆A
~ and
delta w.r.t. >. Based on the form of the constraints in C: ∀AP
the expressed preference, we prefer a single repairing delta δ which adds the tuple with null
values in its existentialy quantified attributes. This deltas has the form δ = hδa , δd i s.t δd = ∅,
δa = {Q(~x, ~y )} and ~y = hnull, null, . . . , nulli. We notice that we prefer the reparing delta which
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does exactly the same repairing changes with the repairing delta greedily selected in step 2 of the
process used in repairing inclusion dependencies using null strategy. Moreover, as this strategy
uses the violation selection function N extV , then we can create a KnSEQ repair which will be a
RIN Dnull repair.
Consider a RIN Dnull repair K 0 ∈ RInull (K). As described, there exists a recursive process
which starts from an initial KB K, follows the steps 1-3 and leads to the creation of a K 0 .
Based on this strategy, for each violated constraint, the repairing choice which adds the tuple
tuples with as many null values in the position of the existentialy quantified values, obviously
corresponds to the preference which denotes the addition of tuples with the maximum number
of attributes which take null values. As a result, each call of the recursive process (which repairs a single constraint instance) will prefer the same repairing deltas with the ordering > in
violation based repairing policy >V . Starting from the same initial KB K, using the violation
selection function N extV (K) in step 1 and preferring the same repairing deltas per constraint
the RIN Dnull repair of K will belong in P RV (K), as we will be able to create a preferred
repairing sequence of K.
Eventualy, it holds P RV (K) = RInull (K) for any K 0 ∈ K. 2

A.4.2

Repair strategy used in RONDO Framework

RONDO is a framework which, among others, supports the merging operator upon KBs in the
context of relational schemas, XML schemas, and SQL views. The merging operation could
create a potentialy inconsistent result. Thus, RONDO defines a repair finding algorithm R over
a specific set of constraints which allows it to repair the invalidities that appear in the merged
schema.
Knowledge contained in schemas, which are supported in RONDO framework, is encoded
using directed labeled graphs (V, A). There are two types of nodes in the graph and each type
denotes whether the node refers to an attribute of a relation, or a relation itself. More specificaly,
having nodes with no incoming edges, we understand that they refer to relations, else they refer
to attributes. Furthermore, knowledge is presented using ”IsA“ hierarchies and as a result, the
graph has the form of a dag (directed acyclic graph). Every arc has a label which can take a value
l ∈ L = {00, 0+, 0−, +0, ++, +−, −0, −+, −−}. We formalize this representation method
using a single predicate namely SuccOf = {f, c, l} where a) SuccOf [1] ∈ V , SuccOf [2] ∈ V ,
and SuccOf [3] ∈ L.
Based on the above, we can define a mapping between a labeled graph in RONDO, with a
relational KB as: Consider a labeled graph G = (V, A) in RONDO framework and the corresponding relational KB K ⊆ L. It holds: ∀e ∈ Aedge from v1 to v2 , labeled with a value l ∈ L,
∃ tuple SuccOf (v1 , v2 , l) ∈ K.
The set C of integrity constraints which must be satisfied contains only one constraint which
has the form:
∀f, c, c0 , l, l0 SuccOf (f, c, l) ∧ SuccOf (f, c0 , l0 ) → c = c0
which means that we allow edges starting from the same node, but not edges which lead to
the same node. Equivalently, each child, can have only one father. We notice that the validity
constraint used in this model, is a DED constraint and more specificaly it denotes a functional
dependency (FD).
This repair strategy is presented in [29]. Consider a potentialy inconsistent KB K, which
represents a labeled directed graph in RONDO framework, the set of constraints C and the tuple
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P~RF = h−−, −+, +−, ++, −0, +0, 0−, 0+, 00i. For simplicity, we will say PRF [i] in order to
get the label which is in position i of the tuple. We define an ordering > over labels considering
their respective position in P~RF as:
∀l1 , l2 ∈ L : l1 > l2 iff ∃i, j s.t. PRF [i] = l1 , PRF [j] = l2 and i > j.
Consider a constraint violation for the instance: r(hf1 , c1 , c2 , l1 , l2 i). The constraint can be repaired by either a) removing the tuple SuccOf (f1 , c1 , l1 ) or b) removing the tuple SuccOf (f1 , c2 , l2 ).
This strategy selects which tuple to remove by examining the label of each tuple. Here
• SuccOf (f1 , c1 , l1 ) will be removed iff l1 < l2 .
• SuccOf (f1 , c2 , l2 ) will be removed iff l2 < l1 .
We will call a KB K 0 which is created by this strategy as RUrondo repair of K.In order to create
the repairs of a KB K using this strategy, we follow a recursive process as follows:
1. find a violated constraint.
2. remove the tuple using the above selection mechanism to correct the violation.
3. for each applied solution, if K inconsistent then repeat from step 1; else RUrondo (K) = K.
The process terminates when we have no more violated constraints (i.e., a consistent KB K 0 ).
Based on the form of constraints in C (i.e., DEDs), every constraint can be corrected with at
l east one of the previous options, thus this strategy can produce at least one RUrondo repair.
As a result, we can define a repair strategy over the previously defined setting about relational
databases as:
Rrondo : K 7→ 2K \ ∅ and Rrondo (K) = {Ki |Ki is a RUrondo repair of K}.
Taking a closer look at the recursive process followed in this strategy, we notice that it examines each violation constraint separately from the others, repairs it using specific choices, and
continues. As a result, a violation based approach is followed, because the approach considers
only the preferable resolutions per constraint violation.
Proposition 16 Given a violation selection function N extV , the repair strategy used in RONDO
framework [29], defines a violation based repair policy >V .
Proof. We will prove that the the violation based repair policy >V gives the same repairs
as preferred with Rrondo (K) (i.e., P RV (K) = Rrondo (K)) for all K ∈ K, where > is a preference based repair order, upon possible repairing deltas, which is defined as the prioritized
accumulation of preferences:
• P1 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {oo}.
• P2 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {o+}.
• P3 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {o−}.
• P4 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {+o}.
• P5 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {−o}.
• P6 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {++}.
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• P7 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {+−}.
• P8 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {−+}.
• P9 = M ax(fconst deletions ), where feature fconst deletions is defined over the set CV = {−−}.
It holds P : −P9 & P8 & P7 & . . . & P1 and if we create the corresponding tuple P~ac w.r.t.
the prioritized accumulation we have P~ = h−−, −+, +−, ++, −o, +o, o−, o+, oo i where
Pac [i] denotes the label which is in position i. Preference P denotes that given two tuples
SuccOf (f, c, l), SuccOf (f 0 , c0 , l0 ), we are based on the next ordering over labels, to decide which
tuple to remove:
∀l, l0 ∈ L : l > l0 iff ∃i, j s.t. Pac [i] = l, PRF [j] = l0 and i < j.
In this point we should mention that preference P , defines the same ordering over labels as the
ordering created in RONDO framework. As a result,
• SuccOf (f, c, l) will be removed iff l > l0 .
• SuccOf (f 0 , c0 , l0 ) will be removed iff l0 > l.
Next, we will show that given a KB K, any repair of K will belong in P RV (K) iff it belongs in
Rrondo (K). Thus, it holds P RV (K) = Rrondo (K).
Consider a repair K 0 ∈ P RV (K). Then there is some KnSEQ which belongs to a preferred
repairing sequence of K w.r.t. the preferred repairing policy >V and terminates after nSEQ
steps. Based on definition 6 and using a violation selection function N extV (K) for each Ki+1
element of the repairing sequence, it holds Ki+1 = Ki • δi where δi is a preferable repairing
delta w.r.t. >. Consider a constraint instance violation c(hf1 , c1 , c2 , l1 , l2 i). The possible repairing deltas (which belong in Res(r(hf1 , c1 , c2 , l1 , l2 i), K) are δ1 = h∅, {SuccOf (f1 , c1 , l1 )}i and
δ2 = h∅, {SuccOf (f1 , c2 , l2 )}i. Based on preference P , δ1 > δ2 iff l2 > l1 . We notice that we
prefer the reparing deltas which do exactly the same repairing changes with the repairing deltas
greedily selected in step 2 of the process which is used in RONDO’s repair strategy. Moreover,
as this strategy uses the violation selection function N extV , then we can create a KnSEQ repair
which will be a RUrondo repair.
Consider a RUrondo repair K 0 ∈ Rrondo (K). As described, there exists a recursive process
which starts from an initial KB K, follows the steps 1-3 and leads to the creation of a K 0 . Based
on this strategy, for each violated constraint instance r(hf1 , c1 , c2 , l1 , l2 i) and among its repairing
solutions which denote to a) remove SuccOf (f1 , c1 , l1 ) or b) remove SuccOf (f1 , c2 , l2 ), we prefer
to remove the tuple whose label’s value belongs in the minimum index of PRF . This preference
upon labels and their positions corresponds to a prioritized (as PRF is ordered) accumulation of
preferences, where each preference Pi denotes the removal of tuples with the maximum number
of attributes which take the value of a label PRF [i]. We notice that this prioritized accumulation is equivalent to preference P we previoudly defined. As a result, each call of the recursive
process (which repairs a single constraint instance) will prefer the same repairing deltas with
the ordering > denoted by the policy >V . Starting from the same initial KB K, using violation
selection function N extV (K) in step 1 and preferring the same repairing deltas per constraint
the RUrondo repair of K will belong in P RPBRS , as we will be able to create a preferred repairing
sequence of K.
Eventualy, it holds P RV = Rrondo (K) for any K 0 ∈ K. 2
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A.5

Proofs for emulating other Prevention Strategies

Before showing the connection between the evolution approach of [25] and our work, we will
recast the theory of [25] using our terminology. In [25], a language L is used, which is the same
as in our case, and a set of validity constraints C, which are DEDs (as in this work). A KB K
is a set containing positive ground facts, i.e., K ∈ K, as in our case. An update U is a set of
positive and negative ground facts, where the positive ground facts correspond to additions, and
the negative ones correspond to deletions. Equivalently, we will assume that an update is a delta
(i.e., U = hUa , Ud i ∈ ∆), where Ua corresponds to the additions (positive ground facts) and Ud
corresponds to the deletions (negative ground facts, which are turned into positive ones before
being included in Ud ). In [25], an operation called “raw application” is defined, and denoted
by +; this operation corresponds to the application operation in our terminology, i.e., •. The
evolution operator defined in [25] (denoted by • there), will be denoted using the symbol ◦, to
avoid confusion. Note that ◦ returns a single KB, not a set of KBs. The operation ◦ is based
on a certain “change-generating ordering”, i.e., an ordering upon updates which satisfies certain
properties (see [25]).
The theorem below will show that the evolution operator ◦ is indeed an IB prevention
strategy. However, this is true only when the original KB is consistent to begin with, and the
update is feasible [25], i.e., it does not pose conflicting requirements upon the evolution operator
(e.g., explicitly or implicitly requesting the addition and deletion of the same fact). This analysis
leads to the following theorem:
Proposition 17 Consider a language L and a set of DED constraints C, as in [25]. Consider also a change-generating order >C and the corresponding evolution operator ◦. Set D =
{hK, U i|K  C, U ∈ ∆, U : feasible } and O : D 7→ K such that O(hK, U i) = K • U . Consider the extended setting GS = hL, C, Oi. Then the function P S GS : D 7→ 2K \ ∅, such that
P S GS (hK, U i) = {K ◦ U } is an IB prevention strategy.
Proof. By the definition of ◦ it follows that an algorithm P is well-defined. Furthermore, by
the Principle of Validity, it follows that for all w ∈ D, K ∈ P (w) it holds that K  C. Therefore,
P is a prevention algorithm.
To show that P is an IB prevention algorithm, we will use Proposition 2. So, take some
w = hK, U i ∈ D such that U = hUa , Ud i. Set KU = O(K, U ) = K • U = (K ∪ Ua ) \ Ud . Take
also some Kr ∈ P (w), Kr0 ∈ K for which Kr0  C and Kr0 \ KU ⊆ Kr \ KU , KU \ Kr0 ⊆ KU \ Kr .
We need to show that Kr0 = Kr .
By our hypotheses, hK, U i ∈ D, U is feasible, so Ua ∩ Ud = ∅. Also, Kr ∈ P (w), so Kr = K ◦ U ,
so, by the definition of ◦, Ua ⊆ Kr , Ud ∩ Kr = ∅.
Based on the above facts, we will show the following:
1. Kr0 \ K ⊆ Kr \ K
Consider some ground fact x ∈ Kr0 \ K. Then x ∈ Kr0 , x ∈
/ K. Assuming that x ∈ Ua , then
x ∈ Kr , so x ∈ Kr \ K. Assuming that x ∈
/ Ua , then x ∈
/ KU , so x ∈ Kr0 \ KU ⊆ Kr \ KU ,
so x ∈ Kr , so x ∈ Kr \ K. Thus, in any case, x ∈ Kr \ K, so Kr0 \ K ⊆ Kr \ K.
2. K \ Kr0 ⊆ K \ Kr
Consider some ground fact x ∈ K \ Kr0 . Then x ∈ K, x ∈
/ Kr0 . Assuming that x ∈ Ud , then
by the fact that Kr ∩ Ud = ∅ it follows that x ∈
/ Kr , so x ∈ K \ Kr . Assuming that x ∈
/ Ud ,
0
/ Kr , so x ∈ K \ Kr . Thus, in
then x ∈ K • U = KU , so x ∈ KU \ Kr ⊆ KU \ Kr , so x ∈
any case, x ∈ K \ Kr , so K \ Kr0 ⊆ K \ Kr .
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3. Ua ⊆ Kr0
Consider some ground fact x ∈ Ua . Then x ∈ Kr and x ∈ K • U = KU . Thus, x ∈
/
0
0
0
/ KU \ Kr . Given that x ∈ KU , it follows that x ∈ Kr , so
KU \ Kr ⊇ KU \ Kr , so x ∈
Ua ⊆ Kr0 .
4. Ud ∩ Kr0 = ∅
Consider some ground fact x ∈ Ud . Then x ∈
/ Kr and x ∈
/ K • U = KU . Thus, x ∈
/
Kr \ KU ⊇ Kr0 \ KU , so x ∈
/ Kr0 \ KU . Given that x ∈
/ KU it follows that x ∈
/ Kr0 , so
Ud ∩ Kr0 = ∅.
Using the monotonicity property of >C (see [25]) and the facts #1, #2 above, it follows that
hKr \ K, K \ Kr i ≤C hKr0 \ K, K \ Kr0 i. Moreover, by our hypotheses, the facts #3, #4 above
and the Principle of Minimal Change that is satisfied by ◦, it follows that hKr0 \ K, K \ Kr0 i ≤C
hKr \ K, K \ Kr i. The above two facts, combined with the delta antisymmetry property of >C
(see [25]) implies that hKr \K, K \Kr i = hKr0 \K, K \Kr0 i, i.e., Kr \K = Kr0 \K, K \Kr = Kr0 \K.
Thus, Kr = Kr0 and the proof is complete. 2
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Appendix B

Features
In this part, we discriminate three categories of features; a) generic features which consider
a delta quantitively w.r.t. the number of ground facts it contains, b) features which examine
the appearance of specific predicates in the delta, c) features which examine the appearance of
specific values in ground facts contained in the delta.
Definition 11 Consider a KB K and a δ = hδa , δd i. We define:
• fadditions (δ) = |δa |. It denotes the number of additions.
• fdeletions (δ) = |δd |. It denotes the number of deletions.
• fsize(δ) = fadditions (δ)+fdeletions (δ). It denotes the size of a δ (i.e., the number of additions
plus the number of deletions).
Note. For example if K = {B1 (a), B2 (a, b), B3 (c)} and δ = h{H1 (a, b), H2 (b, d)}, {B1 (a),
B2 (a, b), B3 (c)}, i, fadditions (δ) = 3 fdeletions (δ) = 4 and fsize(δ) = 7.
Definition 12 Given a set P GF of positive ground facts and a set P of predicate atoms. We
define an operation u upon these two sets such that: P GF u P = {Q(~x)|Q ∈ P and Q(~x) ∈
P GF s}.
Definition 13 Consider a KB K, a δ = hδa , δd i and a set of predicates P. We define:
• fpr additions (δ) = |δa u P|. It denotes the number of additions of ground facts which have a
predicate from set P.
• fpr deletions (δ) = |δd u P|. It denotes the number of deletions of ground facts which have a
predicate from set P.
• fpr appearance (δ) = fpr additions (δ) + fpr deletions (δ). It denotes the number of ground facts
appearing in the delta which have a predicate from set P.
Note. For example if K = {B1 (a), B2 (a, b), B3 (c)} and δ = h{H1 (a, b), H2 (b, d)}, {B1 (a),
B2 (a, b), B3 (c)}i and P = B1 , B3 , fpr additions (δ) = 0, fpr deletions (δ) = 2 and fpr appearance (δ) =
2.
Definition 14 Consider a vector ~x (e.g., ~x = hx1 , x2 , . . . , xn i) and a set S of constant values.
We define the function Occurences : X × S 7→ N, where X is the set of all vectors and N the
set of naturals. It holds Occurences(~x, S) = |{xi |xi ∈ S}|.
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Definition 15 Consider a KB K, a δ = hδa , δd i and a set of constant values CV . We define:
P
• fconst additions (δ) = H(~x)∈δa Occurences(~x, CV).
P
• fconst deletions (δ) = B(~x)∈δa Occurences(~x, CV).
• fconst appearance (δ) = fconst additions + fconst deletions
Note. For example, consider a KB K = {B(a)}, a set of values CV = {a, b} and a δ =
h{H(a, a)}, ∅i. Then, fconst additions (δ) = 2, fconst deletions (δ) = 0, fconst appearance (δ) = 0.
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Appendix C

Algorithms
In this chapter, we present the optimized algorithms called IBprun , IBopt , V Bopt . We also
present the algorihtms for all the used assisting functions.
Algorithm 4: isConf licting([[δtot ]])
1: A = [[δa ]]
2: D = [[δd ]]
3: if A ∩ D 6= ∅ then
4:
return true
5: else
6:
return f alse
7: end if

Algorithm 5: clean([[δtot ]])
1: set D = ∅
2: for all δ ∈ [[δtot ]]µ do
3:
if isConf licting(δ) = true then
4:
D = D ∪ {δ}
5:
end if
6: end for
7: [[δtot ]]µ = [[δtot ]]µ \ D

C.1

Optimizations for IB Algorithm

Function nodeCheck (Algorithm 6) checks if the subtree under a current node will lead to non
useful deltas with respect to Proposition 7. First of all, we must check if the current delta [[δcur ]]
contains at least one delta which was not selected for the resolution of a previous violation(line
4). To achieve this, we use a map called RepOpt in which we store, for each violation resolution,
the delta which was selected along with the rest deltas of the resolution set (line 9 in IBopt
algorithm). Next we examine the alternative resolutions, [[δr ]] of the constraints whose selected
repairing deltas created the current delta [[δtot ]]. If delta [[δtot ]] contains one of those, then we
find the appropriate selected [[δ]], [[δch ]] using map RepOpt. If one of the deltas [[δr ]] is not
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examined yet (i.e., its position in resolution set is greater than the position of [[δch ]]), then based
on Proposition 7, it will lead to non usefull deltas and function returns true(case 1 in figure 3.2).
However, we should mention here that we should store the pair ([[δch ]], [[δr )]], because it is
possible in another branch to see the opposite pair as in case 2 of figure 3.2. In that case we
don’t want to prune that branch. The final is ensured by the use of map P airs.
Algorithm 6: nodeCheck(RepOpt, P airs, [[δtot ]])
1: f ound = f alse
2: for all ([[δch ]], ∆rem ) ∈ RepOpt do
3:
for all [[δr ]] ∈ ∆rem do
4:
if [[δr ]] ⊆ [[δtot ]] then
5:
if pos(δr ) > pos(δch ) then
6:
P airs = P airs ∪ {([[δch ]], [[δr )]]}
7:
return true
8:
else
9:
if ([[δr ]], [[δch ]]) ∈
/ P airs then
10:
return true
11:
end if
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end for
16: return f alse
In function leaf Check (Algorithm 7), we follow a similar process. The purpose of this
function is to determine whether we have a certain useful delta, or a potentialy useful (i.e.,
one extra check is required in IBopt algorithm). When we reach a valid KB (i.e., a leaf node),
we examine the non selected repairing deltas for the constraints which where repaired in the
running branch. For each of those deltas, we check the fifth condition of Proposition 6 which is
translated by the implication test of line 6. If the latter condition holds, then we must check
again the map P airs for the existence of the reversed pair (as in nodeCheck function) because
if such pair exist, then the repairing delta [[δtot ]] is a potential useful delta. In this case, after
the insertion of [[δtot ]] into RD (line 21 in Algorithm 13) we must perform the check to ensure
that RD contains only useful deltas (line 23). Otherwise, this check is avoided.
For the IBprun algorithm, we created two assisting functions; leaf Check performs the aforementioned checks, described in Proposition 6, at the level of leaves and nodeCheck which performs the aforementioned checks, described in Proposition 7, at the level of internal nodes.
Function nodeCheck(aglorithm 6) is called in line 10 of the IBprun algorithm and is used to
determine whether a current node will lead to a subtree with leaves which respond to non useful
deltas, thus it can be pruned. It takes as input a set (i.e., RepOpt) which contains, for each
node, the delta which was selected along with the rest deltas (from the resolution set) which was
not selected. It also takes as input a set of delta pairs (i.e., P airs) which is used to avoid the
pruning of branches of case 2 in figure 3.2. Function leaf Check(aglorithm 7) is called in line 20
of the IBprun and is used to determine which created repairing deltas are certain useful deltas
so we can avoid the respective check which was applied for every produced repairing delta in the
initial IB algorithm. The input of these function are the sets RepOpt, P airs and the current
KB [[Kc ]] which is valid. The latter argument is required for the last condition of Proposition 6,
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Algorithm 7: leaf Check(RepOpt, P airs, [[Kc ]])
1: for all ([[δch ]], ∆rem ) ∈ RepOpt do
2:
if f ound = true then
3:
break
4:
end if
5:
for all [[δr ]] ∈ ∆rem do
6:
if Kc  [[δr ]] then
7:
if ([[δr ]], [[δch ]]) ∈ P airs then
8:
return true
9:
end if
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end for
13: return f alse

Algorithm 8: IBprun ([[Kc ]], [[δtot ]])
1: if [[Kc ]] 2 C then
~ [[Kc ]]) for a violated constraint instance c(A)
~
2:
Find Res(c(A),
~
3:
for all [[δ]] ∈ Res(c(A), [[Kc ]]) do
4:
[[δtmp ]] = [[δtot ]]
5:
[[δtot ]] = [[δtot ]] ] [[δ]]
6:
clean([[δtot ]])
7:
if isConf licting([[δtot ]]) = f alse then
~ [[Kc ]]) \ [[δ]]
8:
∆rem = Res(c(A),
9:
RepOpt = RepOpt ∪ {([[δ]], ∆rem )}
10:
f ound = nodeCheck(RepOpt, P airs)
11:
if f ound = f alse then
12:
IB([[Kc ]] • [[δ]], [[δtot ]])
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
if isConf licting([[δtot ]]) = true or f ound = true then
16:
[[δtot ]] = [[δtmp ]]
17:
end if
18:
end for
19: else
20:
potU s = leaf Check(RepOpt, P airs, [[Kc ]])
21:
RD = RD ∪ {[[δtot ]]}
22:
if potU s = true then
23:
RD = RD \ {[[δ]] | [[δ]] is a non useful repairing delta}
24:
end if
25: end if
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where the subset check δL ⊆ δL0 is transformed to K • δL0  δL and [[Kc ]] = [[K]] • [[δL ]].

C.2

General Purpose Optimizations

Algorithm 9: repairopt (>P , [[K]])
~ c2 (A),
~ . . ., cn (Ai,
~ [[Kc ]] 2 ci (A)
~
1: Errors = hc1 (A),
2: if P = I then
3:
RD = ∅
~
4:
IBopt ([[K]], h∅, ∅i, c1 (A))
5:
P R = {[[K]] • [[δ]] | [[δ]]: preferred (per >I ) deltas in RD}
6: else
7:
PR = ∅
~
8:
V Bopt ([[K]], c1 (A))
9: end if
10: return P R
Function f etchN extError (Algorithm 10) returns the next violated constraint instance from
tuple Errors. Notice that the condition in line 2 is used to ensure that violations which are
potentialy repaired are ingored (due to interdependencies).
~ [[Kc ]])
Algorithm 10: f etchN extError(ci (A),
~ ∈ Errors do
1: for all (ci+1 (A)
~ then
2:
if [[Kc ]] 2 ci+1 (A)
~
3:
return ci+1 (A)
4:
end if
5: end for
6: return null

Algorithm 11: f indN extError([[Kc ]], C, [[δ]])
1: V iols = hi
~ ∈ δa do
2: for all Q(A)
~ s.t. ci (A)
~ = P (A)
~ → Q(A)
~ and P (A)
~ ∈
3:
if ∃ci ∈ C, ci (A)
/ [[Kc ]] then
~
4:
V iols = V iols k hci (A)i
5:
end if
6: end for
~ ∈ δd do
7: for all P (A)
~ s.t. ci (A)
~ = P (A)
~ → Q(A)
~ and Q(A)
~ ∈ [[Kc ]] then
8:
if ∃ci ∈ C, ci (A)
~
9:
V iols = V iols k hci (A)i
10:
end if
11: end for
12: return V iols
Function f indN extError (Algorithm 11) examines only the constraints which may be violated by taking into account the changes a repairing delta enforced (lines 3, 8). If a change
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violates one or more constraints (condition in lines 3, 8 is true) then the corresponding violated
instances are appended into the tuple Viols (lines 4, 9) which in turn is returned by the function.
Thus, the required input for this function is the current KB, the set of constraints and a repairing delta. As we mentioned, the output of this function is a tuple with the violated constraint
instances.
The optimized algorithms IBopt , V Bopt (Algorithms 13, 12) take as an extra input a violated
constraint instance(taken from Errors). We notice that both algorithms iterate over the violated constraints recursively using function f etchN extErrors leading to a significant reduction
of diagnosis calls. However there are two main points we should take into account using this
repair process. The first is that, due to interdependencies, one resolution may repair other violations as well. For that purpose, function f etchN extError (Algorithm 10) ensures that we will
not repair a violation which was repaired. The second is that a repair solution may introduce
other inconsistencies, thus we have to diagnose the KB after the resolution of all the inconsistencies found in Errors tuple. At this point we use function f indN extError (Algorithm 11)
which examines only the constraints which may be violated by the enforced changes by running
repairing delta. As a result, re-diagnosing the KB is much faster in the average case. If such
inconsistencies are found, they are stored in N ewErrors tuple (line 15 in Algorithm 13, line 11
in Algorithm 12) updating tuple Errors. Next, the above process is repeated recursively, until
we have no more inconsistencies to resolve.
~
Algorithm 12: V Bopt ([[Kc ]], ci (A)
~ [[Kc ]])
1: Find Res(ci (A),
~ [[Kc ]])}
2: RD = {preferred (per >) deltas in Res(c(A),
3: for all [[δ]] in RD do
4:
[[Kc ]] = [[Kc ]] • [[δ]]
5:
if Kc ∈
/ KB then
6:
push(KB, [[Kc ]])
~ [[Kc ]] • [[δ]])
7:
error = f etchN extError(ci (A),
8:
if error 6= null then
~
9:
V B([[Kc ]], ci+1 (A))
10:
else
11:
N ewErrors = f indN extError([[Kc ]], C, h[[Kc ]]\ [[K]], [[K]]\ [[Kc ]]i )
12:
if N ewErrors 6= ∅ then
13:
Errors = Errors k N ewErrors
~
14:
V B([[Kc ]], c01 (A))
~
~ . . ., c0n (A)
~
15:
Remove ci (A), ci+1 (A),
16:
else
17:
P R = P R ∪ {[[Kc ]]}
18:
pop(KB)
19:
end if
20:
end if
21:
end if
22: end for
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~
Algorithm 13: IBopt ([[Kc ]], [[δtot ]], ci (A))
~ [[Kc ]])
1: Find Res(ci (A),
~ [[Kc ]]) do
2: for all [[δ]] ∈ Res(c(A),
3:
[[δtmp ]] = [[δtot ]]
4:
[[δtot ]] = [[δtot ]] ] [[δ]]
5:
clean([[δtot ]])
6:
if isConf licting([[δtot ]]) = f alse then
~ [[Kc ]]) \ [[δ]]
7:
∆rem = Res(c(A),
8:
RepOpt = RepOpt ∪ {([[δ]], ∆rem )}
9:
f ound = nodeCheck(RepOpt, P airs)
10:
if f ound = f alse then
~ [[Kc ]] • [[δ]])
11:
error = f etchN extError(ci (A),
12:
if error 6= null then
13:
IBopt ([[Kc ]] • [[δ]], [[δtot ]], error)
14:
else
15:
N ewErrors = f indN extError([[Kc ]], C, [[δtot ]])
16:
if N ewErrors 6= ∅ then
17:
Errors = Errors k N ewErrors
~
18:
IBopt ([[Kc ]] • [[δ]], [[δtot ]], c01 (A))
~ ci+1 (A),
~ . . ., c0n (A)
~
19:
Remove ci (A),
20:
else
21:
potU s = leaf Check(RepOpt, P airs, [[Kc ]])
22:
RD = RD ∪ {[[δtot ]]}
23:
if potU s = true then
24:
RD = RD \ {[[δ]] | [[δ]] is a non useful repairing delta}
25:
end if
26:
end if
27:
end if
28:
end if
29:
end if
30:
if isConf licting([[δtot ]]) = true or f ound = true then
31:
[[δtot ]] = [[δtmp ]]
32:
end if
33: end for
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Appendix D

Consistency Model
D.1

Constraints Involving Typing Predicates

As we mentioned, SWKM incorporates a typing mechanism which characterizes the type of
objects with respect to the triples they participate. Next we present the constraints which
involve the typing predicates presented in Table 4.1.1. Any violation of the next constraints
will create a typing error into the SWKM. In our work, we assume that the user has inserted
correctly typed objects and we are confident that our approach does not create typing errrors
as well.
• The next constraints quarantee that each object is of one type only. Any violation of the
next rules throws a typing error which is not considered in our implementation.
∀x ¬isCl(x) ∨ ¬isCl(x)
∀x ¬isCl(x) ∨ ¬isIn(x)
∀x ¬isCl(x) ∨ ¬isM C(x)
∀x ¬isCl(x) ∨ ¬isM P (x)
∀x ¬isCl(x) ∨ x 6= rdf s : Literal
∀x ¬isP r(x) ∨ ¬isIn(x)
∀x ¬isP r(x) ∨ ¬isM C(x)
∀x ¬isP r(x) ∨ ¬isM P (x)
∀x ¬isP r(x) ∨ x 6= rdf s : Literal
∀x ¬isIn(x) ∨ ¬isM C(x)
∀x ¬isIn(x) ∨ ¬isM P (x)
∀x ¬isIn(x) ∨ x 6= rdf s : Literal
∀x ¬isM C(x) ∨ ¬isM P (x)
∀x ¬isM C(x) ∨ x 6= rdf s : Literal
∀x ¬isM p(x) ∨ x 6= rdf s : Literal
• The next constraints refer to some basic objects.
∀x isCl(rdf s : Resource)
∀x isM C(rdf s : Class)
∀x isM P (rdf : P roperty)
∀x ¬isCl(rdf s : Literal)
∀x ¬isM C(rdf s : Literal)
∀x ¬isCP (rdf s : Literal)
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• Both the domain and the range of a property must be classes or metaclasses or metaproperties; the range can also be the special class rdf s : Literal. This is not true for the domain
of a property.
∀x, y Domain(x, y) → isP r(x)
∀x, y Domain(x, y) → isCl(y) ∨ isM C(y) ∨ isM P (y)
∀x, y Range(x, y) → isP r(x)
∀x, y Range(x, y) → isCl(y) ∨ isM C(y) ∨ isM P (y) ∨ y = rdf s : Literal
• There may exist subsumption relationship (rdf s : subClassOf ) between classes, metaclasses, or metaproperties. The subsumption relationship can be used for inference, using
its transitivity property. Moreover, the basic objects rdf s : Resource, rdf s : Class,
rdf : P roperty cannot have ancestors in the subsumption hierarchies.
∀x, y Cl IsA(x, y) → x 6= rdf s : Resource ∧ x 6= rdf s : Class ∧ x 6= rdf : P roperty
∀x, y Cl IsA(x, y) → (isCl(x) ∧ isCl(y)) ∨ (isM C(x) ∧ isM C(y)) ∨ (isM P (x) ∧ isM P (y))
∀x, y Cl IsA(x, y) → Cl IsAinf (x, y)
∀x, y, z Cl IsA(x, y) ∧ Cl IsA(y, z) → Cl IsAinf (x, z)
• The instance of relation (rdf : type) may be applied between a class instance and a
class, or between a class and a metaclass, or between a property and a metaproperty. In
every different case a typing error is thrown. If an instance is classified under a class (or
metaclass, or metaproperty), then it is automatically classified under all the superclasses
of the class (or metaclass, or metaproperty) as well, through inference.
∀x, y T ype(x, y) → (isIn(x) ∧ isCl(y)) ∨ (isCl(x) ∧ isM C(y)) ∨ (isP r(x) ∧ isM P (y)) ∨
(isM C(x) ∧ y = rdf s : Class) ∨ (isM P (x) ∧ y = rdf s : Class)
∀x, y T ype(x, y) → T ypeinf (x, y)
∀x, y, z T ype(x, y) ∧ Cl IsAinf (y, z) → T ypeinf (x, z)
∀x, y, z PI nst(x, y, z) → isP r(z)

D.2

Resolution In Practise

We made the following assumptions with respect to diagnosis and repair. As a result the created
resolution sets for some constraints are different than the ones expected in theory and shown in
Table 4.1.2.
As. 1 When we have to add or remove a predicate which is translated into a specific triple, we
add or remove the respective triple.
As. 2 RDF/S KBs which have to be validated and repaired do not contain typing errors because
of the restrictions of the underlying model. Due to the model restrictions, whenever we
try to change the type of an object, we will get a typing error from the underlying model.
We don’t attempt to circumvent this; instead, we make the assumption that changing the
type of an object is not allowed. Therefore, we don’t attempt to resolve this error, but
propagate it, in effect cancelling the current branch and ignoring the alternative resolution
(repair) that caused the error.
As. 3 The repairing change which denotes the insertion of an inferred predicate, is implemented
by inserting the respective explicit. If it wasn’t for this assumption, we would have to add
a (maybe infinite) number of explicit predicates in order to create the inferred one.
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As. 4 If we have to delete an object of a specific type (eg., a class, metaclass, metaproperty etc.)
we must also remove all the triples which use it as a subject or predicate or object. This
is done because typing predicates are not associated with particular triples; nevertheless,
our rules imply that whenever an object must be deleted, we are forced to remove from
the model all triples that involve it.
As. 5 We do not allow the insertion of new URIs/Literals during repairs.
As. 6 We do check constraints which refer to property instances explicitly whether they hold
for the respective inferred predicates as well. We do not check rules which refer to implicit
property instances, because, if they hold for the explicit predicates, they will also hold for
the inferred predicates as well due to the transitivity of the subclass of relation.
As. 7. As we mentioned in As3, we chose to add the respective explicit predicate of the inferred
predicate which appears in the head of the rule. However it is possible, relations represented with predicates P Inst to be redundant (in redundant KBs). We remind that in
redundant RDF/S KBs, all the inferred relations (subsumption and typeof) are expressed
explicitly via the respective triples. This may cause in rare cases a non- deterministic repair
process when inserting such explicit predicates. To avoid this case, the diagnosis process
guarantees that we firstly repair violations of this rule referring to non- redundant and
explicitly defined subproperty of or property instance relations. When all such violations
have been resolved, any violation caused by an implicit and/or redundant subproperty of
or property instance will have been resolved as well (as a side-effect).
As already mentioned, a constraint violation is resolved by applying one the repairing deltas
which belong in the resolution set of the constraint. Next we redefine the resolution sets for the
constraints presented in Table 4.1.2
• c1 , c2 : The corresponding resolution sets remains unchanged.
• c3 , c4 : Based on As. 5 and for the delta [[δ]]µ , µ can take as value every class, metaclass,
metaproperty which exist in the KB and rdf s : Class, rdf : P roperty, rdf s : Resource.
Moreover, when we chose the solution to delete a property (i.e., delta δ = h∅, {isP r(P )}i),
we also remove all the triples which use the respective property as subject, predicate or
object.
• c5 : For efficiency purposes, to repair such violations, we decompose the inferred IsA relationships to explicit. As a result, the resolution set will contain all the explicit IsA relations
whose removal will repair the invalidity and it will be of the form: Res(c5 (hx, y1 , y2 , . . . , yn i), K)
= {h∅, {Cl IsA(x, y1 )}i, {h∅, {Cl IsA(y1 , y2 )}i, . . ., {h∅, {Cl IsA(yn , x)}i.
• c6 , c7 : Due to As. 3, the repairing delta δ = h{T ypeinf (y1 , y)}, ∅i is transformed into δ0 =
h{T ypeinf (y1 , y)}, ∅i and the rest repairing deltas of the resolution set remain as are.
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